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I. INTRODUCTION 

The nineteenth meeting of the China/WHO Joint Coordination Committee was held in 
Huangshan, China from 29 June to I July 1997. The agenda for the meeting is attached as 
Annex I and the list of participants as Annex 2. 

The meeting opened with addresses by Dr Yin Dakui, Vice-Minister, Ministry of Health, 
China, and Dr S.T. Han, Regional Director, World Health Organization Regional Office for the 
Western Pacific. Statements were also made by Mr B. Rodriguez on behalf of UNICEF and 
Mr Wang Ming-Fang, Vice-Governor of Anhui Provincial Government. The opening remarks 
and statements are attached as Annexes 3 to 6. 

2. REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF 1996-1997 PLAN OF ACTION 
(DOCUMENT WPRlTCC/PDO(I)/97.2) 

This agenda item was introduced by Dr B.P. Kean, Director, Programme Management. 

Dr Kean noted that the implementation rate reflected in the documents as at 31 May 1997 
was 66%. However, as of21 June 1997, the implementation rate was 69% with firm plans for 
implementation of a further 25%, which gave a very positive sign that the 1996-1997 programme 
budget would be fully implemented by the year end. 

Dr Kean informed the meeting that in January 1997, the Director-General released 7.5% of 
the regional budget. Despite the fact that 10% had been withheld this release ensured WHO's 
ability to deliver the programmes as planned. 

Fellowships 

Although most fellowships for 1996-1997 have been placed or are under placement, it was 
agreed that a subcommittee be formed to review the status of all fellowships and any general 
matters concerning the placement of fellows. The subcommittee was requested to report back 
before the close of the meeting. 

Supplies and equipment 

Most of the supplies and equipment have been ordered. A few items were being clarified in 
terms of the required specification. However, Dr Kean reminded the Ministry that the deadline 
for the submission of supplies and equipment list was 15 August 1997 if procurement is to be 
made before year end. 

The Ministry noted the improvement in the procurement of supplies and equipment. 
However, there were cases when the specifications did not match those requested, and 
occasionally the quality of equipment was poor. The Ministry requested that, where possible, 
instruction manuals should be sent to them in advance for translation and dispatch prior to the 
arrival of the equipment. 
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Consultants 

. Of the remaining consultant provisions to be implemented this year, the Ministry was 
remmded that all missions in China should start before the end of the year. The meeting was 
mformed that the provision could not be carried over into 1998 for assignments starting next 
biennium. [n this regard, the Ministry was reminded that WHO would select the most qualified 
technical experts available to meet their requests. The consultants proposed by the Regional 
Office may therefore differ from consultants requested by the Ministry. 

The Ministry expressed concern that details for a number of planned consultancies were not 
available and necessary action would be taken with respective departments upon return to Beijing. 

Local costs 

Dr Kean acknowledged the cooperation of the Ministry in the liquidation of the outstanding 
local cost advances and noted that all 1995 advances have been cleared. However, as of 
15 June 1997, there were still 166 items in the amount of US$ 730 827 outstanding from the 1996 
advances. Dr Gee, WHO Representative (WR), China informed the meeting that some 80 
statements of expenditures were en-route from the WR's office in Beijing to the Regional Office. 

The meeting recognized the success in liquidating advances for 1997 and asked that the 
Ministry continue to use the current mechanisms for release of local costs for at least one more 
year. At that time WHO would review the mechanism with a view to using it throughout the 
Region. 

Dr Gee proceeded with the review of the 1996-1997 detailed programme budget which 
started with the project CHN/HSDf002. 

CHN/HSD/002 - Regarding the consultant for a seminar on mass media for health policy 
(03.01.SC), the Ministry informed the meeting that a request had been submitted by the Ministry 
of Health at the end of May to reprogramme the provision to fellowships. 

CHN/TCC/O I 0 - The date of the workshop on strengthening management of China/WHO 
cooperative programmes (0 1.02.SC.0 I) had been changed to 5-7 November 1997, and in lieu of a 
consultant, it had been agreed that the Supplies Administrative Officer from the Regional Office 
would attend. The Ministry would request reprogramming of the consultant provision to supplies 
and equipment for a simultaneous interpretation set. subject to quotations being provided by the 
Regional Office. 

Regarding the study tour Oil the development and management of cooperative programmes, 
(0 J .08.0V) the Ministry proposed that it take place between 25 November and 22 December 1997 
for a maximum of two weeks in New Zealand and Indonesia or in the Philippines. 

A meeting of heads of WHO/China collaborating centres (01.05.LC) would be conducted 
on 8-9 September 1997. One hundred heads of collaborating centres would participate. The 
original amount of local costs requested for this activity was US$ 10000 but only US$ 5000 had 
been approved. The Ministry requested reprogramming of the local cost provision under 
CHNINHP/OO I (02.03.LC), originally intended for a workshop on health-care technology 
assessment. 
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CHNINHP/OO I - The workshop on the analysis of investment and operating costs of 
hospitals (0 1.02.LC) had been implemented in October 1996 without the use of a consultant. The 
Ministry indicated the intention to reprogram me the consultant provision (01.0 I.SC). Details 
would be submitted on their return to Beijing. 

The original government plan to hold two workshops on health-care technology assessment 
(02.03.LC and 02.04.LC) had been changed. Only one workshop would be held in Hunan from 
2 to 5 September 1997 (02.04.LC) and the other iocal cost provision (02.03.LC) would be 
reprogrammed to CHN/TCC/O 10. The consultant provision (02.02.SC) would also be 
reprogrammed by the Ministry. A detailed request would follow. 

The national workshop on regional planning and evaluation (03.03.LC) had been held in 
May 1996 without a consultant. The Ministry expressed their wish to reprogram me the consultant 
provision (03.02.SC) to another priority activity and would provide a detailed request shortly. 

The ministry would submit a reprogramming request for the local cost provision intended 
for a literature review and conceptual design (04.04.LC). 

The consultant provision (06.02.SC) would also be reprogrammed by the Ministry as the 
training course on hospital quality management (06.03.LC) had already been implemented in 
September 1996. Details would follow. 

CHNIDHS/OO I - The Ministry informed the meeting that the workshop on the principles 
and application offamily medicine (0 1.03.LC) would be held from IS to 19 September 1997. The 
terms of reference of the consultant (0 1.02.SC) would be provided by the Ministry on return to 
Beijing. 

CHN/HRH/OO I - The consultant being recruited to conduct a training course on educational 
management (01.0 I.SC) would not be available until mid-November 1997. The Ministry agreed 
to postpone the training course originally planned for October 1997. 

CHNIDAP/OO I - The meeting noted that several activities had been proposed by WHO 
Headquarters. for which the Ministry expressed their gratitude. However. it expressed some 
concerns about proposed activities which had remained unimplemented due to a lack of details 
and funds. Dr Han informed the Ministry that a follow-up and monitoring mechanism would be 
established between the Regional Ot1ice and WHO Headquarters to ensure implementation of 
proposed activities. Mr Song Yunfu. External Relations Ot1icer, Division of Resource 
Mobilization, was then requested to bring the matter up with his colleagues in Headquarters. 

CHN/TRM/002 - The Ministry informed the meeting that it had not yet established a 
mechanism to handle local fellowships effectively and efficiently. A request would be submitted 
by the Ministry to reprogram me the provision for local fellowship on techniques to evaluate 
clinical epidemiology (0 1.03.FE) to another activity. The Ministry noted the benefit of 
undertaking local fellowships and would continue to develop appropriate mechanisms for 
implementation. 

CHN/MNH/OOI - The Ministry proposed to reprogram me two provisions under this plan of 
action, consultant and local costs, for a workshop on community-based psychiatric rehabilitation 
for the mentally disabled (02.02.SC and 02.03.LC). Details of the activity to be implemented 
would follow. 
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CHN/CWS/003 - The Ministry informed the meeting that the workshop on water supply, 
drainage and sanitation would be held from 28 to 30 July 1997, while the workshop on human 
resources development would be held from I to 4 August 1997. 

CHN/EHH/OO I - The meeting was informed that the ministry no longer require technical 
advisory services for training on air pollution control (02.0 I.sC) and this could be deleted. 

CHN/OCD/O I 0 - The Ministry expressed its concern about the slow implementation ofthe 
AGFUND-funded activities under this plan of action. Dr Han would request the Director, 
Communicable Disease Prevention and Control to look personally into this project and ensure 
implementation before the end of 1997. The Ministry provided a copy of a fellowship application 
form to facilitate placement and to clarify confusion relating to this fellowship (09.0 I.FE). 

ICPI AHE/OO I - The meeting was informed that due to other commitments in July 1997, the 
visit of a consultant, Dr S.B. Kar. recruited for a national workshop on the development of health 
promotion programmes for the frail elderly in China. would have to be postponed. The Ministry 
requested that the workshop be rescheduled for October 1997. 

ICP/CWS/008 - The Ministry was unaware of the planned activity to provide technical 
support from Regional Office and Headquarters' staff to introduce Water and Sanitation 
Monitoring System (W ASAMS) in China and to review current practices of sector information 
collection. processing and use (07.03.sC) and likewise a training course planned for one or more 
focal persons from each national CWS sector agency (07.04.LC). The Ministry requested that 
they be informed and given copies of any correspondence regarding the activities. 

3. PROPOSED PROGRAMME BUDGET FOR 1998-1999 
(\Ii PR/TCC IPDO( I )/97.3) 

The Chairman noted that this document had been thoroughly reviewed by both the Ministry 
of Health and WHO prior to the signing of the Comprehensive Exchange of Letters on 
29 June 1997 by Vice-Minister Yin Dakui and Dr S.T. Han. In the absence of any further 
comments. it was concluded that this agenda item need not be discussed in detail. 

Dr Han informed the meeting that implementation could start as early as possible, 
especially for fellowships that need to be placed during the first and second quarters of 1998. 
Likewise. supplies and equipment could be ordered. As most of the supplies and equipment lists 
are available in the Regional Office. the action should be indicated by operationalllfficers seeking 
clarification where necessary. 

4. CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS FOR NEW ACTIVITIES IN 1997-1998 
(DOCUMENT WPRlTCC/PDO(I)/97.4) 

Dr B.P. Kean, Director of Programme Management, introduced this item. He informed the 
Committee that the document contained proposals received from WHO Headquarters, the Western 
Pacific Regional Office, and the Ministry of Health of the People's Republic of China. Funds 
have been identified for most of the proposals subm itted by WHO. These included funds from 
headquarters' regular budget and from extrabudgetary sources as well as from the regional 
intercountry programme. 
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The proposals made by WHO Headquarters had amounted to US$ 155 500; those from the 
Regional Office to US$ 237 900; and those submitted by the Ministry of Health to US$ 527 700. 
The total amount for all three categories was US$ 921 100. Following the review, the total of the 
approved activities amounted to US$ 966 200: US$ 155 500 from WHO Headquarters; 
US$ 231 000 from Regional Office for the Western Pacific; and US$ 579 700 from the Ministry 
of Health. 

The proposals were presented in order of the classified list of programmes of the ninth 
General Programme of Work, starting with those proposals made by Headquarters followed by 
those made by the Regional Office and concluding with the proposals made by the Ministry of 
Health. 

The new proposals. together with the decisions made by the committee, are attached as 
Annex 7. 

4.1 Comments on specific proposals 

4.1.1 Proposals from WHO Headquarters 

The Ministry of Health expressed their gratitude for the support from WHO Headquarters. 
However it noted the low implementation and lack of follow-up of past activities proposed by 
Headquarters. Dr Han assured the Ministry that there would be a follow-up with each individual 
unit in Headquarters to ensure implementation of proposed activities as well as those activities 
planned in 1996-1997 where currently no information was available. 

CHN/RPH/OO I - The Division of Reproductive Health, Maternal and Newborn Health/Safe 
Motherhood (MSM). WHO Headquarters, had proposed that the Safe Motherhood Newsletter be 
translated into Chinese and distributed by the Chinese authorities. The meeting agreed to the 
provision of US$ 5000 annually for translation costs, to be channelled to the Beij ing collaborating 
centres (National Research Institute for Family Planning and the People's Medical Publishing 
House). The additional activity would be reflected in the plan of action under ICP/RPH/OO I. 

CHN/MNH/OO I - The meeting agreed on supplementary activities for the development of 
Life Skills Education materials for grades seven and eight, training of teachers in their use and 
field testing in ten schools in one or two districts of Beijing. Funding would come from the 
Division of Mental Health and Substance Abuse in Headquarters. The national counterpart would 
be the Institute of Child and Adolescent Health, Beijing Medical University. These activities 
would be added in the plan of action under ICP/MNH/OO I. 

Two proposals for agreements for performance of work (APW) were reviewed. The first 
was to review the application of a computerized mental health information system currently being 
applied in 21 mental hospitals in China. The coordinator of the system within the Institute of 
Mental Health, Beijing Medical University, would prepare a report which would involve visits to 
some of the centres. The amount of US$ 2000 would be made available by the Division of Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse in Headquarters. This was supported. 

The second proposed APW. was to examine the mental and social problems brought about 
by myopia in primary school children with a view to planning possible ways of screening for the 
problem, assessing it and providing low-cost spectacles. The Committee requested the Ministry 
of Health to clarify with the Institute of Child and Adolescent Health, Beijing Medical University, 
whether this activity was relevant in China. The Ministry of Health would inform the Regional 
Office accordingly. 
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CHN/OCD/O I 0 - A proposal from EMC/HQ for surveillance of antimicrobial resistance 
was reviewed. The proposal was for US$ 72 500 to be funded from extrabudgetary sources 
through WHO Headquarters aimed at improving global surveillance of antimicrobial resistance 
through improved infection control and patient care. The Committee agreed, in principle, but the 
Ministry of Health however expressed some concern about the need for so many Temporary 
Advisers. Dr Kean agreed that the Regional Office would seek clarification from Headquarters. 
A new product would be added in ICP/OCD/OI 0 to incorporate the above activities. 

ICP/PBD/OO I - The development of a protocol and a feasibility study for a 
population-based evaluation of the national blindness prevention programme had been started in 
Shunyi County. The extension of this activity to Doumen County, Guangdong Province, had been 
proposed, to be coordinated by the Peking Union Medical College Hospital. It was agreed that the 
amount of US$ 15 000 would be made available by the Programme for the Prevention of 
Blindness and Deafness in Headquarters for a research grant/technical services agreement. 

4.1.2 Proposals from WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 

ICP/EUD/004 - Dr Sima Huilan provided a brief introduction on the proposed project 
"Integrated programme approach to healthy cities". She informed the meeting that the Regional 
Director had briefed ministers of health in relevant countries on this intercountry project, which 
was intended to support ongoing healthy city projects in Cambodia; the 
People's Republic of China; the Lao People's Democratic Republic; Mongolia; and Viet Nam. 
This project identifies activities in a number of programme areas related to healthy cities, such as 
health protection and promotion, environmental health, nutrition and food safety. 

The plan of action proposed included a variety of activities of greater or lesser interest to 
the different Healthy Cities projects in each participating country, depending on the progress 
made by each city in terms of project development and implementation. [n light of this, not every 
city would participate in all the activities. 

The details of each city's participation in particular activities had been developed through 
the office of the WHO Representative, working directly with the Ministry of Health and the 
Healthy Cities project focal points, as well as the focal points for specific settings. The cities of 
the People's Republic of China which had been identified for participation in project activities 
were Beijing; Baoding; Chongqing; Dalian, Haikou City and Shanghai. The following details of 
participation were considered: 

I. Approach 0 I: Conduct of training programmes for development and implementation 
of healthy city plans of action. 

• Training programme 011 environmental management for health (01.0 I.FE): There 
would be a total of six participants from China, comprising one each from Beijing, 
Dongcheng district; Chongqing, Yuzhong district; Baoding; Dalian; Haikou City; 
and the Ministry of Health. The programme would be a three to four-week healthy 
city course tailored to "Environmental Management for Health" at the WHO 
Collaborating Centre for Environmental Health, University of Western Sydney
Hawkesbury, Australia, beginning on 29 September 1997. 

2. Approach 03: Promotion and information dissemination campaign. 

• Study tour for high level city officials from five project cities, including those 
taking part in the environmental management health programme (03.01.0V): 
There would be a total of four participants from China,comprising one each from 
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Baoding; Chongqing; Dalian; and an interpreter from the Ministry of Health. The 
study tour, to begin in mid-September 1997, would involve one week in Malaysia 
(Kuching and Johor Bahru) followed by four days in the WHO Collaborating 
Centre for Environmental Health, University of Western Sydney, Australia. 

3. Approach 04: Implementation of healthy marketplace. healthy workplace, and health 
promoting schools projects; and rehabilitation of health hospitals projects. 

• Activities in China focusing on the development of a plan of action for healthy 
marketplaces, initial implementation, and training in Haikou City (04.0 I.SC ). 

• Purchase of materials for facility improvement of healthy marketplace projects. 
Haikou City (04.0 I.SE). 

• Training on healthy workplace projects (04.02.LC) and purchase of supplies and 
equipment in the implementation of healthy workplace projects (04.02.SE): the 
participation of the city of Dalian. 

• Summer session on health-promoting schools (04.05.PT): A total of seven 
participants comprising one each from Baoding. Chongqing, Dalian, Haikou City 
and Shanghai, and two from Beijing. This two-week programme would be held 
in Australia and would include: the Health-Promoting Schools Conference of 
the Australian Association of Health-Promoting Schools from 16 to 
18 November 1997 in Canberra, to be followed by a special session for overseas 
participants from 19 to 20 November 1997; and, the workshop on 
health-promoting schools, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, from 
24 to 28 November 1997. 

• Meetings to strengthen networking among health-promoting schools and 
workplaces (04.06.MG): Two workshops had been proposed for December 1997, 
one in Shanghai and the other in Beijing. The first, in collaboration with the 
Department of Hygiene and Sanitary Inspection, would be a Regional workshop 
on networking among health-promoting workplaces, with the support of the 
Shanghai Health Education Institute. The second would be a Regional workshop 
on networking among health-promoting schools with the involvement of the 
National Health Education Institute. 

• Development and translation of guideline materials, and development of city
specific plans of action (04.07.A W): Considering the successful implementation 
of health-promoting schools in Beijing and Wuhan, it had been proposed that the 
National Health Education Institute support the development of health-promoting 
schools projects in Baoding, Chongqing, Dalian and Haikou City 

The meeting supported the proposals in principle. However, the Ministry requested more 
details about the two meetings to strengthen networking among health-promoting schools. 

CHN/GEE/020 - The meeting supported the proposal for three work-months of consultant 
missions to evaluate leprosy in selected provinces. 

ICP/GEE/020 - Training in analytic and epidemiological methods for leprosy control as 
well as the appointment of a consultant to evaluate the national leprosy elimination programme in 
China were also supported by the Committee. 
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ICP/OCH/OOI - Technical support and local costs had been proposed for the formulation of 
policy standards, development. initiation and evaluation of an occupational health programme. 
Noting that the target date for implementation was the fourth quarter of 1997, and not the second 
quarter. the meeting supported the proposals. 

CHN/HEP/O I 0 - The proposal to conduct tWJ conferences, one for promotion of national 
guidelines on health-promoting schools, and the second for a national mid-term evaluation 
conference on comprehensive prevention and treatment of common diseases among students, was 
reviewed and discussed. 

The meeting noted the need for full involvement of the health and education sector and 
considered that the time to prepare such an exercise was very limited. In the absence of clear 
details specifying the levels of involvement and expectations from each sector, the meeting did 
not support the proposal. 

4.1.3 Proposals from the Ministry of Health 

CHNfNHP/OO I - Two proposals had been made by the Ministry under this programme. 
One was for strengthening management of primary health care in Tibet; and the other was for 
strengthening of the regional planning of health services through improved coordination among 
the various Ministries invoived. 

Both proposals were supported by the meeting and it was agreed that Regional planning 
activities would be better reflected as an intercountry project under ICPfNHP/002. The supplies 
and equipment (US$ 40 000) for the enhancement of capacity to manage and implement primary 
health care in Tibet should be retained as a part ofCHNfNHP/OOJ. 

CHN/DHS/OO I - As part of the ongoing programme to strengthen district health systems 
based on primary health care through development of standards. training and exchange of 
information. the Ministry had proposed activities focused on improving PHC activities in Anhui 
Province and in Shandong Province. 

Noting the progress made in the development of PHC services and the need to build on 
these gains, the meeting agreed to the proposal. suggesting, however. that the purchase of a 
four-wheel drive vehicle would be more appropriate for the road conditions in Anhui Province. 

The supplementary activities would be shown under an existing plan of action 
CHN/DHS/OOI except for the three training courses and a seminar which form part of an 
intercountry project and would be better reflected under lCPfNHP/002. 

CHN/TRM/002 - The proposal to train clinicians on the adverse effects of herbal medicines 
was supported as was the proposal to conduct a workshop on development of WHO collaborative 
programmes in traditional medicine. While noting the benefit of strengthening the programme 
development capacity of the Institute of Traditional Chinese Medicine. the meeting considered 
that for maximum benefit the workshop should be implemented involving staff from the 
Department of International Cooperation of the Ministry of Health. This would ensure 
consistency of development practices with other programmes. These activities would be attached 
to the existing plan of action under ICP/TRM/002. 

The meeting confirmed support for the request to translate documents into English to 
facilitate distribution. The documents currently exist in Chinese. It was also agreed to provide a 
computer, printer and photocopier to improve the monitoring of adverse reactions to herbal 
medicine. 
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CHN/HEP/O I 0 - Noting the proposal presented to the meeting had been significantly 
reduced from the original submission by the National Patriotic Health Campaign Committee_ the 
Ministry provided clarification that the proposal was to provide basic equipment to four provinces 
and was not. as it appeared. all for the National Patriotic Health Campaign Committee in Beijing. 
In the light of this clarification the original proposal for US$ 47 000 was reinstated. However, it 
was agreed that ink for the fax machine would be excluded. 

The Committee agreed to hold the semina~· on smoking control interventions included under 
ICP/HEP/O I o. 

CHNINUT/OO I - Considering the difficulties in identifying an appropriately experienced 
trainer to conduct courses on nutrition for the elderly. the meeting adopted an alternative approach 
and agreed that the original proposal be replaced by a 2x3-month fellowship to Australia. The 
names of appropriate institutions were provided for consideration by the Ministry of Health. The 
meeting recognized that the fellowship application fllrlns of two candidates must be submitted as 
soon as possible. 

CHNINUT/002 - The meeting agreed to support the provision of thyroid stimulating 
hormone (fSH) assay equipment and the training in its appropriate use. 

CHN/TUB/002 - Noting the progress made in collaboration with the World Bank project. 
the Committee recognized that there was still a shortage of microscopes for sputum examination. 
It was therefore agreed 10 provide microscopes. However, this should be to areas not covered by 
the World Bank project. hence expanding the national capacity for sputum examination. 

CHN/CTD/O I 0 - The proposal to recruit a consultant in support of a workshop on 
prevention of clonorchiasis was agreed in principle but would be further studied by the Ministry 
of Health as the benefit to be derived from technical input in this area was not clear. The other 
activities. however. were supported. The workshop. as well as the field study on clonorchiasis 
detection would be reflected under ICP/CTD/O I 0 while the provision of supplies and equipment 
\\ould be attached to product 5 of CHN/CTD/O I o. 

Additional activities Il)r control of hydatid disease in Qinghai Province were proposed. The 
Committee supported the proposals and recommended that the national training courses be shown 
under ICP/CTD/O I o. Noting the budget proposed for supplies and equipment listed would not be 
sufficient. it was agreed to fund up to US$ 30 000. however. the X-ray machine would be deleted. 
This provision would be attached to product 8 ofCHN/CTD/OIO. 

CHN/NCD/O I 0 - The proposal to till1her develop noncommunicable disease prevention and 
control services for the elderly was supported and would be incorporated into the existing plan of 
action under ICPINCD/O I o. However. details regarding the study tour to Osaka. Japan, must be 
forwarded to WPRO as soon as possible to facilitate placement this year. 

5. REPORT ON THE HIGH LEVEL MEETING ON HEAL TIl 
IN BEIJING IN DECEMBER 1996 (WPR/TCC/PDO( 1)/97.5) 

Dr Zhu Qingsheng. Director-General. Department of General Administration, Ministry of 
Health. presented a report on the high level national meeting on health concerning new advances 
in health reform and development in China. He repurted that in December 1996. the national 
health conference had been convened in Beijing under the joint sponsorship of the Central 
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Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council. During the session, 
achievements and experiences in health service of the country had been summarized, and a brief 
summary of the future perspective ofChina's health service had been presented. A full text of the 
presentation is found in Annex 8. 

I. Health service receives greater attention from the government and society and its targets 
have been further defined: 

Prem ier Li Peng pointed out that the "protection and improvement of people's health 
constitute the necessary prerequisite to economic development and social progress. Health 
sCITices relate closely \\ith thc birth. ageing. illness and death of people. and with the immediate 
interests of all indil'iduals, Leading personage at all levels shall better understand the importance 
of health sen ice. of \\ h ich leadersh i p must be strengthened," It has become the common 
understanding of the whole society that the attainment of health for all in order to attain a constant 
i m prol'ement of people's health is an important target of soc ial ist modern ization of the country. 

FolIO\I ing the "Ninth National Five-year Plan for Economic Development and its Future 
Programmatic Targets for the Year 20 I 0". the government of China has specified that a health 
system is to be set up. by the year 2000. that embraces health service. health insurance, and health 
supervision: that. the go::! ')1' health for all is to be attained in the main. It is expected that. by the 
year 20 I O. a complete health system II ill be set up in all parts of the country. appropriate to the 
social market economy system. and to the health needs of the peopk: that major health indicators 
of the people in economical" deleloped areas shall reach. or. approach the average level of that 
of the del eloped Cl1ulltries \If mediulll lelel. and that in kss developed areas shall reach the 
adlanced le\ el of de\eluping countries, In order to attain the established targets. reform shall be 
taken as a push ing pO\\er to rais~ scr\' ice and capabi I ity of health departments. to strengthen 
health law enforcement and supervision. and to strengthen leadership of the government in health 
activities in order to ensure the constant increase in the level of people's health, 

I L It is developed by in-depth health reform. to prupel all round health development of 
health services and people's health 

Efforts are being exerted t(1 tackle the following major issues: 

I, To master and utilize the development of a socialist market economy in the 
supply/demand relationship oftht: health service, To differentiate between. and meet the 
diversified health needs of people of different echelons, To re-adjust the size and structure of 
health institutions. and to raise the utility rate of health resources. 

In the re-adjustment of the supply/demand relationship, primary consideration shall be 
given to the basic health needs. and the development of diversified health services to meet the 
different health needs of the cOlllmunity, 

2, To establish and perfect the mechanism for compensation of health input Based on 
the principle that government at all levels are required to integrate health service into a general 
programme of socioeconomic development Subsidies shall be given to medical and health 
institutions of the public sector reflecting the government policy of equity in health service and 
welfare. In the course of the improvement of their livelihoods, the community is expected to 
increase their contribution to medical expenses in order to increase their personal responsibility, 
A regulatory pricing mechanism for health service compatible to market price fluctuation and a 
feasible system for its management and supervision would be established. 
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3. To establish a regulatory mechanism for health development, and to direct legitimate 
competition in health service. Through the enforcement of health laws and legislations to 
strengthen its scientific management and to standardize service. Competition in service is to be 
developed to improve service quality and reduce cost. 

The major areas to be reformed include: 

I. A medical insurance scheme appropriate to the country's situation. 

There is. at present. a free medical system. and a lahour insurance law for 
governmental/enterprise employees. With the shift to a socialist market economy system, the 
drawbacks and shortcomings have become increasingly prominent. A new medical insurance 
scheme has been developed that integrates the overall arrangement of the society with the income 
of the individual. The prem ium of the scheme is to be borne jointly by the state, the employing 
unit and the individual at a rational level. A search for supplements in various forms including a 
mutual help medical insurance scheme. and a commercial medical insurance scheme will be 
undertaken. 

2. Health managerial system. its operational mechanism and health service system: 

Health institutions of the public sector act as the main body of the health care system, the 
collective and private institutions are its supplements. The existing system has been found 
irrational in its structure and low in its utility ofresources. Health resources of the country are 
distributed mainly by administrative division and aniliation and less by an overall arrangement 
within the health sector. Health resources are provided to large and medium cities based on size 
rather than need. As a result the remote and less-developed cities and rural areas are inadequately 
served. To improve the ability of government in its health resource distribution and to resolve the 
supply/demand imbalance in health service between the urban and rural areas. a regional health 
programme is to be formulated and implemented. 

COlllmunity health service is to be developed in an active manner to establish and gradually 
improve a functional and convenient health care network covering preventive and therapeutic 
services. continuous education. health consultation. rehabilitation service. and family planning 
service. etc. Distribution of medical professionals is to be more equal. 

III. It is to strengthen. in real term. health service at the rural side: 

Rural areas account for 900 million of the total population yet rural health services ofthe 
country have remained weak. Emphasis remains on rural areas and the less-developed areas for 
the attainment of health for all. The country has taken three factors as the three "pillars" that 
sLlpport the development of the rural health service: the three-tier health service network. the 
cooperative medicare service system. and the rural health manpower development. 

Greater effort shall be given to health service in less developed areas and areas populated 
by the national minorities. The raising of health status of people in less developed areas shall be 
taken as an important content of the local aiding-the-poor programme. 

IV. It is to lay equal emphasis to the traditional Chinese medicine and western medicine, and to 
develop the traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacology: 

Traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacology are important components of the health 
service orChina. Traditional Chinese medicine and western medicine mutually supplement each 
other and jointly shoulder the task of protecting and improving people's health. Equal emphasis 
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on traditional Chinese medicine and western medicine will strengthen the leadership in traditional 
Chinese medicine and pharmacology. and gradually increase its input with the hope to create 8 

favourable material foundation for its future development. 

Since the National Health Conference and the promulgation for implementation of the 
"Decision of the Central Committee orthe Chinese Communist party and the State Council 
concerning Health Reform and Development". studies and surveys have been organized in all 
parts of the country for the formulat ion of local plans for implementation. Hea Ith conferences 
were held at local level to publicize and to implement the spirit of the national health conference. 

The strategical goals have been defined in the construction of socialist modernization. to 
which. health reform and development constitute its component parts. With the socioeconomic 
growth and the development in depth of reform. and with the joint etforts of governments at all 
levels and of the society as a whole. the goals set forth during the national health conference will 
certainly be attained. and people's health will certainly be further raised. 

6. OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

6.1 Report of the subcommittee on fellowships 

The subcommittee on fellowships met and discussed general problems relating to the 
placement of fellows. The status of implementation of fellowship provisions contained in the 
1996-1997 detai led programme budget was also reviewed. 

6. \.1 Generalmatters 

\) The Ministry of Health expressed concern that there were more fellowships and 
study tours scheduled for placement during 1997 than placed in 1996. It had heen hoped that at 
least half of the fellowship and study tour provisions for the biennium would have been 
implemented during the first year. This appeared not to be the case with more than half of the 
provisions still to be placed in the last seven months of 1997. 

The meeting discussed the reasons for this and made the following recommendations for 
fellowship and study tour placements: 

a) The target date for all fellowship and study tour provisions in the 199R-1999 detailed 
programme budget should be thoroughly reviewed by the Ministry and adjusted to 
ensure that the target date for implementation retlects an equal distribution of 
placements in each year. 

b) Fellowship application forms should be submitted by the Ministry at least six months 
before the expected placement date. 

c) WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific should start placement action upon 
receipt of the Fellowship Application Form and advise the Ministry of delays in 
placement. especially if the delay exceeds one month beyond the stated target date for 
imp lementat ion. 

2) The meeting discussed problems encountered by institutions that host study missions 
in China. The main problem involved delays in the receipt of training expenses. The meeting 
recommended that in future the institution should submit a claim to the WHO Regional Office for 
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the Western Pacific before the study mission starts. using the proposed itinerary of the study 
mission. After the fellow has completed the study mission a letter indicating that the visit was 
undertaken according to the schedule should be forwarded to the Regional Office. This procedure 
would allow payments to be prepared in advance and made immediately upon receipt of the 
confirmation letter. 

3) The Ministry briefed the meeting 011 difficulties experienced in receiving study 
missions especially from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Many of the fellows on 
study missions arrive without prior notice. hence a programme of activities is not ready for them. 

The meeting recommended that WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific advise the 
Regional Office for South-East Asia of the difficulties encountered. particularly in relation to 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea. and inform them that the Ministry requires a minimum 
three-week advance notice to place a study mission. If less than three weeks the placement would 
not be accepted. 

4) Review of all the individual fellowship placements for 1996-1997 was made and 
clarification was provided by both the Ministry and the Regional Office for the Western Pacific to 
facilitate placement before the end of the year. The subcommittee noted the urgency in 
submitting the applications for the fellowships approved in this meeting. 

6.1.2 Fellowship provisions for 1998-1999 

The subcommittee noted that: following an internal review of candidates by the Ministry of 
Health for placement during 1998-1999, there were insufficient candidates in some fields of 
study. The Ministry submitted a list of the fellowship provisions for which there were no 
candidates and a revised list proposing candidates in other specialties. The fellowship 
subcommittee noted the proposed changes and suggested that the revisions be technically 
reviewed by the responsible officers in WPRO and the Ministry be advised of the outcome as 
soon as possible. This would facilitate the submission ofFAFs. 

The report of the subcomm ittee and the respective proposals were adopted. 

6.2 Other administrative matters 

6.2.1 Local cost 

Dr Kean acknowledged the effol1s made by the Ministry in facilitating the submission of 
statements of expenditures. Although the deadline of 30 June had passed, it was agreed to extend 
until 30 September 1997. by which time it is expected that all 1996 releases would have been 
liquidated. 

6.2.2 Simultaneous interpretation for future Jee meetings 

Mr Wu Guogao informed the meeting that in Jee meetings prior to 1990. the delegation 
had been led by the Director-General of the Department of International Cooperation. In these 
meetings. interpretation had not been considered necessary. However. since 1990, the delegation 
had been led by the Vice-Minister of Health and whispering interpretation had been required. 
This had been very time consuming. To facilitate the meeting it was proposed that simultaneous 
interpretation be provided. In this regard, Mr Wu proposed that for the succeeding JCC meetings. 
the Chinese delegation be expanded from seven to nine delegates to include the interpreters. The 
meeting. considering the high cost of hiring outside interpreters. agreed to the proposal. 
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6.2.3 Channels of communication with Hong Kong 

Dr Han informed the meeting that in the past. Hong Kong attended the Regional Committee 
as Hong Kong. For this year's and future Regional Committee meetings. Hong Kong would 
attend as Hong Kong. China. This had been agreed to by the Chinese government. United 
Kingdom and WHO. However. administrative arrangements on channels of communication now 
that Hong Kong is formally a part of China were not clear. The Ministry would discuss the matter 
with the Chinese and Hong Kong authorities and would inform the Regional Office accordingly. 
However. in the meantime. all correspondence between WHO and Hong Kong should be copied 
to the Division of International Cooperation in Beijing. 

7. CLOSURE 

I n closing the meeting. Dr Han noted the significance of the day with the return to Chinese 
sovereignty of Hong Kong. 

Thanking the Vice-Minister. Dr Yin Dakui. for his able guidance of the meeting. Dr Han 
cOlllmented briefly on the aLcompl ishments during the meeting. The review of the 1996-1997 
programme budget implementation had clarified the implementation status of a number of 
activities as well as providing an opportunity to review and streamline our working procedures. 

The discllssion on new proposals had provided an opportunity to discuss priority issues in 
need of immediate attention. Dr Han noted that one proposal was related to a recommendation of 
the national high level meeting on health. The total of the approved proposals amounted to 
US$ 966 200. which when considered with proposals approved at JeC last year. meant new 
proposals amounting to US$ I 484 800 supported during this biennium. 

The signing of the Comprehensive Exchange of Letters for implementation of the 
programme budget for 19lJ8-1999 marked the tirst step of collaboration for the next biennium. It 
was hoped that the efficient implementation of the 1996-1997 programme would again be applied 
for the 1998-1999 programme. 

Finally. Dr Han paid tribute to the hosts from Anhui provincial government and the hotel 
staff for their excellent service. It was noted that the facilities definitely contributed to the 
success of the meeting. 

Mr Gao Xishui noted the success of the meeting following the extensive exchanges on the 
1996-1997 programme budget implementation and new proposals from the Ministry of Health. 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific and WHO Headquarters. Mr Gao thanked Dr Han 
for his support of these proposals which finally amounted to US$ 966 200. marking a peak year in 
the level of JCC approved proposals. The brieting on the latest development in China's health 
reforms and development following the high level national conference sponsored by the State 
Council had provided very good discussions and a better understanding of the priority health 
concerns, especially major measures in health reform. Mr Gao thanked the staff from Manila and 
Beijing for their effol1s in preparing for the meeting. He also thanked staff from Anhui Provincial 
Department of Health and Health Bureau from Huangshan municipality. who had provided 
excellent logistic support for the meeting. 
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Mr Basil Rodriguez. on behalf of UNICEF. thanked Vice-Minister Yin Dakui and Dr Han 
for inviting his participation. This cooperation would further strengthen the very good 
collaborative activities between the Government of China and UNICEF. 
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ANNEX I 

AGENDA 

I. Opening session 

- Designation of Chairman 

- Opening statements: 

Statement by Dr Yin Dakui. Vice-Minister of Health. China 

Statement by Dr S.T. Han. Regional Director. WHO/WPR 

Statement by Mr Basil Rodriguez. UNICEF. Beijing 

Statement by Mr Wang Ming-Fang. Vice-Govemor. Anhui Provincial Govemment 

- Introduction of participants (WPR/TCC/PDO( I )/97/18/1) 

2. Adoption of agenda (WPR/TCC/PDO( I )/97.1) 

3. Review of 1996-1997 programme budget implementation (WPR/TCC/PDO( I )/97.2) 

4. Discllssion on the 1998-1999 detailed programme budget (WPR/TCC/PDO( 1 )/97.3) 

5. Consideration of proposals for new activities in 1997-1998 (WPRlTCClPDO( 1 )/97.4) 

6. Report on the High level national meeting on health held in Beijing in December 1996 
(WPRlTCC/PDO( 1 )/97.5) 

7. Other administrative matters 

- Subcommittee on fellowships 

8. Closure 
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ST ATEMENT BY MR YIN DAKUI, VICE-MINISTER, 
MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
A T THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE NINETEENTH MEETING 

OF THE CHINA/WHO JOINT COORDINA nON COMMITTEE 
HUANGSHAN. CHINA. 29 JUNE 1997 

DISTINGUISHED DR S.T. HAN. 
DEAR COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS, 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

The nineteenth meeting of the China/WHO Joint Coordination Committee officially opens 
here today. At the outset, please allow me. on behalf of the Ministry of Health. to extend our 
warmest welcome to Dr Han, his delegation from WPRO. United Nations representative and 
member from the WHO Headquarters. I would also like to thank the people's government of 
Anhui province and Huangshan City, Anhui Provincial Department of Health, Huangshan 
Municipal Bureau of Health in particular. for their collaboration and support to the meeting. 
Lastly, I would like to expless my congratulations on the opening of the meeting. 

JCC meeting is a high level conference for the cooperation between China and WHO. This 
is the tenth time for it to be held in China. The experience in the past shows that lCC mechanism, 
which is developed through our cooperation. has provided us with a very good opportunity to 
review the implementation of the collaborative programmes and identify and find solutions to the 

''Problems existing in our cooperation. Through the meetings of the JCe. the transparency in 
programme implementation has been enhanced so as to ensure our productive bilateral 
cooperation in the new circumstances. In the meantime, the bilateral cooperation has developed 
rapidly and gained satisfactory results. It is worth mentioning that Dr S.T Han has participated in 
all other 18 meetings except for the first meeting in 1978. This fully testifies to Dr Han's personal 
role and immense contributions to the cooperation between WHO and China. 

This meeting has a heavy agenda. We wi II not only review the 1996-1997 programme 
budget implementation, consider the proposals for new activities in 1997-1998, undertake a 
complete examination and evaluation of the collaborative programmes and explore some concrete 
measures to implement the programmes for the current biennium, but also sign the 
Comprehensive Exchange of Letters. We will also brief the participants on the new progress in 
China's health reform and development. In December last year, the Central Committee of the 
CPC and the State Council held a high level meeting on health which summed up the past 
achievements and experience and established the principles, objectives, and tasks in the new 
period. Early this year, the promulgation and implementation of the "Decision of the Central 
Comm ittee of CPC and the State Council concerning Health Reform and Development" marked 
the entry into a new historic stage of China's health reform and development. Our briefing will 
help our colleagues in WHO to better understand the priorities and major health reform measures 
and enhance our cooperation in future. 

WHO and MOH has el~joyed cooperation for 20 years. During this period, our cooperation 
has been constantly expanded and consolidated. The resources for the technical cooperation has 
increased from over 2 million dollars in early 1980s to about 7 million at present and the 
cooperation has embraced all the aspects of health sector. In recent years, due to the changes of 
world economic and political situation, WHO is faced with great financial difficulties as 
evidenced by the zero growth of its regular budget. This has caused some difficulties to the 
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programme implementation in certain countries. WPRO, headed by Dr Han, carried out refor~ 
by improving programme management, emphasizing the formulation, execution and coordmatlOn 
in the priority areas to ensure the smooth implementation of the programmes at the country level 
and thus bringing a new look to health work in the Western Pacific region. In particular, the new 
ideas and strategies contained in Dr Han's New Hurizons in Health will guide our work in a long 
time to come. 

During our cooperation with WHO, MOH enhanced its management and made arduous 
efforts to promote the health reform and development in health and scored a new step further in 
the implementation of Health for All by the Year 2000. We improved the management of our 
collaborative programmes with WHO. In particular, thanks to the computerization of the 
Department of International Cooperation, the management and monitoring of programmes were 
greatly enhanced and the implementation rate was increased significantly. In the meantime, the 
Department of International Cooperation also compiled and distributed some manuals on the 
collaborative programmes between WHO and China, for instance. Essentiallntormation on 
Collaborative Programmes, Guide of Fellowship Arrangement, Compilation of Multilateral 
Cooperation Study Tour Reports. etc. which have disseminated the collaborative programmes, 
promoted the project development and implementation and enhanced the development of health 
service in China. 

In two days, China will resume its exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong. This is an 
epochal event attracting world-wide attention and the whole country will celebrate this historical 
moment. We would like to share our happiness with our colleagues in WHO. I am convinced 
that after Hong Kong's return to the motherland, the cooperation between Hong Kong and WHO 
will be enhanced. 

Before the meeting, we made full preparations in both Manila and Beijing by holding 
preparatory meetings and compiling documents. We also held a meeting in Zhuozhou, Hebei 
province to review the collaborative programmes in J 996- J 997 and put forward some positive and 
rational suggestions on the enhancement of our cooperation with WHO. WPRO and WR also 
made careful preparations for the meeting by reviewing the programmes and preparing the 
meeting documents. Our colleagues from the Huangshan Municipal Health Bureau also did a lot 
of logistic work for the meeting. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my heartfelt 
thanks to the staff of WPRO, Dr R. W.K. Gee, WHO Representative in China, AnllUi Provincial 
Department of Health, Huangshan Municipal Health Bureau and other people enuaged in the 
preparation of the meeting. e 

I wish the meeting a complete success. 
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STATEMENT BY DR S.T. HAN, 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR, 

ANNEX 4 

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION WESTERN PACIFIC REGION 
A T THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE NINETEENTH MEETING 

OF THE CHINA/WHO JOINT COORDINATION COMMITTEE 
HUANGSHAN. CHINA. 29 JUNE 1997 

HONOURABLE VICE-MINISTER. DR YIN DAKUI, 
HONOURABLE VICE-GOVERNOR. MR WANG MING-FANG. 
HONOURABLE VICE MAYOR OF HUANGSHAN CITY. MR LI REN-NAI, 
DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF ANHUI PROVINCIAL HEALTH BUREAU. DR XU ZHAN-SHAN, 
OFFICIALS OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH. 
COLLEAGUE FROM UNICEF, MR BASIL RODRIGUES, 
COLLEAGUE FROM WHO HEADQUARTERS. MR SONG YUNFU. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

It is a great pleasure to meet for the 19th Meeting of the China/WHO Joint Coordination 
Committee in such beautiful surroundings. 

This is the tirst time the annual review meeting has been held in Anhui Province 
surrounded by the grandeur of the Huangshan Mountain Reserve. 

We meet at a very important time for China and for the World Health Organization. While 
we are in Huangshan. Hong Kong will return to Chinese sovereignty and the whole nation will 
celebrate this event. We will also have ollr own celebration here in this beautiful setting. 

A very significant event for health in China was the convening of the high-level meeting on 
health in December 1996. President Zhang Jemin. and Premier Li Peng addressed this meeting 
and senior leaders of the government attended. The importance of health in the development of 
modern China was emphasized. This meeting. and the provincial meetings which have followed. 
including the meeting in Anhui Province. will ensure that greater emphasis is placed on health 
concerns in China, particularly in the crucial area of health financing, improving health services in 
poor rural areas. and rapid urbanization and increase of elderly. 

Anhui Medical University has provided training in applied community-based rehabilitation 
for non-medical personnel since 1992. The graduation of the third course was held in Anhui on 
21 June 1997. This course has been an important contribution to community-based rehabilitation 
throughout Ch ina. 

Another very important event will be the hosting of the 10th World Conference on Tobacco 
or Health in China in late August this year. The recently announced results of the 1996 survey on 
tobacco use in China make depressing picture. Smoking rates have increased since 1984 in young 
people, doctors and teachers. I hope the Ministry of Health and the media in China will use the 
World Conference to increase public awareness of the fact that smoking kills. I also hope that 
China strengthens its activities to ban cigarette advertising. My dream is a 
tobacco-advertising-free Western Pacitic Region by the Year 2000. 

In 1998 WHO will celebrate its 50th anniversary. This will also be a time for WHO to 
reflect upon its past achievements and failures and to look for fresh approaches as we approach 
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the 21 st century. The concept of New Horizons ill Health has been my contribution to revitalizing 
the work of WHO in this Region and elsewhere. I am glad to see that its ideas have found 
acceptance in China and in other Member States. 

As China and WHO review their own work in health and look to the future, I believe this 
will provide a very good opportunity to look at how we can best work together in the future. We 
have a common goal - better health for the people of China. Meetings such as this are one way in 
which we can ensure that WHO's limited resources are lIsed with maximum efficiency and 
effectiveness in supporting priority health concerns in China. 

I wish you all a very productive meeting over the next few days. 
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STATEMENT BY MR BASIL RODRIGUEZ, 
PROGRAMME OFFICER, NUTRITION, UNICEF 

ANNEX 5 

AT THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE NINETEENTH MEETING 
OF THE CHINA/WHO JOINT COORDINATION COMMITTEE 

HUANG SHAN, CHINA, 29 JUNE 1997 

HONOURABLE VICE-MINISTER DR YIN DAQUI, 
DR HAN, 
DR GEE, 
VICE-GOVERNOR, VICE MAYOR, 
DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS, 

Let me first, on behalf of the UNICEF Representative, Mr Farid Rahman, thank you for this 
opportunity to be here this morning in this lovely mountain resort, my first visit to this location. 
We see this opportunity much more than symbolic; we see it as strategic. We are partners, not 
just as sister agencies, but partners also with the Government of China, specifically the Ministry 
of Health and other line ministries. UNICEF's principal focus is on women and children. 
However, our focus altogether is development--development of China's population. We cooperate 
in a number of areas, specifically in health and nutrition, health education, primary health care, 
maternal and child health, health finance, iodine deficiency disorders, nutrition education and 
promotion, breastfeeding promotion. I would therefore like to reiterate once again the importance 
of collaboration and coordination so that we can join forces to ensure that the small resources 
available are used in a way that benefits the population it intends to serve. 

My statement this morning, please forgive me, is very brief, but I think it is important for 
us to sit and listen and become true partners in 1997-1998 and beyond. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate the Government of China on the 
return of Hong Kong in less than 48 hours to the motherland. I appreciate being here at this time. 
There is a double celebration--tomorrow I also celebrate my own birthday. And so this is a very 
memorable experience for me and in two days to have a birthday celebration and celebrate the 
return of Hong Kong at the same time. 

Thank you all for this opportunity and I look forward to the next few days. 
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OPENING STATEMENT BY 
MR WANG MING-FANG. VICE GOVERNOR. 

ANHUI PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 
AT THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE NINETEENTH MEETING 

OF THE CHINAIWHO JOINT COORDINATION COMMITTEE 
HUANGSHAN. CHINA. 29 JUNE 1997 

YOUR EXCELLENCY. HONOURABLE DR SoT. HAN AND MRS HAN. 
VICE-MINISTER YIN DAQUI. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. 

The 19th Meeting of the ChinalWHO Joint Coordination Committee is inaugurated at the 
foot of spectacular Huangshan Mountain. on the bank of picturesque Taiping Lake and in one of 
these joyful days when we're celebrating the return of Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty. On 
behalf of Anhui provinci~1 government. I'd like to offer my warm congratulations on the opening 
of the meeting. and extend a warm welcome to Dr S.T. Han and Mrs Han. to other officials from 
WPRO. to Vice-Minister Yin and other participants from the Ministry of Health. 

Anhui is situated in East China with a land area of 140 000 square kilometres and a 
population of over 60 million. In a word. Anhui is a prominent Chinese province well endowed 
with mineral and tourism resources and one of the biggest producers of grain. cotton and 
vegetable oil. It is a production base of raw materials. a province of rising and booming light 
industry. a province with formidable scientific and technological might. Anhui is one of the most 
promising provinces in central and Western China in terms of economic level. 

[n our province. the industrial structure is relatively rational with a fuJI array of industries. 
The economic development picked up speed in recent years. Between 1991-1995 the average 
annual growth rate ofGDP was 14.1%; in 1996. it was 13.2% 13.5 percentage points above the 
national average. With the phenomenal economic development. historical breakthroughs were 
made in the health development in our province. The unprecedented achievements have been 
scored. There is established in our province a network and a contingent of professionally
competent health workers. We have also witnessed marked improvement in health and medical 
facilities and constant raising of people's health status. The province-wide average life
expectancy is up from 33 years of the pre-1949 period to 70 years of today. Infant mortality rate 
is down from 325 per 1000 to 36 per 1000. the major health indicators have reached or are 
approaching the national average. 

The health development in our province has been receiving the affectionate attention and 
support from the Ministry of Health, and from WHO too in the past two decades. We have 
conducted cooperation and exchanges with WHO in such areas as health and epidemic prevention, 
maternal and child health. PHC endemic prevention and treatment. pandemic control and relief 
and health preparedness. We have benefited from technical assistance of material support from 
WHO to these exchanges and cooperation. We have introduced the internationally advanced 
science and technology and managerial expertise. information. human and financial resources, and 
have systematically undertaken the prevention and treatment of commonly seen and prevalent 
diseases, infectious diseases and endemics. These importations have played a positive role in 
raising the level of health science and management ensuring and protecting the physical health on 
behalfofthe provincial government. I would like to express our heartfelt thanks to WHO to 
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Ministry of Health for your kindness and assistance and support to the health services in our 
province. We are also looking forward to the continued attention and support from you. 

Ladies and gentlemen, Huangshan Mountain, the venue of this meeting has long been 
famous for the extraordinary pine trees, grotesque rc'ckery, the sea of clouds and hot springs. It is 
esteemed to be the Mount spectacular No.1 under the heaven. It was designated by the UNESCO 
as the dual cultural and natural heritage in the list of world heritage and became a mountain resort 
of world renown. Together with the Yellow River, the Yangtze and the Great Wall Mount, 
Huangshan stands as a symbol of beautiful and wonderful China. It is my hope. You'll set aside 
some time during or after the meeting to tour the mountain, to catch a glimpse of the splendour 
and wonders of Huangshan. 

In conclusion, I wish the meeting a complete success. Wish you good health and a 
pleasant stay in Anhui. 

Thank you. 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 4.1.1 Reproductive health 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: Strengthening the health of women and children and family planning 

'PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WP/I996/1CP/RPH/001 

(formerly ICPIWCH/002) OPERATIONAL OFFICER: MCH(D) 

OBJECTIVES: The overall objective of the programme is to collaborate with Member States to develop, implement and evaluate comprehensive national policies and programmes to: 

(1) further reduce maternal, infant and child mortality and morbidity; 

(2) make family planning services available to all in need; 

(3) create a favourable environment for improving family health, including reproductive heallh. 

TARGETS: 

By end of 1997: 

(I) In all countries and areas, programmes for women health care, especially during pregnancy and childbirth, child and adolescent health care, including family planning Will be further strengthened 

- the proportion of pregnant women receiving antenatal health care will increase to 80-90%; 

- at least 75% of births will be attended by trained health personnel, including traIned tradItional birth attendants; 

- the proportIon of pregnant women immunIzed against tetanus wiil be sustaIned at 90% level; 

(2) All developing countries will maintain safe motherhood programmes; 

(3) In most developing countries maternat mortality will be significantly reduced from the 1990 level, 

(4) In countries where the contraceptive prevalence rate in 1993 was less than 20% II WIll Increase to at least 40%, in other countnes II will increase to at least 45%; 

(5) Neonatat and perinatal mortality rates will be reduced to one third of their 1990 levels, neonatal tetanus mortality will be sustained at 1 per 1000 live-births level, 

(6) The Infant mortality rate will decrease by 25% from Its 1993 level in countnes where the rates are between 20 and 50 per 1000 live-births In countries where the rate IS above 50 per 1000 live-bIrths it WIll 
decrease by 40% from its 1993 level; 

(7) All countries will have comprehensive adolescent health programme. 

PRODUCTS: 

I. Trained managers to plan, supervise and evaluate nallonal programmes for women's and children's health and family planning. Trained personnel at lower level of health services will altend emergency 
cases. 

2. National programmes on reproductive health and safe motherhood planned, Implemented, monitored and evaluated. 

3. Guidelines for health workers on nutrition In pregnancy and early childhood. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1998 - 2001: 

Maternat mortality will further decrease but considerable differences will still exist between countries and between areas within countries. Antenatal care coverage will Increase to 75-90% by 2000. In order to 
ulllize the benefits antenatat health care and risk identification offer low level health care facilities will have to be upgraded to manage most of the maternat and child emergencies at primary and first referral 
teveL 
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Ultlization of family planning services will further increase in all developing counlries resulting in decreasing fertilily rates. In order to sustain the achievements and further decrease the fertility rate, family 
planning services need to be upgraded and all contraceptive methods need to be offered at primary health care level. 

Safe and clean delivery, thermal control of the newborns will be widely used. The capability to treat emergency cases at lower level of health service will increase. Technical and financial input to promote 
inclusion of treatment of maternal and child emergency cases into the basic curriculum of health training institutions will be needed. Financial input to upgrade the facilities of lower level health services will also 
be necessary. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS) The products and activities are evaluated annually in 
the project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

·····DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 ·1997····· 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Strengthening the programme 01.01 LC Local Costs 2700 
management and improving case 
management in maternal and 
child health and family planning 
services. 

Product Trained managers will plan, 
supervise and evaluate national 
programmes for women's and 
children's heallh and family 
planning. Trained personnel at 
lower level of health services will 
attend emergency cases 

01.01SC.Ol ConSUltant 1 X 1 00 13000 

01.01.SCm ConSUltant I X lOa 13000 

01.02.SC.Ol ConSUltant 1 X 100 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Operational research, partograph 
(Philippines) 

Plan and conduct national training actiVities 
on application of advanced technologies in 
management of cases in women health and 
family planning care_ The training will focus 
on traintng of trainers. Countries: 
Cambodia, Laos, Papua New Guinea, Viet 
Nam 

Plan and conduct national training activities 
an application of advanced technologies in 
management of cases in wamen health and 
family planning care. The training will focus 
an training of trainers Countries' 
Cambodia, Laos. Papua New Guinea, Vie1 
Nam. 

Technical support to deSign and prepare for 
implementation of operations research 
surveys The aim will be to find out the 
strengths and weaknesses of women's 
heal1h and family planning services. (Laos, 
Malaysia, Papua New Gumea, Philippines, 
Viet Nam). 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

al/1996· al/1996 

RB 

a2l1996 

RS 

a2l1996 

RB 

a2l1997 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACHIPRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

CODE (USS) BY: 

01.02.AW.Ol Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

0102SC02 Consultant 

Ot .02.SC.03 Consultant 

01.03.LC 

01.Q3.AW 

01.03.RG 

Local Costs 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Research Grants 

400 

1 XI 00 13000 

4500 

3000 

5400 

15000 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

To golher matenals on culture and 0211996 - 0311996 
reprc duction in libraries of institutions in the 
Phili?pines 

RB 

Technical support to design and prepare for 0211997 
implementation of operations research 
surveys, The aim will be to find out the 
strengths and weaknesses of women's 
health and family planning services. (Laos, 
Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, 
Viet Nam). 

RB 

To develop a monograph on cultural factors 0211996 - 0311996 
affecting reproductive health. 

To develop a plan to formulate a strategy of 
safe motherhood for Cambodia 

RB 

RB 

To conduct follow-up activities on two 0311996 - 0411996 
research proposals submitted by Dr Nguyen 
Thi Thorn and Dr Nguyen Thi Thy, Viet Nam 
funded by JHA, as follows: (1) to develop 
appropriate questionnalfes; (2) to conduct 
survey to collect reliable and useful data; (3) 
to analyze the data collected; and (4) wrrte 
the final report. 

RB 

To conduct operations research in the field 0111996 
of women's health, safe motherhood and 
family planning (Cambodia, Laos, Papua 
New Guinea) 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.04SC 

01.04.MS 

01.05.AW 

02 Approach: To conlribute in the improvement 02.01.LT 
of reproductive health and safe 
motherhood in countries of 
WPR. 

Product: Provided technical input to 
planning, implementation, 
monitoring and evaluation of 
national programmes on 
reproductive health and safe 
motherhood. 

0201.oT 

02.01.PS 

02.02.TA 

Consultant 

Miscellaneous 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Long-term Staff 

Duty Travel 

Programme Support 
Costs 

Temporary Adviser 

1 X 10.00 

26000 

2000 

3100 

132429 

19435 

19743 

2000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

To review in the RO the existing MIS in 0411996 - 06/1996 
selected countries of WPR, to develop 
~Juidelines for collection, transmission, 
;ollat;on and analysis of the most commonly 
used family and RH indicators. 

RB 

Secretarial assistance for inputting 06/1996 - 1211996 
corrections, proper layout and laser printing 
of manuals. 

Data processing and analYSIS of the Safe 
Motherhood Needs Assessment Survey 

RB 

RB 

To provide technical support (Dr J. Annus) 01/1996 - 04/1996 

Duty travel 

Programme support costs 

Participation at the 48th RCM, 22-26 Sept 
97 

UNSPEC.FUNDS 

01/1996 - 04/1997 
RB 

0111996 - 04/1997 

UNSPEC.FUNDS 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

02.02.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

02.02.SC.Ol Consult.,,1 

02.02.AW.Ol Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

02.02.AW.02 Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

02.03.AW.Ol Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

02.03.SE.Ol Supplies and 
Equipment 

02.03.AW02 Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

o 

1 Xl 00 13000 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 

(RDDP) Layout and printing of "Women. 
Health and Development". 

To cor,duct the workshop on adolescent 
health 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211997 - 0211997 

RB 

RB 

(RDDP) (1) To develop a comprehensive 0111997 - 0111997 
paper on Women. Health and Development" 
through: (a) review of present situation in 
WPR and (b) identification of constraints 
and successes (2) To review existing 
policies and suggest ways to improve them. 

(RDDP) Editing of 'Women. Health and 
Development" 

RB 

0211997 - 0211997 

RB 

(RDDP) Conduct a review of demograpahic 01/1997 - 01/1997 
trends and how behaviour and culture affect 
reproductive outcome and women's health in 
the Region. 

RB 

(RDDP) Printing of document on 0211997 - 0211997 
demographic trends and how behaviour and 
culture affect reproductive outcome and 
women's health in the Region 

RB 

(RDDP) Editing and layout of document on 0211997 - Q2I1997 
demographic trends and how behaviour 
affect reproductive outcome and women's 
health in the Region. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERA nON REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

02.04.SC.Q1 Consultant 

02.04.LC.Ol Local Cosls 

02.04 AW.Ol Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

02.04 LC.02 Local Cosls 

02.o4.SC03 Consultant 

0205.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

o 

o 

o 

a 

o 

6000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

To develop intervention protocols for weekly 
(Inslead of daily) iron supplementation, 
suitable for Ihe specific counlry (Cambodia, 
Lao PDR, Philippines and Viel Nam). 

Printing of IEC materials and/or 
broadcasting messages for the social 
marketing campaign for weekly iron 
supplementation 

To analyze data for impact and process 
evaluation of weekly iron supplementation. 

Training courses for health workers on 
anaemic and Iron deficiency. 

To develop a social markellng strategy, 
Including focus groups and produclion of 
country-specific lEe and training materials 
to promote weekly iron supplementation 

Books, manuals and managerial guidelines 
for improvement of the reproductive health 
programmes 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

03/1997 - 03/1997 

R8 

03/1997 - 03/1997 

RB 

0411997 - 0411997 

RB 

03/1997 - 03/1997 

RB 

03/1997 - 03/1997 

RB 

R8 
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Motherhood Newsletter IMSM will provide availability of HQ lunds 
US$5000 in 1997 and US$5000 in 1998 for 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

·····DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 ·1997····· 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

03 Approach: Improving heallh workers' 03.01.SC01 Consultant 1 X 2.00 26000 
knowledge on nutritional issues 
related to mothers and children 
through. simple and practical 
publication 

Product: Guidelines for heatth workers on 
nutrition in pregnancy and early 
childhood 

04 Approach: 

Product: MCH and laboratory training in 
Son Tlnh District, Quang Ngai 
Province. 

03.01.AW.Ol Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

0301.SE.Ol Supplies and 
EqUipment 

03.01.AW.02 Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

0301.AW.03 Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

0401.SC Consultant 

04.01.LC Local Costs 

1500 

16000 

2000 

26000 

4500 

9860 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

(PTTIWPRO side) Development and field 
testing of the guidelines on nutrition and 
maternal and child health care. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

01/1997·0211997 

JAPAN 

(PTTIWPRO side) Editing developed 03/1997 - 04/1997 
gUidelines (by an Editor with English mother 
tongue) 

JAPAN 

(PTTIWPRO side) Pnntlng and distribution 08/1997 - 10/1997 
cost of the printed guidelines 

JAPAN 

(PTTIWPRO side) Field testing of the draft 05/1997·05/1997 
guidelines and designing illustrations and 
artistic layout. 

GUidelines on N utntion and Maternal and 
Child Heallh Care 

JAPAN 

JAPAN 

To identify the reproductive heallh training Q2I1997· 0211997 
needs of health personnel in Son Tinh 
District and to propose a training curriculum 
to upgrade the knowledge, skills and 
attitudes of health personnel in reproductive 
health and family planning 

Training on MCH/FP and laboratory for 
doctors, midwives and nurses (7 courses 
between August and November 1997) 

UNSPEC.FUNDS 

03/1997 • 0411997 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$) BY: 

04.01.AW 

04.01 PS 

APmJIJEI) PlAN OF ICl'UIi 1UfAL 

tm.I l'PDroiAlS 'lUl'AL 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Programme Support 
Costs 

410 707 

10 !XX) 

14400 

3740 

TOTAL 420707 

MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

Te, prepare Ihe outline for the training 0311997 - 0411997 
courses in MCH/FP; write a training module 
for doctors; ensure printing and delivery of 
MCH/FP field manual; and to evaluate the 
impact of training on the trainees six months 
after the last course. 

RB 

Programme Support Cast 0411997 - 0411997 

UNSPECFUNDS 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE; 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER; 

4.2.1 Mental health 

Mental health 

WPI1997/CHN/MNH/OOI DIRECTOR: DPP 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: MNH 

OBJECTIVES: To further strengthen activities in the prevention and treatment of neurological disorders and to further improve mental health services, including rehabililation 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Continuous collaboration has been provided to several centres in mental healthlneurosciences In the country to reduce problems rElated to mental and neurological disorders. The activities have covered 

advisory services, training courses, supplies and equipment and fellowship programmes. Efforts have been put an prevention and treatment of cerebrovascular diseases in collaborating centres. Studies have 

been undertaken on commonly seen diseases in the neurological system, and services for children's psychological health at the district level have been strengthened. 

In 1994-1995, the project is focused on training in community-based mental health programmes and the involvement of families of patients, as well as community-based rehabilitalion of mental retardation in 

Chinese Da Bie mountainous areas. 

The mental health information system was developed by a WHO Collaborating Centre in New York and, with WHO collaboration, training was given to Chinese colteagues in its yse The syslem has now 

been in use for several years and WHO needs to know how effective it has been, in order to determine whether to advocate its use elsewhere or whether changes are needed The cOQrdinatpr of tbe system in 

China Within the Institute of Mental Health, Beiiing Medical University will be asked to prepare a report which may involye visiting some of Ibe centres 

The Institute of Child and Adolescent Health Beijing Medical University, has carried stUdies Indicating the high prevalence of pyopia in ChlDese school children GIVen the frequency yf ,"'yapia in school 

children in China, It was deemed useful to add data from this proposed study, to that gathered from other countries to help document the mental and SOCial problems caused by myopia in Children They study 

should be done in a relatively low income population without ready access to spectacles. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. Psychological and social intervention approaches for prevention of and treatment of psychological disorders In the community mental health service will receive support through locat training sympOSiums 

and study tours. 

2. To further strengthen community service for psychiatric rehabilitation and prevention of relapse of schizophrenia, local and overseas training as well as some supplies and equipment will be provided. 

3 Support to national metnal health programmes/ment'l health promotion. 

pROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002; 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts. He inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the 

Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

01 Approach Psychological and social 
intervention approaches for 
prevention and treatment of 
psychological disorders in the 
community (Department of 
Medical Administration) 

Product· 60 trained 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

0101 LC 

01.02LC 

01.03 SE 

01.04.0V 

01.05.lC 

01.06.LC 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Study Tour 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

5000 

5000 

15 000 

3 X 1.00 23400 

5 000 

3000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on applications and development 
of psychotherapies and crisis intervention for 
30 mertal health professionals and 
decisiol-makers, ShanghaI 

NatIOnal symposium on psychological 
counselling and psychotherapy for 30 
psychiatrists, psychologists and social 
workers, Shanghai 

One set computer, one set of biological 
feedback instruments, one portable camera, 
one printer machine, one fax machine, one 
typewrrter 

To observe the application of psychosocial 
intervention approaches in community 
menta! t1ealth services, USA and Canada 

EvaluatIon of crisis interventions through 
hotline mental health service for attempted 
suicide 

JCC 18 - To develop a Chinese version of 
training materialS on samatoform dIsorders 
for use at psychiatrists, primary care 
physicians, patients and their families 
(Department of Medical Administration) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

11/1996 

RB 

05/1997 

RB 

1211996 

RB 

1211996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

01/1997 

MSA/HQ(VP) 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.07.LC Local Costs 5000 

02 Approach Community service for 02.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 6.00 21600 
psychiatric rehabilitation and 
prevention of relapse of 
schizophrenia (Dept. of Medical 
Administration). 

Product: Betler treatment facilities 

02.01.RG Research Grants 3000 

02.02.SC ConSUltant 1 X 1.00 13000 

02.03.LC Local Costs 5000 

02.04,LC Local Costs 5000 

02.0S.VE Vehicte 15000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

JCC 18 - To develop a Chinese version of 
the WHO Quality of Life Assessment 
tnstrument (WHOQOL) and adapt it for local 
use 
(Deparment of Medical Administration) 

To study theory and practice of psychiatric 
rehabilitation; observe the organizational set 
up and administrative measures of 
community-based prevention and control 
and evaluation of rehabilitallon results, USA 
or Canada 

JCC 17 (HQ FUNDED) - Identrfy, select and 
award prizes to young psychiatrists and 
neurologists 

To conduct a workshop on 
community-based psychiatric rehabilitation 
for the mentally disabled, Beijing. 

Workshop on community-based psychiatric 
rehabilitalion for the mentally disabled for 50 
trainees on the theory and practice of 
community-based psychiatriC rehabitdation, 
Beiling Anding Hospital 

Workshop on investigation of social 
environment of psychiatric patients and 
community-based rehabilitation service for 
50 psychiatrists and nurses working in the 
community, Beijing Anding Hospdal 

One minibus 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

04/1996 

MSA/HO(VP) 

09/1996 

RB 

Q1/1996 

MNH/HQ (RB) 

04/1996 

RB 

04/1996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

04/1996 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998--·--
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

OECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING CODE (US$) BY: 

02.06.SE 

---------------_. 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

5000 

U3. AOPlQach' ___ _03.01,AW AQreernent for 2000 MNH/HQ 

Product: Support to national mental health 
programmes/meolal health 
promotjon 

03.02.AW 

APPPDIIID PlAN OF ~ 'IOTAL 

mI oorows 'IOTAL 

Performance of Work 

TOTAL -----.!ll 000 

129 (0) 

8 (0) 

One set of musical therapeutic apparatus, 
OnE- set of physicallherapeutic apparatus 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

04/1996 

RB 

To review the application Qf a comp~terlzed __ Q4/1997 Agreed subject to 
mental health information system currently availability of HQ funds. 
being applied in 21 mental hospitals in China 
(Institute of Mental Health Beijing Medical 
University) 

MNH/HQ IEBI 

MNH/HQ (EB) 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

4.2.1 Mental health 

Promotion of mental health and neurosciences 

WP/I997/1CP/MNH/OOI 

(formerly: ICP/MNH/001) 

DIRECTOR: DPP 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: MNH 

OBJECTIVES: Te> promote policies and programmes on mental health, psychosocial and behavioural aspects of health and on the prevention and control of mental and neurological 
disorders. 

BACKGROUND INFORM A TION: 

By the end of 1997, 

(1) Multisectoral national coordinating groups in mental health will be convened to promote policies and programmes for mental health in the South Pacific and strengthened those in China, Malaysia, 
Philippines and Viet Nam. Regular meetings of national coordinating groups will result in the development and organization of comprehensive community-based mental health services. 

(2) A communily-based psychosocial rehabilitation programme for mental patients will be promoted in China,.Lao People's Democratic Republic and Viet Nam. 

(3) Community-based, cost-effective mental health services will enable patients in countnes with scarce mental health resources to receive scientific psychiatric care 

(4) In view of the importance of psychosocial and behavioural aspects of human development, medical and psychiatric educatIon will be reoriented to introduce a blo-psychosocial model and to promote 
teaching on such subjects as communication skills in at least the key medical schools in the Region. 

(5) WHO collaborating centres in mental health and neurosciences will have formed a dynamic network enabling the transfer of technologIes in training and research in the Region. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 -1998: 

WHO will collaborate with Member States: 

1. to develop or strengthen the national coordinating body in mental health; to enhance cooperation with leaders in mental health in the Region and major NGOs. 

2. to further promote community-based approaches in mental health with focus on patient education and family training. 

3. to support initiatives in development of legislative and financing systems which are humane, cost-effective and socic>culturally relevant. 

4. to support research and training in the reorientation of psychiatric and medical education as well as the adoption of bio-psychosocial model in a humane manner. 

5. to develop and coordinate research relevant to mental health, neurosciences, psychosocial and behavioural aspects of health at WHO collaborating centres, and convene a meeting of the heads of WHO 
collaborating and national centres in mental health and neurosciences. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

The organization of global, regional and national coordinating group meetings in mental health needs to be continued to develop comprehensive national policies and programmes in dealing w~h mental health 
and psychosocial problems. 

The integration of mental health services into general health care and the indiation of community involvement in mental health will be promoted. 

Mental health legislation and financing systems will be studied and developed in more than half of the countries in the Region. 

The psychosocial aspects of health will be introduced in the education and training of health workers and planners in most countries and areas of the Region. 

WHO collaborating centres will continue their work wrth leading research and educational institutions in the Region. 
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MONITORING MECHANISMS: 
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The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section orthe Regional Information System (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

01 Approach: Development of national policy 
and programme on mental 
health. 

Product Coordinated and comprehensive 
national policies and 
programmes in mental health. 

··-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 ·1998····· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USSI 

01.01.SC Consultant 

01.01.SP.Ol Short·term 
Professional 

01.01.SC 02 Consultanl 

01.01.SC03 Consultant 

01.02.LC 

01.03.SE 

01.03.PS 

01.04.PT 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Programme Support 
Costs 

Participant 

1 X 1.00 13000 

39000 

1 X 2.00 26000 

1 X600 22000 

10000 

1483 

171 

600 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

To provide technical advice on the 
development of nalional policy and 
progrE,mmes. 

To provide technical support to the 
development of mental health curricular 

Technical support to the mental health and 
substance abuse programmes including 
alcohol and tobacco 

Short-term consullanl in mental health, 
Cambodia (2 phases: August to October 
1997 and December 1997 10 February 199BI 

To support national coordinating groups in 
four countries in the Region 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q1/1996 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

Q311996 

RB 

Publications and materials to promote Q311996 
mental health for dissemination to member 
countries 

Sixth Meeting 01 Heads of Major Alcohol 
Centres, Kurihama, Japan, 11·13 Sept 
1996 

JAPAN 

JAPAN 

JAPAN 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Page 2 
WP/1997/1CP/MNH/001 

-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

01.05.SC Consultant 1 X 100 14500 MNH/HO Development of Life Skills Education 04/1997 - 0411998 Agreed, su!>ject to 
materials and training of trainers (Institute of availability of HQ funds 
Child and Adolescent Heallh Beiling 
Medical Univers'!.'ll 

MNH/HO 

01.05.LC Local Costs 35500 MNH/HO Development of 11fe Skills Educallon 04/1997 - 04/1998 Agreed, su!>ject to 
materials for Grades 7 and 8 training of availability of HO funds 
teachers In their use and field testing in ten 
schools in one or two districts of Beijing 
(Institute of Child and Adolescent Heallh 
Beijing Medical University) 

Mlli::ILl:lS.l. 

02 Approach: Promotion of community-based 02.01.SC.Ol Consultant 1 X 1,00 13000 To visil countries 10 organize training 
programmes on psychosocial rehabilitation 

03/1996 
mental heatth services 

Product' Integration of mental heallh In 
general health care and 
consumer involvement in mental 
heallh, 

03 Approach: Review of menial heallh 
legislation 

Product: Review and update of mental 
health legislation 

04 Approach: Psychosocial aspecls of heallh 

02.01.SC02 Consultant 

02.02.LC 

0301AW 

04.01.SC 

Local Costs 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Consultant 

1 X 1.00 

1 X 1.00 

13000 

10000 

10000 

13000 

To visit countries to organize training 
prcgrammes on psychosocial rehabilitation 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

To support two national training programmes Q3/1996 
RB 

To support multlcentre study on mental 03/1996 
health legislation and mental health finanCing 
system. 

RB 

STC to assess psychosocial status and 0211997 
stress for particular population groups such 
as the elderly, adolescents and women in 
selected countries in the Region 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

Product: Introduction of psychosocial 
aspects of hea~h in medical 
education. 

05 Approach: Promotion of research on mental OS.OI.RG 
and neurological diseases of 
public hea~h importance 

Product: Strengthening of research and 
training at WH 0 collaborating 
centres and transfer of 
technologies in research 
methodology 

Al'PRJIIfI) PlAN OF ICfI(If turAL 

NIlII l'lUUlAIS turAL 

Research Grants 10000 

TOTAL 231 254 

181 254 

50 <XX) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

Senile dementia, epilepsy and other issues Q111996 
of public health importance 

RB 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

·PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

5.2.5 Other communicabte diseases 

Surveillance and control of communicable diseases, and emerging and fe-emerging diseases 

WP/1996/tCP/OCD/010 

(formerly: ICPITCC/030) 

1. To develop an influenza surveillance system and list of laboralory experts in China 

OPERATIONAL OFFICER: CDS 

2. To strengthen surveillance and to develop a list of experts in the field of emerging and re-emerglng InfectiOUs diseases. 

3. To prepare for emergency outbreak situations 

TARGETS: 

1 To transfer technology for development of an influenza surveillance system In China. 

2. To strengthen capability of national personnel In the field 01 emerging and re-emerging infecllous diseases 

3. To establish a global network of laboratories which monitors the distribution and trend of specific resistant bactena 

PRODUCTS: 

Establishmenlof influenza surveillance system with capable laboratory experts In China 

2. Development of guidelines for surveillance system for collecting information on emerging and fe-emergIng diseases 

3. Preparedness for emergency situalions. 

4. Surveillance of antimicrobial resistance. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1998 - 2001: 

To strengthen national capacity to identify and characterize influenza virus and surveillance of respiratory vIruses In countries including China. 

2. To develop suitable surveillance system and train more experts In the field of emerging and re-emerging diseases 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer checks the quality of surveillance in the Plan of Acllon Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regionallnformallon System (RIS) 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Page 1 

WP/1996/1CPIOCDI010 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

01 Approach: Surveillance and control of 01.01.LC Local Costs 10000 Production of materials to Improve the quality 0311997 
of surveillance influenza 

Product: Strengthened viral laboratories in 
China 

01.02.FE 

01.03.SE 

FellowshIp 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

2 X 100 13000 Traini:1g in viral laboratory, WPR 

12000 Reagents and consumables for training 

JAPAN 

0311997 
JAPAN 

03/1997 

JAPAN 

02 Approach To continue to strengthen 0201.SE Supplies and 1 000 EMC/HO ProvIsion of reagents for qualIty control and 0411997 Agreed, subject to 
antimicrobial resistance Equipment proficiency testing availability of EB funds. 
monitoring capabillut:::i III ""I mId. 

Product Surveillance of antimicrobial 
resistance 

HO(JApAN! 

02.01.TA.Ol Temporary Adviser 9000 EMCIHO Temporary AdVIsers (3) for the naltonal 04/1997 Agreed in principle 

02.01.LC.01 Local Costs 12000 EMCIHQ 

02.01.TA.02 Temporary AdVIser 9000 EMC/HO 

02.01.LC.02 Local Costs 1500 EMC/HO 

policy workshop. MOH to cJaClfy need for 
so many Temporary 
~ 

HO(JApAN) 

National poltcy workshop, Beijing (support to 04/1997 Agreed in principle, 
local organizer for participants' attendance) subject to availability of 

EB funds. 
HO(JAPAN) 

Follow-up workshop 0211998 Agreed In PrinCIPle. 

HOIJAPAN) 

MOH to clarify need for 
so many T emDorary 
AdVisers. 

Support for data analvsis and public~tiQn _ 04/1997 A;:zr.lted in J:lfinciDle. 

HOIJAPAN) 

subject to availability of 
EB funds. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 - 1997 ----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Page 2 

WP/1996/1CP/OCDI010 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

02.02.TA Temporary Adviser 12 000 EMC/HQ Temporary advisers (2) for laboratory .Cl411997 Agreecl in principle. 
training cou 'ses, Shanghai and Chengdu MOH to clarify need for 

so many Temporary 
Advisers. 

HQ(JAPAN) 

02.02LC Local Costs 28000 EMC/HQ Laboratory training courses Shanghai and 0411997 Agreed in principle. 
Chengdu (support to local organizer for SUbject to availability of 
participants' attendance, consumables and EB runds. 
reagents) 

HO(JAPAN) 

TOTAL 107 500 

APPIUml ~ OF AC'l'ICN 1Ul'AL 35 <XX> 

1BI I'RlmlAIS 1Ul'AL 72 500 
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WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

5.2.8 Prevention of blindness and deafness 

Prevention of blindness and deafness 

WP/1997/1CP/PBD/00l DIRECTOR: DPP 

(formerly: ICP/DPR/002) RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: OCH 

OBJECTIVES: 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

By the end of t 997' 

(1) To reduce preventable and curable blindness, promote eye health and make adequate, appropriate eye care available to all, especially those in rural and underserved 
urban communtties. 

(2) To decrease the incidence and consequences of hearing impairment, especially in the profound ar,d severe forms. 

(1) all countries or areas will have blindness prevention programmes directed to achieving the long-Ierm objective of reducing national average blindness rates to less than 0.5%, with no mare than 1 % in any 
part of the country, 

(2) all countries or areas will have developed sufficient facilities for the restoration of sight to the curable btind and for the prevention of trachoma and xerophthalmia; 

(3) countries will have established the magnitude of deafness, based on which programmes will have been developed for essential ear care services as well as screening programmes for prevention and control 
of condilions leading to deafness, including provision of training for health workers and referral systems, especially in underserved areas 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. TeChnical collaboration to evaluate the magnitude of the national blindness problems and to develop of bhndness prevention programmes 

2. Technical collaboration for the development of primary prevention programmes for sensorineural deafness and conductive hearing lass 

3. National training of health workers in the delivery of eye care and promotion of health education activities targeted at prevention of blindness and primary prevention of deafness. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

Development of programmes for prevention of blindess and deafness 

Development of programmes to prevent hearing impairment 

Training on planning and monitoring. Evaluation in selected countries on prevention of blindness and deafness. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitorrng (PAM) section of Ihe Reglon.llnformation System (RIS). The products and actiVities are evaluated annually In the 
project exective summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

01 Approach: Development of the programme 
on blindness prevention 

Product" Documents available on 
blindness situation and national 
programmes drafted 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01.01.RG Research Grants 25000 

01.01.SC.Ol Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

JCC 18 - Development of a protocol and a 
feaSibility stud', for a population based 
evaluation of the national blindness 
prevention pre gramme in Shunyi County, 
China (Peking Union Medical College) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0811996 

PBD/HQ(VB) 

Development of national programmes and Q2J 1996 
evaluation of the magmtude af blindness 
problems (Cambodia, Laos, Pacific Islands, 
Viet Nam) 

RB 
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01.01.RG.Ol Research Grants 15000 PBD/HQ Development of a protocol and a feasibility 0711997 Agreed, sublect to N 

01.01.SC.02 Consultanl 1 X 1.00 13 000 

01.01.SC.03 Consultant I X 1.00 13 000 

stUdy for a population based evaluallon of availability of HQ funds. 
the national blindness prevention programme 
in Ooumen County Guangdong Province, 
China (Peking Union Medical College 
Hospital) 
Allolment No. GURES/PBD/OllNB/96.1 

fllDll:iQ 

Development of national programmes and Q2I1996 
evaluation 01 the magnitude of blindness 
problems (Cambodia, Laos, Pacific Islands, 
Viel Nam) 

Assessment of the extent of eye diseases 
and review of the existing facilities for the 
restoration of sight 10 the curable blind 

RB 

RB 



WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.01.SC.04 Consultant 1 X 100 13000 

02 Approach Development of programme on 02.01.SC01 Consullant 1 X 1.00 13 000 
hearing impairment 

Product: Documents available on hearing 
impairment and programmes 
proposed 

02.01SC.02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

03 Approach Nationallraining courses on 03.01 LC Local Cosls 20000 
blindness and deafness 

Produc\: Trained health personnel on 
blindness and deafness 

04 Approach' Further developmenl of Ihe 0401.SC Consultant 13000 
guidelines and curriculum for the 
Iraining of mid-level eye care 
personnel 

Product: Guidelines and curriculum 
drafted for Ihe lraining of 
mid-level eye care personnel 

04.01.LC Local Costs 6400 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

STC on the prevention of blindness (China, 04/1997 
Laos, Viet Nam) 

RB 

To establish primary prevention programmes 02/1996 
(Pacific Islands, Laos) 

RB 

To establish primary prevention programmes 0211996 
(PaCIfic Islands, Laos) 

RB 

To support national programme devetopmenl 0211997 
for delivery of eye cafe and peD activihes 
(China, Philippines, PaclOc Islands, Viet 
Nam) 

RB 

To provide technical support in the 0211996 
finalIZation and development or guidelines 
and curriculum for the training of mid-level 
eye care personnel 

NIPPON 

To support traIning of mid-level eye care 0211997 
personnel on blindness prevention (Laos, 
South Pacific, Viet Nam) 

NIPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACHIPRODUCT 
·····DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 • 1998·.··· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

0401.MG 

04.01AW 

0401.SE 

Meeting' Group 
Educational ft.ctivlty 

Agreement far 
Performance of Work. 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

10000 

10 000 

4 089 

05 Approach Assessment of magnitude of OS.01.SC Consultant 1 X 100 13000 
bllndmg disorders and initiate 
planning' implementation of 
appropriate intervention 
programme$ 

Product Reduction In cataract backlog or 
prevalence of 
trachoma/xerophthalmia 

OS.01.LC 

OS 01.SE 

OS.01PS 

~m PlAN OF JICTI()I 1UI'AL 

NEll PR'l'OOAlS 1UfAL 

Local Cost::. 764e 

Supplies and :25700 
Equipment 

Programme Support 4354 
Costs 

5348 

222 539 
'lUfAL 237 539 

15 OX) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Working Group Meetmg to finalize and 
develop the guidelines and cUrriculum for the 
training of mid-level eye care personnel, 
Manila 

To develop and refine the cUrTlculum for 
training of mid-level eye care personnel on 
the prevention of bljndnl:!ss 

Printing at guidelmes and curriculum 

(PTTIWPRO side) To collahorate ,n 
planning and Implementing cataract 
Intervention programmes 

Surveyor stUdies to determine the 
prevalence of blindIng disorders, meeting to 
plan Intervention programme (Cambodia, 
laos, Viet Nam or South PaCific countries) 
(ICPIPBDI010IVBI96) 

(PTTIWPRO Side) Spectacles, intraocular 
lenses, drugs, suture matenals, etc 

Programme support costs 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211996 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

0411996 

NIPPON 

0311997 

JAPAN 

OZl1997 

UNSPEC.FUNOS 

0311997 

JAPAN 

NIPPON 
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WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

4.4.2 Environmental health in urban development 

Integrated programme approach to healthy cities 

WP/1997/1CP/EUD/004 

Overall objective: 

DIRECTOR: 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: 

DPP 

EHE(T) 

To improve health and quality of life in selected Cities through collaboration with government officials and others in providing the social and physical environment required to 
meet basic health needs of the locality. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Specific objectives: In selected cities under the ongoing Healthy Cities-Healthy Islands projects, 

(1) to promote the formulation of integrated health plans that aim to tackle the major publiC health problems affecting people at all stages of life; 
(2) to promote increased awareness and understanding of the interaction between health, the social and phYSical environment and urban development; 
(3) to promote cooperation and coordination among programmes and organizations concerned with health in urban areas; and 
(4) to enhance institutional capacities for progressive improvement of related policies, plans legislation and action. 

Under the broad banner of the Healthy Cities-Healthy Islands Programme, thiS prolect focuses on priority health and environment issues in the following cities Phnom Penh, Cambodia, Haiphong and Hue, Viet 
Nam, Vientiane, laos; Beijing, Baoding, Chongqing, Dalian, Halkou City, and Shanghai, China; and Ulaanbaatar and Darkhan, Mongolia. 

The priority WHO programme areas on which the project activities are based include the following: (1) environmental health, (2) nutrition and food safety, (3) occupational heallh, (4) non-communicable 
diseases, including oral health, and (5) maternal and child health 

A central element of the project is a short-term human resourCes development programme that includes integrated management of the social and physical environment for health. Another element of the project 
IS a parallel, focused study tour for the municipal leadership of selected cities participatlllg In the human resources development programme. A third element is emphasiS on developing supportive settings for 
Implementing the overall Heallhy City Plan, with particular emphasis on schools, workplaces, marketplaces and healthcare facilities. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

(1) Healthy City project teams trained In managing the environment for health 
(2) Healthy City Plans of Action 
(3) Increased awareness among Healthy City leaders of effecliveness of integrated, intersectoral approaches. 
(4) Healthy settings supportive 01 Healthy City Plans 01 Action. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

In initiating healthy city projects and implementing associated activities, a number 01 common priority areas of concern have become evident. These include cross-cutting issues such as human resources 
development and promoting lifestyle changes as well as programme-specific issues in areas such as environmental health; nutrition and food safety; occupational health; maternal and child health; and oral 
health In the context of implementing the Regional policy "New horizons in health", the Healthy Cities-Healthy Islands and settings approaches will become effective mechanisms for integrating activities that 
address these issues in more holistic ways, thereby enhancing the use of limited resources. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan 01 Action Monitoring (POA) section 01 the Regionallnlormation System (RIS) The products and aclivities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section 01 the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 
PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Page 
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DECISION MADE AT 
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MEETING 

01 Approach: Conduct of training programmes 01.01.PT Participant 150000 EHE(T)IWPR Training programme (4 weeks) for 5 project Q3/1997 Agreed to support SIX 

tor development and teams on environmental management for participants: one eac~_ 
implementation of healthy city health (:3 weeks) and special subjects (1 from Beijing 
plans of action week); aDprOl(, 15 candidates at 3/cou~ Dongcheng district 

Product: Healthy city project teams trained 

02 Approach: Conduct natlonalilocal 
workshop/seminar to develop 
integrated plan at action 

Product Integrated plan of action for each 
participating city 

020LLC 

02.02.SC 

Local Costs 15000 

Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

AUS (llniversity of Western Chongging Yuzhong 
Sydney-Hawkesbury) district Baodlng' Dalian' 

Haikou City and MOH. 

Jill.. 

National/local workshop/seminar in 3 project 04/1997 
countries for development and 
implementation of healthy city plans of action 
(1 week) 

RB 

Collaborate with Governments in conduct of 04/1997 
workshops/seminars and development of 
plans of action 

RB 

03 Approach Promotion and informalion 03.01.0V Study Tour 40000 EHE(T}IWPR Study tour for hl9h level city officials from 5 Q3/1997 Agreed to support four 
dissemination campaign of project cities, including those taking part in participants: one each 
Healthy city project the Environmental management health from Baodjng 

Prodyct· (Dcreased awareness among 
Healthy City leaders 

03.02.AW 

03.02.SE 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

IS 000 

10000 

programme (a/c OI.OIFEl; visiting AUS Chongqing. Dalian' and 
and/or MAA for a total of 8-10 days an interpreter from 

MQl:L 

Development of healthy city project 
promotional materials 

RB 

Q311997 

RB 

Promotional materials for the development of Q311997 
healthy city projects in 5 crties 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (USS) BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 
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04 Approach: Implementalion of healthy 04.01 SC Consultant 3 X 1.00 39000 EHE(T)IWPR Training initiat implementation and ptan of 03/1997 Agreed for one training 
marketplace. healthy WOrkplace, action development for healthy marketplaces course in Haikou City 
and health promoting schools (approx. 2-weeks each in 3 project cities) 
projects' and rehabil~ation of 
healthy hospital projects 

Product. Healthy settings supportive of ll.§. 
Healthy City Plans of Aclion 

04.01.SE 

0402.LC 

04.02.SE 

04.03.LC 

04.03.SE 

Supplies and 10000 EHE(T)IWPR Purchase of materials for faCility 0311997 Agreed for part 
~ment improvement of healthy marketplace projects implementation il'! 

in 5 cities Haikou CitL-
B!l.. 

Local Costs 10000 EHE(T)IWPR Training on healthy workplace projects in 5 0311997 Agreed the participation 
cities of the city o( Dalian 

ElL 

SUQPlies and .25 OOO~HE(T)IWPR Purchase of supplies an<t~ulpment In th~ __ 03119~7_ - 04/1rul7 Agreed for part 
Equipment implementation of healthy workplace projects jmplementaUoo in 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

10000 

20000 

in 5 project cities Dalian. 

B!L 

Conduct of training courses on health 03/1997 
promoting schools in 5 cities ( In 
coltaboratlon with MCH, EHE(B)) 

RB 

Provision of supplies and equipment for oral 0311997 
health actiVIties in 5 cities. 

RB 

04.03.SC.Ol Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 Technical support for health promoting 0311997 
schools project in 5 project cities (2-week 
visit each city) 

RB 

04.03.SC.02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 Technical support (or oral health activities in 0311997 
relation to health promoting schools projects 
in 4 cities (1 week each). 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 • 1998····· 

Page 3 
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ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING CODE IUSS) BY: 

0404.SC 

04.04.SE 

Consultant 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

1 X 1 00 13000 

80000 

Technical support tor the rehabilitation of 
two hospitals 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q3/1997 

RB 

Supply/equipment materrals re water supply, 03/1997 
sanitation and waste disposal for the 
rehabllitationlJmprovement of two hospitals. 

RB 

04.05.PT Participant 55000 EHE(T)NVPR Summer session (In AUS) on health 03/1997 Agreed lor seven 
promoting schools (appro)!! 12 participants participants: one each 
Irom the 5 prolect cities) Irom Baading 

chongwing, Dalian 
Halkou City and 
Shanghai and two from 
Beijing. 

RB 

0406.MG Meeting 1 Group 45000 EHE(T)NVPR Meetings to slrenglhen networking among 0411997 Agreed to organize one 
Educational ActJllily health promoting schools and workplaces. meeting in Shanghai 

(Two meetings to be held in China) 10·12 December 1997 
and one meeting in 
Beijing. 15·17 
December 1997 
However. details shoutd 
be sent to MOH as soon 
as possible. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
CODE (US$) BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 
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04.07AW Agr~mellLf", 20000 EHE(T)IWPR Development and translation of guideline Q4/1997 On the basIs of the 
Performance of Work materia!, conduct of seminars, and successful 

TOTAL 596000 

develoFment of site-specific plans of action implementation of 
in selected cities health-promoting 

. schools in Beijing and 
Wuhan it was agreed 
that the National Health 
Education Institute 
support the development 
of health-promoting 
schools projects in 
Baoding. Chong9ln9. 
Dalian and Haikou City 

RB 

API'IVIII!Il PlAN OF ICl'ICli 'J.UfAL 449 (XX) 

Nf]l PRll'OOAIS 'J.UfAL 147 (XX) 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

5.1.1.2 Leprosy 

Leprosy control 

WP/1997/CHN/GEE/020 

Elimination of leprosy. 

QlRECTOR...; DPC 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: CCD 

The leprosy elimination programme, using multidrug Iherapy (MDT), was extended throughout the counlry in 1987. A total of more than 56500 patients have received MDT. Almost all the 20 003 patients 
(99%) currently on Ireatment are receiving MDT. There are at present over 300 000 patients in the country previously treated and "cured" by dapsone monotherapy. WHO gave important technical advice to the 
programme and supported seven high-prevalence prefectures in Yunan, Guizhou and Sichuan provinces until 1992 With extra budgetary funds (JSIF). Four NGOs are supporting the programme and took over 
WHO support in the seven prefectures. The last evaluation (November 1993) identified needs for cost-effective case· finding activities and more integration of programme activities into general health services. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 199B: 

Training on leprosy elimination in the context of an integrated leprosy control programme focusing on provinces with remaining high prevalence pockets 
2 Research to measure the effects of different ways of managing the leprosy control programme 
3. Leprosy elimination evaluated in four provinces of China 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requesled for training and evaluation of activities 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts He Inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the 
Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Implementation of leprosy 01.01.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 
elimination project. 

Producl· 60 trained. 

01.01.SC.Ol Consul1anl 1 X 1.00 13000 

01.01.SC02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on the evaluation crileria for 
leprosy elimination, Nanjing, Jiangsu 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

05/1997 

RB 
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CCDIWPR Leprosy evaluation in selected provinces 04/1997 AQreed. 
(1997) 

FAR/RB 

CCDIWPR Leprosy evaluati0r'!. in selected provinces _94/1997 Agreed. 
(1997) 

FAR/RB 

01.01.SC.03 Consukanl 1 X 1.00 13000 CCDIWPR Leprosy evaluation in selected provinces 04/1997 Agreed 
(1997) 

0102LC 

01.03 LC 

02 Approach: Heatth systems research (HSR) 02.01.SC 
in leprosy 

Product: 40 leprosy control managers 
trained in HSR 

02.02.LC 

Al'l'RJIIfD PlNI OF JCI'UIl mrAL 

tml l'I.UUWS mrAL 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Consultant 

Local Costs 

41 <XX> 

39 <XX> 

5000 

5000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

5000 

mrAL 80 <XX> 

Workshop on the evaluatIon criteria for 
leprosy elimination for leprologisls. 
epidemiologists and managers, Nanjing, 
Jiangsu. The objective IS to learn analysis 
and evaluation methods of endemic 
tendency in leprosy. 

National workshop on multi drug Iherapy 
(MDT) implementation in leprosy for 33 
leprosy doctors and managers, Nanjing 

National workshop on health systems 
research, Nanjing for 40 leprosy control 
managers 

National workshop on health systems 
research for 40 leprosy control managers, 
Nanjing 

FAR/RB 

0511997 

RB 

10/1997 

RB 

05/t996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

13/06/1997 

WHO PROGRAMME: 5.1.1.2 Leprosy 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE; Elimination of leprosy 

'PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WP1199'1/1CP/GEE/020 

OPERATIONAL OFFICER: CCD 

OBJECTIVES: To eliminate leprosy as a public health problem in all countries in the Western Pacific Region. Tile following are the specific objectives for 1996: 

(1) To cooperate with Member States in strengthening national leprosy control programmes through training programmes programmes for health workers, either local or 
abroad, and to improve monitoring of leprosy. 

TARGETS: 

(2) To cooperate with Member States in the elimination strategy and to evaluate national leprosy elimination programme in three countries 

(3) To develop appropnate tools for m.onitonng leprosy elimination. 

(4) To develop new management approach in specific situations through special action project and studies including those aimed at imprOVing the quality of care in 
communities. 

(5) To improve early diagnosis and treatment compliance throughheallh promotion 

Leprosy has been progressively declining in the Western Pacific Region since the IntroductiOn of the multidrug therapy regimens for treatment in 1984 

In 1984, 33 911 patients were registered giving a regIOnal prevalence of 0.25 per 10000 population. The new cases reported in the Region amounted to 12 694 with a regional detection rate of 0.08 per 100 
000. The statistical figures for 1994 indicate a decrease in the prevalence of 16 168 cases compared to 1993 

The regional goals for the leprosy control programme are: to achieve elimination of leprosy in a few selected countries in the South Pacific by 1995 and more importanlly, to altain elimination of leprosy as a 
public health problem in each country throughout the Region by year 2000. The target for this is one case per 10 000. The leprosy control programme has already considerably intensified activities in the South 
Pacific. The programme is now focusing on the countries where leprosy still represents a public health problem, namely Cambodia, Federated States of Micronesia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea and 
Viet Nam, and on countries with pockets of leprosy namety China and Lao PDR. WHO, in collaboration with the Sasakawa Memonal Health Foundation, Will pursue efforts in Papua New Guinea within the 
framework of a Tripartite Leprosy Control Agreement which also involves the Leprosy Mission 

(1) Implementation of detailed plan of action for the elimination of leprosy by 1998 In all counlries which have not yet reached reached the elimination goal. 

(2) To evaluate the national elimination programme in three countries: Cambodia, Federated States of Micronesia and Viet Nam 

(3) To collect data to calculate the six essential indicators in all countries in the region which have more than 50 cases. 

(4) To implement special action project and stUdies in China, Papua New Guinea, Cambodia 

(5) To develop integrated approach to optimize quality of care of the community 

PROPUCTS: 

(1) Strengthened national leprosy control programmes. 

(2) Progress towards elmination of leprosy as a public health problem assessed. 

(3) Appropriate tools to monitor epidemiological situation of leprosy developed. 

(4) Health care indicators and new approaches for health care delivery developed. 
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(5) Increased leprosy awareness of school community. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 199B - 2001: 

During this period WHO will collaborate with countries in the following areas: 

(1) Continuous effort to sustain earty case detection rate in all countries through a system of referral to well-trained specialists 

(2) Special action projects for areas with "pockets" of leprosy. 

(3) Efforts to sustain high levels of diagnosis capability by health workers in the periphery in countries with numerous cases of leprosy 

(4) Development of more sensitive sU/veiliance system for leprosy 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 199 1- 199~----
APPROACHIPRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach' Sirengihening nalionalleprosy OI.01.SC.Ol Consullanl 1 X 6.00 89000 
eliminalion programme Ihrough 
lechnical support, Iraining, local 
training and supervision, basic 
supply and eqUipment. 
Seven countries have priority 
Cambodia, China, Lao PDR, 
Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, 
Philippines and Viel Nam. 

Product: Sirengihened national leprosy 
control programmes 

0101DTOI Duty Travel 2590 

01.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 3000 

01.01 MSOI Miscellaneous 2000 

01.01SC.02 Consullant 1 X 1.00 22000 

01.01.LC.02 Local Cosls 4065 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

MIC To Implemenl, monitor and evaluate the Q111996 - Q411996 
special project for leprosy elimination 

NIPPON 

MIC (Dr Blanc) 10 finalize delailed plan for 0311996 - 0311996 
implementation of preventive therapy, to train 
slaff for the project; 10 work with the 
programme manager for preparation of 
implementation of the project 

NIPPON 

Supervisory visit to provinces and districts 03/1996 - 03/1996 
NIPPON 

PHUMIC: Support for preventive therapy 0211996 - 0211996 
programme in Micronesia (Interview cost in 
Manila for proposed STC Dr Takashima- 15 
Feb 96 and Dr Y. Moriyama - 7 Jan 97) 

NIPPON 

MIC (Revankar) To finalize the detailed plan 01/1996 - 0211996 
for implementation of preventive therapy in 
leprosy control; to train staff for the project; 
to work with the Programme Manager for 
preparation of implementation of the project 

MIC: Inv~ation to members of the states 
committee for preventive therapy 10 attend 
the launching ceremony in Pohnpei 

NIPPON 

03/1996 - 0311996 

NIPPON 

Page 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 199' 7-1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.01.SC.03 Consultant o 

01.01.LC03 Local Costs 3330 

01.01.LC.04 Local Costs 4975 

01.01 LC.OS Local Costs 3270 

01.01.LC.06 Local Costs 129704 

01.01.LC.07 Local Costs o 

OI.01.SC.OB Consultant 1 X .00 78000 

01.02.SC.Ol Consultant 158000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 

Finalization of detailed plans for 
implementatIon of second year of the project 
for preventiva therapy for leprosy control 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

NIPPON 

MIC. Launching ceremony of the preventive 0311996 - 0311996 
therapy programme 

MIC. Nurse travel to Chuuk to do the 
planning and preparatory work 

MIC. Training and health education for the 
community leaders, community volunteers 
and health assistants in Pohnpei 

MIC: Training of four teams and village 
health assistants for screening and 
preventive therapy. Implementation of 
activities in the field 

Training of data collectors (Viet Nam) 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 0211996 

NIPPON 

0311996 - 0311996 

NIPPON 

0111996 - Q4/1997 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

Implementation of Ithe second part of a 0411997 - 0711997 
two-year project for leprosy elimination using 
multidrug therapy for cases of leprosy and 
preventive therapy for non·diseased 
persons and to evaluate impJemenlatlon 
procedures 

PNG Planning and implementation of 
leprosy elimination strategy. 

NIPPON 

0111996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 199K-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.02 LCOI Local Costs 160000 

01.02.SE.Ol Supplies and 1800 
Equipmenl 

01.02.SA.Ol Special ServIces 37800 
Agreement 

01.02.LC.02 Local Cosls 7750 

01.D3.SC.Ol Consultant 1 XI 00 13000 

01.03.FE.Ol Fellowship 1 X 200 7000 

01.03.SC02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 t3 000 

01.03FE.02 Fellowship 1 X 00 5000 

01.04SC.Ol Consultant 1 X 3 00 20000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

PNG: Training of nurses of health centres 
Patients' tracing and supervision. 

purchase of printer 

Support staff to NLEP 

Support 10 NLEP, Papua New Guinea 
(S&E-oillce supplies, printing forms) 

LAO(Farrugla) To outline protocol for 
Special Action Projects for the Elimination of 
Leprosy (SAPEL), and evaluate leprosy 
situation in one or two difficult~to-reacl1 areas 
in Laos 

LAO 10 Chlnglepatu India - Leprosy 
programme management 

LAO Development and slrenglhemng of 
monitoring system for leprosy elimination 

Fellowship on management of leprosy 
control programme in Karigin, India 

PHL(Hoek) Preparation of two-year plan 01 
action tar leprosy elimination and 
assessment of programme organization and 
function of different levels 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENT IHION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

01/1996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

Q1/1996 - 04/199b 

NIPPON 

0211996·04/1996 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 0211996 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

0111996-04/1996 

NIPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$I 

01.04.TA.Q1 Temporary Adviser 1699 

01.04.LC.01 Local Costs 9800 

01.0S.SC Consultant 1 X 8.00 104000 

01.0S.AW Agreement for 15000 
Performance of Work 

01.0S.LC.01 Local Costs 27800 

01.05.FE.01 Fellowship 1 X 1.00 7000 

01.05.LC.OZ Local Costs o 

01.0S.FE.02 Fellowship 6833 

01.06.SC.01 Consultant 1 X 3.00 37389 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

PHL-Cebu (Cho): Discuss research projects 0111996 - 0211996 
on immunology of leprosy 

NIPPON 

PHL: Leprosy elimination campaign, training 0211996 - 0411996 
and orientation of volunteer health workers, 
active casefinding and monitoring. 

NIPPON 

CAM To participale in the implementation of Q 1 /1996 - 04/1997 
leprosy edlimination campaign (LEC), review 
ongoing leprosy conlrol programme at 
central and peripheral levels 

NIPPON 

To strengthen management capacity of the Q111997 - 0411997 
programme al central level, Cambodia 

Training and MDT Implementation, LEC, 
SAPEl 

CAM: Leprosy programme management 
(WPR/SEAR) 

CAM: Annual Leprosy Meeting in Phnom 
Penh 

CAM: Leprosy programme management 
(WPR/SEAR) 

MSI (Jesudasan): To plan and implemenl 
leprosy ellminalion strategy in MarshaD 
Islands 

NIPPON 

Q2It 996 - Q4/1997 

NIPPON 

Q2I1996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

01lt996 - Q4I1996 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998 --
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01.00.TA.Ol Temporary Adviser 

01.06.FE.Ol 

01.07.SE.Ol 

01.07.SE.02 

01.0S.FE 

01.0S.0V 

01.09SC 

01.09.MG 

Fellowship 

Supplies and 
EqUipment 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Fellowship 

Study Tour 

Consultant 

Meeting I Group 
Educational Activity 

2635 

t X 2.00 7000 

65000 

1159 

20000 

t5400 

9000 

104 SS7 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

MSI (Daulako): to lecture on leprosy 
elimination programme at nursing 
conference 

MSllo Karigi" India (Leprosy programme 
management) 

Drugs, laboralory supplies and equipmenl, 
bicycles, motorcycles (CAM, CHN, LAO, 
MIC, MSI, PHL, PNG, VTN). 

Support to Samoa leprosy programme 

To develop leprosy programme managers 
skills through attendance at international 
courses. 

MTG: To collaborate in Ihe planning, 
preparation and conduct as well as act as 
racilliator of the Regional workshop on 
elimination of leprosy to be held in Manila 
from 4 to 7 March 1996; 

Workshop on the elimination of leprosy, 
Manila, 4-7 March 1996 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

NIPPON 

06/1996 - 06/1996 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 04/1997 

NIPPON 

0211996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

02lt 996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

0411996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

03/1996 - 0311996 

NIPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997-1998-._· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01.09.LC.OI Local Costs 

01 09 MG 02 Meeting 1 Group 
Educational Activity 

01.10.SG Shart·term Staff 
(General Service) 

OI.IO.SC Consultant 

0t.10.SC.Ot Consultant 

01.1O.SC.D2 Consultant 

OU1.SE Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

DU1.SC.Ot Consultant 

o 

25000 

26000 

I X 8.00 91000 

o 

o 

206 

I X 1.50 19500 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Training course on management of leprosy 
cantrot programme (Viet Nam) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

NIPPON 

Inlermediat" meeting for Micronesian island 0211997 
countries on leprosy elimination (BLA, GUM, 
KIR, MIC, MSI, NMI) 

Short term support for implementation of 
regional projects 

Support to Regional Omce for monitoring 
leprosy elimination; support 10 various 
countries (CAM, CHN, LAO, MSI, NMI, 
PHL, PNG, VTN) 

NIPPON 

01/1996-0411997 

NIPPON 

0111997-0411997 

NIPPON 

Support to Regional Office, Cambodia and 0611997 • 0911997 
PhilipPines for monitoring leprosy elimination 
(3 mos.) 

NIPPON 

Support for monrtoring leprosy eliminalian in 0611997- 08/1997 
Marshall Islands 

Leprosy video tapes for health education 
programme in Vanuatu. 

To provide technical support to leprosy 
elimination in South Pacific countries 
(KiribatiIT uvalu) . 

NIPPON 

04/1996-0411996 

PLF 

0211996-0311996 

PLF 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 199;' - 1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01,11.SC.02 Consultan! 

01.11.SC.03 Consultan! 

01.11.SC.04 Consul!an! 

OU1,SC,OS Consultant 

01.11.SC.06 Consul!an! 

01.11.SC,07 Consultan! 

01,12,pS.Ol Programme Support 
Costs 

01.12,pS.02 Programme Support 
Costs 

1 X7.00 

1 X 1.00 

95338 

° 

o 

° 
o 

o 

217356 

128 

14956 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 

To provide technical support !o leprosy 
elimination in South Pacific countries 
(Nauru, Solomon Is., Tokelau, Samoa, 
Vanuatu), 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211996 - 04/1996 

PLF 

To provide support!o leprosy elimination in 0911996 - 1011996 
South Pacific countries (Solomon Is!ands). 

To provide support to leprosy elimination in 
South Pacific countries (KiribatilTuvalu) 

PLF 

PLF 

To provide support!a leprosy elimina!ion in 0211997 - 0211997 
South Pac.fic countries (Kiribati) 

PLF 

To provide support to leprosy elimination .n 0211997 - 0211997 
South Pacific countries (Samoa) 

PLF 

To provide support to leprosy elimination in 0211997 - 0311997 
South Pacific countries (Kiribati population 
screening) 

PLF 

Programme support costs 0111996 - 0411996 

NIPPON 

Programme support costs 01/1996 - 0211996 

NETHERLANDS 

PLF 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-·DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1991 -1996-··· 

APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 

IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Page 8 
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02 Approach' To evaluate progress made 02.01. LC Local Costs 20000 To support evaluation of leprosy 

programmes, Cambodia, China and Laos 
0111997- Q4/1997 

towards the elimination of leprosy 

through in external evatuatlon of 

leprosy programme in key 
countries 
To outline necessary aclion to 
reach Ihe elimination target 

Product· Progress towards elimination of 

leprosy as a public health 

problem assessed 

02.01.SC.01 Consultant 1 X 100 13000 VTN: Evaluation of national leprosy 

elimination programmes 

NIPPON 

03/1996 . 041t 996 

NIPPON 

02.01.LC01 Local Costs 20000 CCDIWPR to learn _calltSis and epidemiological 0411997 A9r~ 

evaluation methods in leprosy 
RB 

02.01.SC.02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 VTN Evaluation of national leprosy 03/1996-04/1996 

elimination programmes 
NIPPON 

02.01.SC.03 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 VTN :Evaluation 01 national leprosy 03/1996-04/1996 

elimination programmes. 
NIPPON 

02.01.SC04 Consultant 7100 VTNEvaluation of nalionalleprosy 

elimination programmes. 
NIPPON 

02.01.SC.05 Consultant 1 X 1.00 0 LAO: Evaluation of nalionalleprosy 

elimination programmes. 
NIPPON 

02 01 SC 06 Consultant 1 X 1.00 7000 CCDIWPR Evaluation of naUooall.prosy elimination 04/1997- Q4I1997 Agreed 

programme China 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1991-19lfi---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE ~US$) 

02.01.SC.07 Consultant 

02.01SC.08 Consultant 

02.02.LC Local Costs 

03 Approach: Evaluation of existing monrtoring 03.01.SC 
system and field test new ones 

Consultant 

Product: Appropriate tools for monitoring 
leprosy elimination developed 

03.01SC.D1 Consultant 

03.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 

03.01.LC.02 Local Costs 

03.02.LC Local Costs 

03.02.AW Agreemenl for 
Performance of Work 

1 X 200 32000 

a 

50000 

10000 

39000 

10000 

20 000 

7000 

2000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Evaluation of nalienalleprosy elimination 
programme, Laos 

Evaluation Qt national leprosy elimination 
programme, Vanuatu 

KOR: National seminar on strategy for 
leprosy control on post elimination era. 

WPR (Glaziou) To update leprosy 
epidemiological review In WPR (1995) 

Analysis of TB/lEP data (mapping and 
analysis of trends) 

VTN: to review the leprosy epidemiological 
situation 

To review the leprosy epidemiological 
situation in CAM, MIC and VTN 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

01/1997 - 04/1997 

NIPPON 

04/1997 - 04/1997 

NIPPON 

03/1996 - 03/1996 

NIPPON 

07/1996 - 08/1996 

NIPPON 

RB 

Q2I1996 - 0211996 

NIPPON 

Q3/1996 - 04lt996 

NIPPON 

Developmenl of standard recording reporting Q4/1996 - 0411996 
system tools for monitoring leprosy 
elimination. 

NIPPON 

Development of standard recording-reporting Q3/1996 - Q4I1996 
system (or countries 

NIPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1991·199~-· 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

0303.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

04 Approach: Development of new approaches 04.01.TA 
for heallh care delivery through 

Temporary AdVIser 

research, special action project 
Product Heatth care indicalors and new 

approaches for health care 
delivery developed 

04.01.LC Local Costs 

04.01.AW Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

04.01.SE Supplies and 
EqUIpment 

04.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 

05 Approach: To develop integrated approach OS.OI.SC Consullant 
to optimize qual~ of care of the 
commun~ 

Product: Increased leprosy awarness of 
schoot community 

oS.oac Local Costs 

16500 

5576 

40000 

40000 

4965 

6000 

13000 

10000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Printing and dissemination of tools for 
monitoring leprosy elimination in the Region 

Exchange ot experts for research 

To devetop strategies for special aclion 
projects in dimeult·to·reach areas of 
Cambodia, Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, 
Phihppines, Viet Nam. 

Development of heallh care indicators 
(Japan Life Planning Center) 

Development and dissemination of heallh 
education materials 

To support training on new approach for 
health care delivery in two countries 

To Increase awareness on leprosy to 
teachers and school commun~y Including 
the curable aspect of the disease 

Students and parents participalion in heallh 
supportive activities 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211996·0411997 

NIPPON 

0211996·0411996 

NIPPON 

03/1996 . 0411996 

NIPPON 

0311996 • 0411996 

NIPPON 

0111997·04/1997 

NIPPON 

0211996·0411996 

NIPPON 

0211996·0411996 

NIPPON 

0211996·04/1996 

NtPPON 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACHIPRODUCT 

06 Approach: 

Product: Improved care and quality of life 
for the population in need of 
rehabilnation 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1991- 199!.t:---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

OS.01.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

05.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 

0601.SC Consultant 

06.01.LC Local Costs 

06.01.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

8300 

o 

1 X 2.00 26000 

25000 

17500 

TOTAL 2166311 

API.'RJIIID PIRi OF ICl'Illi '1UfAL 2 138 311 

Nml PlO'aWS '1UfAL 27000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Health education materials for teachers and 0211996 - 0411996 
children 

Health education materials for teachers and 
children 

To support the Regional Office and 
countries identified in the preparation and 
conduct of epidemiological stUdy (Laos, 
Philippines, Viet Nam) 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 

01/1997 - 04/1997 

NIPPON 

Conduct of epidemiology in selecled areas in 01/1997 - 0411997 
Laos, Philippines, or Viet Nam 

Supplies and equipment to support 
rehabilitation services 

NIPPON 

Ql11997 - 04/1997 

NIPPON 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITH KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITlE' 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

4.1.7 Occupational heatth 

Occupational health 

WPI19971lCP/OCH/OO1 DIRECTOR: DPP 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: OCH 

OBJECTIVES: To promote the development of occupational health services integrated into the general health systems and to promote the improvement of working conditions, particularly for 
workers in small-scale industries and in agriculture. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

By the end of 1997: 

(1) All countries will have established baseline data on occupational health. 

(2) Most countries or areas will have developed and initiated occupational health programmes espeCially in small-scale industries and developed occupational health services including promotive, preventive and 
rehabilitative care for wor1<ers. 

(3) A regional information system on occupational diseases and occupational health services will have been established. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 199B: 

1. Strengthening of OCH services with technical collaboration in formulation of policy and development and evaluation of programmes 

2. National occupational health personnel will be trained. 

3. Research into priortty areas of occupational health 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

occupational heaKh services in small-scale industries will be developing while evaluallon of occupational health services especially in developing countries will need to be undertaken 

Training needs of occupation health personnel, especially in management of cases and occupational health services, and evaluation of occupational health services, and applied research in occupational health 
will still be required. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

01 Approach' Strengthening occupational 
health services in small-scale 
industries and the control 01 
pesticide poisoning 

Product: Documenls on OCH policy and 
programme operational plan and 
documents on progress and 
slatus of OCH programme 
lormulaled. 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY, 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Page 1 

WPI1997/1CPIOCHlOOl 
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MEETING 

OI.OHC Local Costs 5000 OCHIWPR I. Formulalion 01 policy and slandar~ 0411997 Agreed. 

DI.OI.SC.OI Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

2. Development and initiation of occupaUonal 
hea\~h programme 
3. Evaluation of occupational health 
programmes 
(QJin& 
(US$5000 will be reprogrammed from FAR) 

FARIRB 

1. Formulation 01 policy and standards 0111996 
2. Development and initiation of occupational 
health programme 
3. Evaluation of occupational health 
programmes 
(Cambodia. Lao PDR. Viel Nam) 

RB 

01 01.SC.02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13 000 OCHIWPR 1. Formulation of policy and standards 0411997 Agreed 
2. Development and initiation of occupational 

01.DISC.03 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

01.02.LT Long-term Staff - I X 24.00 o 
ASSOCIATE PROF. 
OFFICER 

health programme 
3. Evaluation of occupational health 
programmes 
(China) 

RB 

1. Formulation 01 poticy and standards 0111996 
2. Development and initiation of occupational 
heallh programme 
3. Evaluation 01 occupational health 
programmes 
(South Pacific country) 

Associate Professional Officer 

RB 

0111996 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

02 Approach: Training of occupational health 

personnel 

Product: Trained heaKh personnel on 

OCH service; proposal for 

..... Iuation 01 OC H programme 

03 Approach: Research 

Product: Information on identified 
problems and constraints, work 

environments and alternative 

solutions 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----

ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01.03.AW Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

02.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 

03.01RG Research Grants 

13000 

15000 

10000 

TOTAL 82000 

Al'l'lOIm PINI OF ACTI.<II 1UrAL 64 (0) 

NDI 1'lO'C&1.S 'lUfAL 18 (0) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

BY: 

Agreement for Performance of Work 

1 Two workshops on coordination of 
occupational health services 
2. Training on evaluation of occupational 

health services 
(In conjunction with STC assignments) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

R6 

0211996 

RB 

Continuation 01 support to applied research 0211996 

In priorily field of occupational health 
RB 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 
PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
This is a new project. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 -199B: 

3.1.2 National health systems and policies 
Health systems policy reform 
WP/1997/CHN/NHP/OOI 

1. To strengthen national capabilities in financial management and regional health planning. 2. To enhance quality of care. 

DIRECTOR: DHI 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: MRO 

1. Support to further strengthen various aspects of health care, including investment for regional health planning and improvement of hospitals, will be provided in the form of national workshops, meetings, and technical collaboration. 

2. Technical collaboration and overseas training will be supported in the further development of national capacity in the area of technology assessment 
3. A training programme in efficient allocation of regional health resources will be implemented, including national workshops, surveys, and overseas training. 
4. Further studies on cost and financing of primary health care will be carried out, supplemented by national seminars and workshops 
5. General hospital reconstruction and expansion efforts will be supported in the form of national workshops, seminars and meetings as well as overseas training. Analysis and comparison of hospital investment and operating costs will be supported through national workshops and meetings. 

6. The quality of hospital management will be enhanced through domestic and overseas training 

7. Enhanced capacity to manage and implement PHC in Tibet. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 
II is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts. He Inputs comments 10 the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) sectIOn of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the Regional Office speCifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome Ihem 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$) BY: MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

01 Approach: Developmenl of guidelines for 01.01.SC ConSUltant 1 X 1.00 13000 To conduct a workshop on the analysis of 1011996 
investment through Ihe analysis investment and operating costs of hOSpitals. 
and comparison of hosp~al 
investment and operatIng costs 
(Dept. of Planning and Finance, 
MOH) 

Product· 100 trained. RB 

01.0HC Local Costs 5000 Workshop on the analysis of investmenl and 10/1996 
operating costs 01 hospitals. To introduce 
the current situation and research trend, and 
to understand the relationship between 
ioveslmont and operating costs. 1\ is for 
hospital directors and construction 
administrators, and officers responsible for -...l 
basic construction from heaHh bureaus of \0 
some provinces, (100 persons. Guangzhou, 
Guangdong province). 

RB 

01.0nC Local Costs 3000 Meeting on the feasibility and workability of 1011997 
methods for analysis of Investment and 
operaling cost of hospitals. 

RB 

01.04.SE Supplies and 12600 Video camera. computer (486). in-focus TVT 06/1996 
Equipment - 3000 high speed active matrix LCD 

projector, Liese Gang trainer HR 643, 
overhead projector, laser printer and others 

RB 

02 Approach: Technology assessment in 02.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 6.00 22200 Health care technology assessment, 0911996 
health care in China. (Dept. of Netherlands 
Planning & Finance, MOH). 

Product· 180 trained. RB 

02.02.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 To conduct a workshop on health care 0511996 r technology assessment. ~ 
RB >< 

-...l 



WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 199B-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

0203 LC Local Costs 5000 

02.04.LC Local Costs 5000 

02.0S.0V Study Tour 61000 

02.06.RG Research Grants 10000 

03 Approach: Efficient aUocation of Regional 03.01.FE Fellowship I X 6.00 22200 
Health Resources (Department 
of Planning and Finance, MOH). 

Product· 100 trained. 

03.02.SC ConsuHant 1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on health care technology 
assessment for 90 managers and 
professionals from medical units direclly 
under the Ministry of Public Health, 
Nanchang. Jiangxi Province 

Health care technology assessment for 90 
managers and profesSionals (ram health 
bureaus all aver the country concerned with 
health technology assessment. Changchun, 
Jilin Province 

JCC 17 - Enhancing awareness of national 
provincial leaders. Malaysia and Singapore 
(5.2) 

JCC 17 (HO FUNDED) - To adapt and 
finalize a study framework on the changing 
patlern of III-health in low-income urban 
areas. Undertake the study and make an 
analysis of the situation in China and 
prepare a report on the study. 

Techniques, theory and method of regional 
planning, Finland. The trainee would have 
two major responsibilities after return trom 
abroad: to be responsible tor training of 
local planners and evaluators; and to be in 
charge of the design of national health 
planning and evaluation work 

To conduct a lIational WOfkshop on regional 
ptanning and evaluation. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

05/1996 

RB 

0811997 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

0611996 

SHS/HO 

0911996 

RB 

0311996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

0303.LC 

03.04.LC 

0305.LC 

03.06SE 

03.07.0V 

03.08.FE 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Study Tour 

Fellowship 

5000 

5000 

2000 

670C 

4X 1.00 31200 

OX 1000 8600 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

National workshop on regional planning and 
evaluation for 50 planners and evaluators 
from provincial departments of Public 
Health; researchers from universities and 
research inslrtute (e.g. Instttule of HeaKh 
Econom cs), Beijing 

National symposium an regional planning 
and evaluation for 50 planners and 
evaluators from provincial departments of 
Public Health; researchers from universities 
and research instilute (e.g. Institute of 
Health Economics), Jinan, Shandong 

Pilot survey and evaluation of health 
resources allocation at regional level 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0311996 

RB 

04/1997 

RB 

01/1997 

RB 

Microcomputer, display system; laser printer, 06/'996 
laserjet 4; fax machine, fax 450 

RB 

The goals of regional planning; methods 03/'996 
and measures of regional planning; 
evaluation of resources allocation in regional 
planning; and the experiences and lessons 
on regional planning, Department of 
Regional Planning, Australia and USA 

RB 

To study heatth economics and evatuatlon at 01/1996 
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 
USA (to cover shortfall; funds earmarked in 
'995) 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

04 Approach: Study on cost and financing of 
primary heanh care. (Dept of 
Planning and Finance). 

Product: 110 trained. 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

03.09.0V Study Tour 4X 1.00 33600 

03.10.SC.Ol Consultant 13 000 

03.10.SC.02 Consultant 13000 

03.10.SC.03 Consultant 13 000 

04.01.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

0402.LC Local Costs 5000 

04.03.LC Local Costs 5000 

04.04.LC Local Costs 2500 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

JCC 18 - Study lour on internal auditing 
procedures as applied in health 
administratIve departments and medical and 
health institutions, Australia, Philippines and 
Singapore 

Training of senior health administrators in 
management 

Training of senior health administrators in 
management. 

Training of senior health administrators in 
management. 

To conduct a workshop on cost and 
financing of primary health care in China 

Workshop on cost and financing of pnmary 
health care for 50 participants from 
government bodies and universities, Wuhan, 
H ubei province 

Seminar on cost and financing of primary 
health care for 60 partiCipants from vanous 
government bodies and universities, 
Shanghai 

Uterature review and conceptual design 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q1/1997 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

07/1996 

RB 

07/1996 

RB 

t 111997 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

04.04AW 

D4.0S.LC 

04.06.LC 

04.07SE 

04.08LC 

05 Approach: General hosprtal reconslruction OS.OI.SC 
and expansion (Dept. 01 
Planning and Finance). 

Producl· 140 lrained. 

os.onc 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Local Cosls 

Local Cosls 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

local Cosls 

Consultanl 

Local Cosls 

2500 

5000 

SOOO 

8300 

4000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

lileralure review and conceplual design 

Publicily and education on cosl and 
financing of primary health care 

Assessment meeting to stUdy cost and 
financing 01 primary health care 

Computer and printer system, video camera 
and tape recOfder, slide projector. 

Printing 01 "The linal report 01 the evaluation 
of PHC in rural China, 1995) in both 
Chinese and English 

To conduct a workshop on general hospital 
reconstruction and expansion 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q311996 

RB 

Q4I1996 

RS 

1111997 

RB 

10/1996 

RB 

RB 

08/1996 

RB 

Workshop on general hospital reconstruction 08/1996 
and expansion. To introduce the current 
situation overseas and research trends and 
experience. To learn alternative ways of 
general hospital reconstruction and 
expansion. Members of the Board 01 the 
COfOmiltee 01 Medical Architecture, officer. 
responsible for basic construction from the 
heafth bureaus 01 some provinces tolalling 
100 persons; Xiamen, Fujian province. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

06 Approach: Hospilal qualily management 
(Dept of Medical 
Administralion). 

Product: 100 Irained. 

·--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 ·1998····· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

OS.03.LC Local Costs S 000 

OS.04.0V Study Tour 4X 1 00 33600 

OS,OS,LC Local Costs 2000 

0601.FE Fellowship I X 12,00 27400 

0602.SC Consultant 1 X 100 13000 

06.03.LC Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Seminar on approaches to hospital 
reconstruction and expansion. To study the 
results of local research. To study different 
appro3ches to hospital reconstruction and 
expallsion. Experts engaged in hospital 
planning and construction, experts 
responsible for basic construction from 
health bureaus of general hospitals of some 
provInces (40 persons, Sanya, Hainan 
province) 

To stUdy hospital architecture overseas, 
especially thai of reconstructed or expanded 
general hospitals. Study of hospilal 
reconstruction and expansion suitable tor 
Chinese conditions, Japan/USA 

Meeting on the feasibility and adaptability of 
the methods for hospital reconstruction and 
expansion 

Hospital management with a focus on 
advanced managerial models. USA 

To conduct training course an hospital 
quality management, Beijing. 

Training course on hospital quality 
management for 100 persons from heallh 
authorities and departments of hospttal 
management, Beijing. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0411997 

RB 

1011996 

RB 

1211997 

RB 

09/1997 

RB 

0911996 

RB 

0911996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT • 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

OS.04.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

OS.OS.FE Fellowship 

OS.OS.FE.Ol Fellowship 

10000 

1 X 6.00 25200 

1 X 1200 39000 

07 Approach: Health wor1<er training. 07.01.vE Vehicle 22000 
Procurement of a vehicle. 
Information exchange through a 
study tour 

Product: Enhanced capacily to manage 
and implement PHC in Tibet. 

07.02.0V 

07.03.LC 

Study Tour 5X 1.00 25000 

Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

One set Hua Guang LUxury Printing system; 
one set MIC scan 

Public ·,ealth pOlicy and health service 
administration, USA 

Study on public health 

Primary health care work - Tibet 

Primary health care management 

Training course on health education for 
Tibetan Buddhist Lamas 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

10/1996 

RB 

RB 

0211997 
RB 

RB 

0211997 
RB 

RB 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

3.1.2 National health systems and poliCies 

Development of health systems based on primary health care 

WP/1997I1CP/NHP/OO2 

(formerly: ICP/PHC/OO2) 

DIRECTOR: DHI 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: HSD 

OBJECTIVES: To ensure that health systems in the Region are organized, managed and maintained to provide the optimum affordable and available services to aH people at every level. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

By end of 1997: 

(1) Most counlries and areas will have initiated activities aimed at financial and management reforms in their health systems to ensure their relevance to the health concerns of the future. 

(2) Most countries and areas will have their programmes for developing intermediate level health infrastructures with a view to further strengthenining their capability for providing support to the most peripheral 
facilities. 

(3) Systems for upgrading and maintaining hospital services and facilities, including basic biomedical equipment, Will be developed in most countries that do not already have them. 

(4) Models for addressing health development issues related to rapid urbanization will have been developed in some cities of the Regions. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. Provision of technical support for the promotion and development of regional programmes and strengthening health systems development through technical and material support. Tl,is will include 
incorporation of alcohol, drug abuse and tobacco related activities in the PHC programmes in some countries. 

2. Strengthening programmes to improve district primary health care services in disadvantaged areas. 

3. Improving maintenance and operation of hospital eqUipment. 

4. Technical support for health system reform, restructuring and financing 

5. Development of health systems research as a managerial tool. 

6. Development of primary health care information system. 

7. Improved efficiency of district health systems for selected countries 

8. Improved efficiency of district health systems for selected countries. 

9. Improved national capability to design and develop district and peripheral health facilities. 

10. Strengthened regional health planning capacHy (Department of Planning and Finance, MOH, China) 

11. Enhanced capacity to manage and Implement PHC in Tibet. 

12 Strengthened PHC activilles In Huangshan, Anhui Province, China (Department of Medical Administration). 

13. Improved rural PHC in Shandong Province, China (Department of Medical Administration). 
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PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 ·2002: 

Page 2 
WP/I997I1CP/NHP/002 

(1) Between 1997 and 2001 an increasing number of countries will have reviewed their health systems and initiated reforms so that comprehensive services are made available to all people at affordable cost 
and optimal quality. 

(2) The health system reforms will have institutionalized resource allocation policies in hea~h which focus on strengthened central and intemediate level support for peripheral hea~h un~s. 

(3) By 2001 the health systems of all countries will be oriented towards providing services which are relevant to the emerging hea~h issues of the 21 st century. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 199B.-
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Promotional, developmental and 01.01.L T Long-term Staff - 1 X 24.00 o 
technical support to regional 
programmes. Strengthening of 
district, local health systems 
through exchange of information 
and experiences in district health 
systems, primary heatth care. 

Product: Expansion and management 
plans for district heatth systems 
and rural health servtces 
developed and tested in some 
districts in 2-3 countries. 

01.01.FE 

01.01.SE 

01.01.FE.03 

01.02.LT 

01.03.LC 

MEDICAL OFFICER 
IPRIMARY HEALTH 
CAREl 

Feltowship 1 X.OO 15000 

Supplies and 4700 
Equipment 

Fellowship 1 X.OO o 

1 X.OO 6500 

Long-term Staff - 1 X 24.00 o 
SECRETARY 

Local Costs 20000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Medical Officer, duty station - Suva, without Ql11996 
funds 

Dr Hong Rathavuth - Second Training 
Course for Future Health Leaders, Japan, 
August-Sept 1997 

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR MRS 
PMLMAN'S OFFICE 

Observation Visit on management of health 
service in Australia for 3 weeks. 

Secretary, duty station - Suva, without funds 

RB 

RB 

RB 

KOREA 

RB 

RB 

National workshops in 5 countries and areas Q4/1996 
(1 each) South Pacific, Fij;, Vanuatu, 
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Samoa, Federated 
States of Micronesia or Kiribati 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

-.{)ETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS' 

01.04.SC.Ol ConsuRant 

01.04.SC.02 Consultant 

01.0S.SC.Ol Consultant 

01.05.SC.02 ConsuRant 

01.OS.FE.03 Fellowship 

01.06.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

I X 100 13000 

I X 1.00 13000 

I X 1.00 13000 

I X 1.00 13000 

I X .00 6500 

5000 

02 Approach: Slrengthening primary heanh 02.01.SC Consultant I X 1.00 13000 
car. services In disadvantaged 
urbIn 81'_ (four countries) 

Product: Assessmants completed, 
strategic pians developed, 
community support developed, 
project impIemenIallon begun, 
regional and nallonal mealings 10 
discuss lessons learned and 
future directions 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Incorporation of alcohoVsubstance abuse 
prevention in PHC system in island 
countries (with ADT) 

Incorporation of alcohoVsubstance abuse 
prevention In PHC system in island 
countries (with ADT) 

Review progress; technical consuRation. 
(Cambodia, Cook Islands, Micronesia, 
Vanuatu or Viet Nam) 

Review progress; technical consuRation. 
(Cook Islands, Laos, Micronesia, Vanuatu or 
Viet Nam) 

Observation Visit on management heatth 
service in Australia for 3 weeks. 

Supplies and eqUipment - PHC training 
materials 

Needs assessments: disease causation, 
heaRh (government) infrastructures, 
community factors. Viel Nam, Laos or 
Cambodia, China 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED' FUNDS 

0211996 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

Q2II996 

RB 

RB 

RB 

0111996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

02.02.LC Local Costs 10 000 

02.03SC Consultant 13000 

03 Approach: Strengthening district hospitals in 03.01.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 
support of primary health care 
including maintenance and repair 
of biomedical equipment. 

Product: A number of countries/areas will 
have reviewed current practices 
and procedures on management 
of health care equipment and set 
up appropriate systems and 
policies. 

0302.SC Consultant 

03.02.LC Local Costs 

04 Approach: Support to health systems reform 04.01.SC.Q1 Consultant 
and restructuring including 
financing and decentralization. 

Product: Analysis and reports on selected 
aspects of health sector reform 
wilt have been drawn up; 
documentation on health 
financing and cost recovery 
made. 

1 X 1.00 13000 

20000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

National meetings, workshops with local 
leaders, etc 

Implementation of health programmes by 
nurses 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

03/1996 

RB 

RB 

Conduct training courses and workshops in Q2I1996 
South Pacific countries/areas or Indochina 
(Fiji. Kiribati. Laos. Viet Nam). 

Review plans/policies on hospital equipment 
maintenance and repair 

RB 

RB 

Support 4 training courses/workshops on Q 1/1996 
maintenance and repair of biomedical 
eqUipment. (South Pacific, Fiji, Kiribati, 
Federaled Siaies of Micronesia or Vanualu) 

Technical consultation to countries 
undergoing restructuring process. 
(Malaysia, Mongolia, Philippines or Viet 
Nam). 

RB 

0211996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

05 Approach: Support to heafth systems 
research as managerial too/. 

Product: Heafth systems research will 
have been supported and 
workshop conducted on research 
protocols. 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

04.01.SC.02 ConSUltant 

04.02.MG 

04.03SC 

04.04.SC 

04.050V 

OS.01.SC 

Meeting / Group 
Educational Activity 

Consultant 

Consultant 

Study Tour 

Consultant 

1 X 1.00 13000 

30000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

1 X.DO 39000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Technical conSUltation to countries 
undergoing restructuring process 
(Mal.ysia, Mongolia, Philippines or Viet 
Nam). 

Working group meeting on health systems 
reform andlor restructuring (Manila, 10 
participants) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENT A TlON 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211996 

RB 

0411996 

RB 

Review impact of health sector reform 0311996 
process on achievement of equity in health. 
(Mongolia, Philippines or Papua New 
Guinea) 

Advisory services (China, Laos, Mongolia, 
Viel Nam and Pacific islands) 

Study tour on management of health 
services for three weeks to Australia for 6 
key members of a team working on the 
WHO-supported strengthening of provincial 
and district management project in Viet 
Nam. 

RB 

0211997 

RB 

RB 

Nationallraining workshops (Cambodia, Lao Q2I1996 
P.D.R., Viet Nam) and Pacific Islands) 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

06 Approach: 

Product: Primary health care information 
system 

07 Approach: 

Product: Miscellaneous charges 

08 Approach: Intercountry workshop on 
efHciency of district health 
systems 

Product: Improved effiCiency of district 
heafth systems in selected 
countries 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION CODE (USS) BY: 

OS.02.LC Local Costs 15000 National workshops in 3 countries on 
development of protocols for application of 
PHC in errerglng health issues. 

06.01.LC Local Costs 6000 Handbook of the appropriate technology and 
essential drugs for primary health care 

06.01.SC.Ol Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 Primary health cafe information system 

06.01.SC02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 Primary health care information system 

06.02.SC Consultant 13000 Streamline and update the nursing data bank 
tor effective planning and monitoring of 
nursing-related activities. 

07.01.SEOI Supplies and o Telephone charges Equipment 

07.01.SE.02 Supplies and o Facsimile charges Equipmenl 

07.01.SE.03 Supplies and o Pouch charges Equipment 

0801.SC Consultant 2 X 1.00 26000 Consultants to conduct country reviews and 
facilHate the workshop 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q3/1996 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

Ql/1997 - Q4I1997 

KOREA 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING CODE (USSI 

0601MG 

0601,PS 

09 Approach: Development oflechnical 09.01.SC 
guidelines for the use of national 
programme staff In charge of 
heatth facility and construction, 

Product: Improved national capability 10 
design and develop district and 
peripheral heatth facilities 

Meeling / Group 
Educational Activity 

Programme Support 
Costs 

Consuttant 

62500 

11500 

1 X 3.00 39000 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

One-week intercountry workshop on district 01/1997 - 0411997 
health systems (three participants each from 
Cambod'a, Viet Nam, Laos, Mongolia, 
China, Fhilippines, Malaysia and the 
Republic of Korea) 

KOREA 

Programme support costs 01/1997 - 04/1997 

KOREA 

Review, revise and update the 2nd edition of 03/1997 
the District Hospitals Guidelines for 
Development and development of Guidelines 
for development of peripheral heatth units 

RB 

10 Approach: 10,01.SC Consultant 1 X 1,00 13000 MOH Technical support to a workshop on the 1211997 Agreed 
theory and practice of regional health 

Product: Strengthened regional heatth 
planning capacity (Department of 
Planning and Finance, MOH), 

10.01.LC Local Costs 

10,02,LC,01 Local Costs 

5000 MOH 

5000 MOH 

planning, 
FAR/RB 

Workshop for 60 health administrators and 1211997 Agreed, 
heatth planners, Beijing. 

~ 

Workshop on the development of study of 10/1997 Agreed. 
r.glonal planning In two crti.s, for 60 
participants, Beijing 

fABlM. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS) 
PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

10.03.LC Local Costs 5000 MOH Workshop for 70 health planners, Weihai. 12119~7 Agreed. 
Shandong Province. 

FAR/RB 

10.04.SE Su~s~n_d 18000 MOH Computers (5), Rrinters (3l. proiectQ~(2J, 1011997 AQreed 
Equipment duplicating machine 

~ 

11 Approach: Health worker training. 1'.01.LC Local Costs 5000 MOH Workshop on the development of a health 1111997 Agreed. 
Procurement of a vehicle. supervision system for 25 managers from 
Information exchange through a Lhasa, prefectures and counties, 15-23 
study tour November 1997 Lhasa 

Product Enhanced capacity to manage £ABLB!!. 
and implement PHC in Tibet. 

11.02.LC Local Costs 5000 MOH Workshop on Tibetan medicine 1211997 
acrmrn~Tor 28 managers from 
prefectures and counties, 15-22 December 
1997, Lhasa. 

FAR/RB 

Agreed. 

12 Approach: 12.01.LC Local Costs 5000 MOH Trainino for 30 health workers. HuanQshan. 0911997 Aoreed. 

Produc!: Strengthened PHC activilies in 
Huan9shan,AnhuiPfo~nce 
(Dept. of Medical 
Administration). 

12.02.LC 

12.03.LC 

Local Costs 5000 MOH 

Local Costs 5000 MOH 

Anhui Province. FAR/RB 

Training for 30 PHC workers, Huanoshan, 1011997 Agreed. 
Anhui Province. 

FAR/RB 

Training for 60 directors and staff at lower _ 1111997 Agreed. 
level hospitals Huangshan Anhui Province. 

FAR/RB 

13 Approach: 13.01. LC Local Cosls 5 000 MOH Seminar for village doctors and PHC 1211997 Agreed. 
managers, Yantai. Shandong Province 

Product: Improved rural PHC in Shandong 
Province (Department of Medical 
Administration) 

APPIUIEI> PlNf OF AC'l'lm '1UfAL 

16 I:'lO'OOAlS l'O'fAL 

TOTAL 604700 

524700 

S) 000 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

3.1.3 Distriel health systems 

Hea~h systems development 

WP/I997/CHN/DHS/OOI DIRECTOR' DHI 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: HSD 

OBJECTIVES: 1. To further strengthen district health systems (three-tier health system) based on primary health care through development of standards, training and 
e~change of information. 

2. To strengthen national capabilities in responding to emergencies. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Since 1985, the project has supported activities of the Conghua County, Guangdong PHC Collaborating Centre, EPI activities in Xinjiang autonomous region, one PHC collaborating centre's meeting, and 
the strengthening of the Chinese primary health care journal 

The 1990-1991 programme budget included support for the Jiading PHC Collaborating Centre, the establishment in Shanghai Counly of a PHC training centre for health care management workers, and the 
development of model health centres in Anhui Province. The 1992-1993 programme budget covered a range of issues, particularly support to ten relatively poor counties selected from the 225 counties used as 
models for the first phase of PHC development, through training activities and provision of equipment for health services, and the establishment of a training centre for PHC managerial staff in North China. 
Workshops on management and maintenance of medical and health equipment were supported in 1994-1995, as well as workshOps on design, construction and quality control of buildings for hygiene and 
epidemiC prevention stations and for MCH hospitals. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. Support will be given to further develop family medicine and health Care through local and overseas training and information e~change. 

2. The management of PHC will be further strengthened by providing support to local and overseas training. A major evaluation of progress towards achieving the goal of "Health for All by the 
Year 2000" will also be carried out. 

3. PHC in urban commundies will be supported through local and overseas training activities. ThiS will be linked with healthy urban environmental activities. 

4. The capabilities of emergency medical services will be enhanced through local and overseas training 

5. Strengthened PHC activities in Huangshan District. 

6. Improved rural PHC In Shandong Province. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

It is antiCipated that WHO support will continue to be requested. 

MONtTORING MECHANISMS; 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts. He inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submds semi-annual reports to the 
Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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I~ WP/1997/CHN/DHS/001 

WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$) BY: MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

01 Approach: Developmen1 of home bed and 01.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 12.00 27400 Administration of family medicine and 03/1996 
family care (Dept. of Medical observe family health care services in order 
Administration). to develop family health programmes in the 

country, USA 
Product: 130 Irained. One PHC RB 

management manual produced. 

01.01.0V Study Tour 30000 JCC 17 - To study alternatove forms of 03/1996 
medical insurance, especially preventive 
health aspects, WPR/SEAR 

RB 

01.02.SC Consurtant 1 X 1.00 13000 Workshop on the principles and application 04/1996 
ot family medicine. Venue to be decided 

RB 10 
0-

01.03.LC Local Costs 5000 Workshop on the principles and application 04/1996 
of family medicine for 50 administrators and 
community profeSSionals. (Venue to be 
decided.) 

RB 

01.D4.LC Local Costs 4800 Symposium on home bed and family care for 09/1997 
80 health administrators, physicians and 
nurses of community health care and others, 
Beijing. 

RB 

02 Approach: Improve the level of management 02.01.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 0 JCC 17 (HQ FUNDED) To collaborate in the 06/1996 
of PHC and to expedne the evaluation of the equity and efficiency of 
realizalion of the goal of "Health user charges and insurance charges. Adapt 
for all by the year 2000" in China study framework to China needs, implement 
(Dept. of Medical finanCing reform, organize workshops and 
Administration). prepare reports. 

Product: 410 trained. ICO/HQ 

02.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 12.00 27400 Medical insurance, health care law, financial 09/1996 
management, USA 

RB 



WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

.··-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 ·1998···-
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

02.02.FE.01 Fellowship 1 X 6.00 21600 

0202FE.02 Fellowship 1 X 6.00 21600 

0203.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

02.04.LC Local Costs 5000 

02.OS.SC Consultant lX1.00 13000 

02.06.LC Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Medical insurance, health care law, financial 09/1996 
management; advanced techniques to 
improve lh. management of basic health 
care in the rural and suburban areas in the 
counlry, USA 

RB 

Medical insurance, he.lth care law, linancial 09/1996 
management; advanced techniques to 
improve the management of basic health 
care in the rural and suburban areas in the 
country, USA 

RB 

Workshop on the evalualion of progress 0211996 
toward achieving "Health for all by the year 
2000", Shanghai 

RB 

Workshop on the evaluation of progress 0211996 
toward achieving "Hea~h for all by the year 
2000" for 50 PHC administrators and 
experts and teachers (rom some medical 
universities, Beijing 

RB 

To conduct a meeting to revise the 0611996 
evaluation and training plans for "Health for 
all by the year 2000", Conghua. 

RB 

Meeting to revise the evaluation and training 0611996 
plans for "Hea~h for all by the year 2000" for 
60 PHC administrators and experts and 
teachers from some medical universities, 
Beijing 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---·· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

02.07.LC 

02.08.LC 

02.09.LC 

02.10.LC 

02.11.LC 

02.12.VE 

02.13.SE 

02.14.LC 

Local Costs 

local Costs 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

Local Costs 

5000 

5000 

18000 

30000 

5000 

80000 

68700 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Meeting to summarize the evaluation of rural 
PHC for 60 PHC administrators from rural 
areas and experts from some medical 
universities, -ianjin 

Workshop on evaluation of urban PHC for 
50 PHC administrators from cities 
concerned as well as experts from some 
medical universities, Haikou city. Hainan 
Province 

Six workshops on programme management 
for 50 health administrators, MCH staff and 
epidemic prevention staff 

Six workshops for PHC managers in 
minority areas for 60 PHC administrators 
from areas concerned 

Evaluation of the programme in two years, 
1996·1997 by 70 administrators, Henan 
proVince 

4 jeeps 

7 computers, 2 portable computers, 6 
photocopying machines 

Investigation of the village stations in rural 
areas 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

09/1996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

04/1996 

RB 

0711996 

RB 

08/1997 

RB 

03/1996 
RB 

0311996 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

·····DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 • 1998--· 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

0215.LC Local Costs 6500 

02.15AW Agreement for 6500 
Performance of Work 

02.16.LC Local Costs 5000 

02.16.AW Agreement for 5000 
Performance of Work 

02.17.LC Local Costs 9000 

0217.AW Agreement for 9000 
Performance of Work 

02.18.LC Local Costs 4000 

02.19.LC Local Costs 24000 

02.20.LC Local Costs 5000 

02.21.LC Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

To compile a book on "The Management of 03/1996 
Village Heallh Stations" (Beijing) 

RB 

To compile a book on "The Management of 0311996 
Village Health Stations". 

RB 

Printing a book "The Management of Village 01/1996 
Health Stations" (Beijing) 

RB 

Printing a book "The Management of Village 01/1996 
Heafth SI.tions" 

Study the PHC information in rural areas· 
Investigation (Beijing) 

Study the PHC information in rural areas
investigation 

Evaluation meeting on PHC information in 
rural areas 

Investigation in rural areas, 6 groups 

PHC benefits evaluation. Design and 
composition of reports and printing costs 

PHC benefits evaluation· Evatuation 
Meeting. 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

0111996 

RB 

0711996 
RB 

06/1996 

RB 

07/1996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACHIPRODUCT 

03 Approach: PHC in urban communnies. 
(Bur.au of Public Hea~h of 
Beijing). 

Product: 730 trained. 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

02.22.LC 

0223.LC 

02.24LC 

0225SE 

02.26.LC 

02.26AW 

03.01.LC 

Local Costs 

Local Cosls 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Cosls 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Local Costs 

5000 

20000 

10 000 

6000 

4000 

4000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Study on rural health care information, 0111996 
designing, composing the report, printing 

RB 

Evaluation of FHC during the pilot period in 0511996 
the urban areaS - 5 groups. 

RB 

Two workshops on strategies and approach 0611995 
of the primary health care In minority region 
for 20 particip!,nts 

RB 

Four computers and auxiliary equipment 0311996 

RB 

To write the primary health care programmes 0311996 
of two counties (Rangtang county and 
Haishui county), on-the-spot sUr\ley and 
technological guidance; data analysis; and to 
wrile Ihe report of the research. 

RB 

To write the primary health care programmes 0611996 
of two counties (Rangtang county and 
Haishui county); on-the-spot survey and 
technological guidance; data analysis; and to 
write the report of the research. 

RB 

ColloqUIum on the development of urban 0611996 
commumty primary health care for 40 PHC 
experts and heallh administrators. Beijing. 
They will discuss the functions of community 
PHC to meet the needs of community health 
services. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS, 

03.0nc 

0303.LC 

03.04.LC 

03.05.SE 

03.06.0V 

Local Cosls 

Local Cosls 

Local Cosls 

Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

Study Tour 

5000 

5000 

5000 

47000 

6X1.oo 33600 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Workshop on urban community heallh 1211996 
education based on the characteristics 01 

children and Ihe elderly for 250 people in 
charge £If public health and community 
heallh management and high-risk 
population. Workshops will be organized on 
Ihe lollowing lopics: diseases of Ihe elderly, 
child heallh promotion and improving Ihe 
heallh slalus of Ihe communily. 

RB 

Workshop on communily nursing and heallh 04/1996 
managemenl for high risk populalions for 40 
people in charge of communily hospilal 
management and community health 
management, Beijing. They will discuss Ihe 
functions of community nursing 
programmes. 

RB 

Training programme for urban communily Ql11997 
general practice for 400 general practitioners 
in charge of urban communrty PHC, Beijing. 
The objeclive 01 the Iraining programme IS 10 

improve the professional quality of 
community general practitioners. 

2 computers, 2 sels portable compulers, 1 
set laser printer, 1 video, 1 camera, 1 
photocopier 

Advances in urban PHC, Singapore and 
Thailand 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

04 Approach' Emergency Medical Services 
(Dept. of Medical 
Administration), 

Product· 50 trained 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

04.01.LC 

0402.SE 

04.03.0V 

04.04,FE.Ol 

04,04.FE.02 

04.04.FE,03 

04.04. FE.04 

0404.FE,05 

04.04.FE.06 

04,04.FE,07 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Study Tour 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

Fellowship 

5000 

20000 

4X 1.00 31200 

1 X 1200 27400 

1 X 12.00 27400 

1 X 12.00 27400 

1 X 12.00 27400 

1 X 1200 27400 

1 X 12.00 27400 

1 X 12,00 27400 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Seminar on emergency medical services for 
50 people from health departments In 
provinces, autonomous regions and 
municipalities concerned, emergency 
programrne officers, leaders from 
emergency centres, Shanghai 

One Laerdal early defibrillation trainer; 3 
Laerdal Airway Management Trainers; 2 
Laerdal suction units; 2 standard 
resuscitation kits 

Emergency medical service, USA and 
Canada 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

Medical and health administration, USA 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

06/1996 

RB 

06/1996 

RB 

06/1996 

RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 

09/1996 
RB 
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Page e 
WPI\997/CHN/OHS/001 

WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$) BY: MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

04.04.FE.OB Fellowship 1 X .00 20500 Master of public health 
RB 

04.05.FE.Ot Fellowship t X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 09/t996 
administration, USA 

RB 

04.05.FE.02 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medicat and health 09/1996 
administration, USA 

RB 

04.05 FE.03 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and heatth 09/1996 
administration. USA 

RB -0 ...., 
04.05 FE 04 Fellowship 1 X 200 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 0911996 

administration, USA 
RB 

04.05.FE.05 Fellowship 1 X 2 00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 091\996 
administration, USA 

RB 

04.05.FE.06 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 0911996 
administration, USA 

RB 

04.05.FE.07 Feltowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 09/1996 
administration, USA 

RB 

04.05.FEOB Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 09/1996 
administration, USA 

RB 
> 

04.05.FE.09 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 0911996 ~ administration, USA 
RB ~ 

-..I 



WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (USSI BY: 

04.0S.FE.l0 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.ll Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10S00 Short f,dlowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0SFE.12 Fellowship I X 200 10 sao Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.13 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.14 Fellowship 1 X 200 10 SOO Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.1S Fellowship 1 X2.00 to 500 Short feltowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.16 Fellowship I X 2.00 10 SOO Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

040S.FE.17 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.18 Fellowship I X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

04.0S.FE.19 fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 

0911996 

RB 

09/1996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 • 199B·· •• • 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
CODE (US" BY: 

04.05.FE.20 Fellowship 1 X 2.00 10500 Short fellowships for medical and health 
administration, USA 

Page 10 
WP/1997/CHN/DHS/ool 

TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

09/1996 

RB 

05 Approach: OS.OI.SE Supplies and 10100 MOH Compu~er, printer, photocopier, fax machine 10/1997 Agreed. 

Product: Strengthened PHC activMies in 
Huangshan Anhui Province 
(Depl. of Medical 
Administration,. 

OS.OI.vE 

EqUipment and cameras. 
EABIBfL 

Vehicle 25000 MOH Van f70r9seatsl 11/1997 Aareed MOH to 

~ 

provide specifications 
suitable to the needs Qf 
Hyangshan. 

06 Approach: 06.01.0V Study Tour 6 X 1.00 33600 MOH Development of PHC and community health 11/1997 Agreed. 
services Philippines or Malaysia. 

prodycl' Improved rural PHC In Shandong 
proyjnce COepirtment of Medical 
Administration) 

FAR/RB 

06.01.SE SuppRes and 3000 MOH Camera fax machine 11/1997 Agreed. 
EqUipment 

EABlftIl. 

TOTAL 1 182300 

APPRJ\Im PIJ.H OF AC'l'I(B 1.Ul'AL 1 110600 

l8I~'lUfAL 71 700 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE" 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

3.4.3 Traditional medicine 

Traditional medicine 

WPI1997/CHNITRM/002 

(formerly: CHNITRM/002) 

DIRECTOR: DHI 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: TRM 

OBJECTIVES: To strengthen the capabilities of research, information exchange and management in the field of tradilional medicine. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Allhough lraditional nedicine is a developed system and plays an important role in health care, it is necessary 10 improve the researoh and management of literature in a modern scientific framework. In the 

1990·1991 biennium, consultants, fellowships and equipment were provided to improve literature analysis and scientifiC research on medicinal herbs, which are beneficial not only for the development of 

traditional medicine, but also for international collaboration and information exchange. Information management at the Institute of Information and library and scientific research on herbal medicine has been 

upgraded, through consultant services, fellowships and supplies and equipment. In 1994·1995, researctl was developed through training activities both inside and outside of China. Issues addressed included 

esophageal cancer, use of herbs of the sophora genus, and the development of standards for heavy metal residues in medicinal herbs 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 • 1998: 

1. Investigation and training in clinical epidemiology for leading scientific personnel In Chinese traditional medicine through domestic training courses 

2. A serial study and clinical application of new antimalarial drug· Dihydro·Qinghaosu. 

3. Local and overseas training in the application of Chinese traditional medical rehabilitation for cerebrovascular diseases and proviSion of essential equipment 

4. Training in monitoring adverse reactions to herbal medicines. 

5. Development of the preparation of dosage forms of traditional medicine. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 ·2002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts He inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) seclion of the RIS. He also submits semi·annual reports to the 

Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Invesligalion and training on 01.01.SC Consullant 1 X 1.00 13000 
clinical epidemiology for leading 
scientific personnel of Traditional 
Chinese Medicine (State 
Administration of TCM). 

Product: 200 trained. 

02 Approach: Serial sludy and clinical 
application of new anlimalarial 
drug - Dihydro-Qinghaosu. 
(Stale Adminislration of TCM). 

Product: Siudy completed 

0102.lC 

01.03 FE 

02.01.SE 

02.02.lC 

03 Approach: Traditional Chinese Medical 03.01.LC 
Rehabilitation of 
Cerebra-vascular Diseases 
(CVD). (Slale Administralion of 
TCM). 

Product: 200 trained. 

Local Costs 

Fellowship 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

Local Cosls 

10000 

1 X 6.00 4000 

8200 

5000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Training course for leading scientific 10/1996 
personnel responsible for the key research 
programmes of Tradilional Chinese 
Medicine 

RB 

Two training courses lor 100 teading 09/1 996 
scienlific personnel responsible for the key 
research programmes of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine, Beijing, to introduce knowledge on 
clinical epidemiology, TeM research 
melhodology, statistics and electnc 
compuler, elc. 

local fellowship on techniques to evaluate 
clinical epidemiology I Guangzhou 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

One sel with attachments lor WATERS 03/1996 
HPLC, one set 01 Sigma products, one set 
PH meier. 

To conduct seriat study and clinical 
application of the new antimalarial drug -
Dihydro-Oinghaosu 

RB 

0111996 

RB 

Workshop on Iheory and lechniques of C VD 0211996 
rehabililation for 50 project researchers, 
Beijing. The aim Is to syslemalically study 
and masler Ihe theory and lechniques of 
modern CVD rehabilitalion. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 199B-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

030nc 

0303.SE 

03040V 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equlpmenl 

Study Tour 

5000 

13000 

4X 100 33600 

04 Approach: Monlloring of adverse reactions 04.01. SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 
10 herbal medicine (MOH, 
SATCM) 

Product: Workshop conducted and 
adverse reactions to herbal 
medicine monitored. 

0402LC 

04.03.SE 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

5000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on popularization of the 
application of traditional Chinese medical 
rehaDilitation for CVD, Changchun to 
diss:=minate the results of the project 
natkmwide. 200 professionals engaged in 
CVD rehabilitation from all over the country 
will participate 

Electric differential apparatus 
(Ex· Two microdialysis probes, two sets of 
stroke rehabilitative music electric stimulator, 
one set of body infra-red temperature 
indicator.) 

To observe the present clinical research 
development of CVD rehabilitation and to 
study advanced experimental methods and 
techniques of CVD rehabitltation, USA and 
Japan 

To conduct a workshop on monitoring of 
adverse reactions to herbal medicine and to 
provide technical support on the network for 
monitoring at adverse reactions at herbal 
medicine 

Workshop on monitoring of adverse 
reactions to herbal medicines for 
researchers from related institutions and 
government agenCies. 

Computer and other necessary supplies 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

09/1997 

RB 

06/1996 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

10/1996 

RB 

10/1996 

RB 

06/1996 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 ·1998····· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

Page 3 
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DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

04.03.SE.01 Supplies and 5000 MOH Computer, printer, photocopier 04/1jl~1 ~reed. 

0404.AW 

05 Approach: Preparation and improvement of OS.01.LC 
dosage forms of herbal 
medicines (SATCM) 

Product: Improved dosage forms 

05.02.SE 

05.03.LC 

Equipment 
FAR/RB 

Agreement for 5000 MOH Translation from Chinese to English 03/1997 ___ Allreed. 
Performance of Work languageotSeiE!ctedQovemment documents 

on the administration, standardization and 
regulation of Irad"ional medicine 

Local Cosls 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

5000 

8000 

5000 

TOTAL 147800 

FAR/RB 

Workshop on preparation and improvement 0211997 
of dosage forms of herbal medicine. 
Participants will come from related insitutes 
of pharmaceutical factories. 

RB 

One set of HPLC and other supplies 03/1997 

RB 

Training course on quality of herbal medicine 1011997 
in dosage form 

RB 

APl'lOIm l'lRf (F !CrII.IC mrAL 137 ID) 

NI!W PIUaW.S mrAL 10 <XX> 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 3.4.3 Traditional medicine 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: Tradilional medicine 

·PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WPI199611CPITRMI002 

(formerly: ICPITRMI002) OPERATIONAL OFFICER: TRM 

OBJECTIVES: To support the safe and effective use of traditional medicine and to encourage the integration of traditional medicine into the general health service based on primary health· 
care. 

TARGETS: 

By tile end of 1997: 

(1) In countries where traditional medicine is an official part of the national health service system, the quality of service provided by tradillonal medicine has been improved through the development of research, 
information exchange, and quality control capability of herbal medicines. 

(2) Where the national traditional medicine programmes have been established, traditional medicine is becoming more widely accepted in Ihe formal heallh service system. 

(3) In other countries, there is an increasing awareness being generated of the role that traditional medicine can play in people's health 

PRODUCTS: 

1. Collaboration with Member States to develop and strengthen regional and national programmes and activities on traditional medicine Regional or nalional meetings witt be convened to develop documents 
which will provide technical support to programme activities. 

2. To improve the quality of service provided by the traditional system of medicine through research and information exchange, particularly on the safety, efficacy and quality of herbal medicines and 
standardization of terminology or technology used in traditional medicine. 

3. To organize workshops to promote the appropriate use of traditional medicine, particularly locally available medicinal plants based on invesllgation, selection and introduction of commonly-used medicinal 
plants. 

4. To increase the awareness of the role played by traditional medicine through documentations, dissemination and introduction of information on traditional medicines and to encourage the involvement of 
medical doctors and other hea~h workers in the use of traditional medicine, particularly medicinal plants and acupuncture through providing training opportunities. 

5. To develop guidelines for the regulation of herbal medicines. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1998 - 2001: 

(1) A comprehensive traditional medicine programme including programme development and programme implementation, invesligation and utilization, documentation and administration, cultivation and 
conservation, legislation and registration, research, training and information exchange will be developed in several countries in the Region. 

(2) The people who rely on traditional medicine for their primary health care needs, or those who selected traditional medicine as their alternative health care, will have improved quality of service from traditional 
medicine. The network in the Region should be established to monitor adverse reactions to herbal medicine. More Member States will have taken action to control the quality of herbal medicines. 

(3) The population who receive traditional medicine from the formal health service system will be increased. Continued efforts will be given 10 the further preparation of related documents for development of 
traditional medicine programmes and standardization of terminology and technology used in traditional medicine. 

(4) Traditional medicine including its techniques and human resources will have immediate and potential benefits and great contribution for other technical programmes. The potential benefits of traditional 
mediCine, the techniques used and human resources available, will be recognized by other programmes and a more harmonized relationship between practitioners of modern and traditional medicine will be 
established. 

(5) Guidelines for the regulation of herbal medicines will be formulated. 
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MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

Page 2 
WP/199611CPITRM/OO2 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in Ihe Plan of Aclion Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information Syslem (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Development and strengthening 0101LT Long-term Siaff - 1 X 24.00 261 200 
of national programmes MEDICAL OFFICER, 

TRADITIONAL 
MEDICINE 

Product: Enhanced national programmes 

01.02.DT Duty Travel 23400 

01.03.LT Long-term Siaff - 1 X 24.00 35600 
SECRETARY 

01.03.MS Miscellaneous o 

01.04.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

01.04.LC Local Costs 3000 

01.04.0V.Ol Siudy Tour 4X .50 14600 

01.04.0V.02 Study Tour 4X .25 10400 

01.04.LC.04 Local Costs 7000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Medical Officer, ongoing post, duly station -
Manila, 

Secrelary, ongoing post, duly stalion -
Mamla. 

Overtime of GS slaff 

To prepare the strategic plan of action for 
TRM and conduct the workshop to discuss 
the strategic plan 

Conslruction of a model medicinal planl 
garden for the community 

Study tour to observe the national policy, 
administration, education, research and 
pharmaceulical utilization of TRM 

Study lour 10 observe Ihe nallonal policy, 
administration, education, research and 
pharmaceutical utilizalion of TRM. 

Survey on the current status of TRM in Viet 
Nam 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0111996 

RB 

01/1996 
RB 

0111996 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 - 1997---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

01.0S.LC Local Costs 2000 Training of staff in the two informallon 
centres in Hanoj and Ho Chi Mihn City 

01.05.SE Supplies and 15000 T'lfee computers, two printers, two 
Equipment photocopying machines and disks with TRM 

data. 

01.0S.LC.Ol Local Costs SOOO Organization of the work of the committee 
responsible for the preparation of the 
national policy and strategic plan on TRM 

01.0S.LC.02 Local Costs SOOO To organize the activities of the five 
sub-committees responsibk! for the 
preparation of the national policy and 
strategic plan on TRM. 

01.06.LC Local Costs 3000 Training course on community-based TRM 
programme 

01.06.SE Supplies and 3000 Printing of the "Medicinal Plants for 
Equipment Families" to be used for the 

community-based TRM programme 

01.0nC Local Costs 5000 MOH Worksho~ on WHO ~rQllramme 
develoement and imElementation 

01.08.SE Supplies and 15000 Three computers, two prinlers, two 
Equipment photocopying machines and disks with TRM 

data 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

Q4/1997 

FAR/RB 

03/1997 

Page 2 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS) 

01.09.LC 

02 Approach: To improve the quality of service 02.01LC 
provided by traditional medicine 

Product· More attention to adverse 
reactions on herbal medicine and 
awareness of necessity to 
establish monftoring system. 
QualHy of herbal products will be 
improved. Negotiations on 
location of standard acupuncture 
pOints will be inHiated. 

Local Costs 2000 

Local Costs 3000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Training of staff in the two information 
centres in Hanoi and Ho Chi Mihn City 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

0311997 

RB 

A workshop on qualily control of herbal 04/1996 
medicines and GMP for herbal medicine in 
China or Viet Nam. 

RB 

Page 3 
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02.01LC.Ol Local Costs 5000 MOH Training course for clinician~_~!,,!~_ Q4I1997 Agreed. 

02.02.SC 

03 Approach: To promote the appropriate use 03.01.TA 
of tradHional medicine. 

Product Traditional medicine and"s 
integration into general health 
services, will be extended to 
more countries In the RegiOn 

03.01LC 

Consultant 1 XI 00 

Temporary Adviser 

Local Costs 

26000 

4000 

15000 

pham;acrsts on monItOring of adverse 
reactions to herbal medicines 

~ 

To collect information on adverse reaction of 0111996 
herbal medicine and to provide technical 
support to China and Viet Nam. 

RB 

RB 

Workshops on the use of medicinal plants in 0311996 
general heafth service system based on 
primary heafth care (Cambodia, Laos, and 
Viet Nam). 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

03.01.LC.01 Local Cosls 

03.01.LC02 Local Cosls 

03.02.SC 

03.03LC 

03.04.SC 

0304.LC 

03.0S.LC 

03.06.LC 

03.06.SE 

Consullanl 

Local Cosls 

Consullanl 

Local Cosls 

local Costs 

Local Cosis 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

2000 

4000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

2000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

2000 

1000 

3000 

3000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on how to modernize tradllional 
medicine bul nollose ils specific 
characteristic 

Workshop on traditional medicine. 

For conducling Ihe above workshops 
(Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Viel Nam) 

Seminar on "The Role of Traditional 
Medicine in Ihe 2151 Cenlury" 10 be held in 
Taegu, Republic of Korea on 16 May 1996 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

04/1997 

RB 

04/1997 
KOREA 

03/1996 

RB 

RB 

To develop a lraining package for Iradilional 03/1997 
healers. 

Prinling of Volume II of Ihe brochure on 
Medicinal Planls in Cambodia, in Khmer 
language. 

Construction of a model medicinal plant 
garden for the community 

Training on community-based TRM 
programme 

To print the "Medicinal Plants for Families" 
10 be used for the community-based TRM 
programme. 

KOREA 

RB 

RB 

R8 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

04 Approach : To increase awareness of 
traditional medicine. 

Product: More medical doctors and health 
workers will be trained in 
traditional medicine and bring its 
practices into the formal heallh 
service system 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 ·1997····· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

0401LC 

04.02AW 

04.02SE 

04.03AW 

0403.SE 

0404.AW 

04.04.SE 

Local Costs 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

3000 

2000 

20000 

a 

o 

2000 

10 000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

A training course on medicinal plants or Q2I1997 
acupunctllre for medical doctors and other 
health wo kers in a selected country 
(Mongol,. or Fiji, Lao POR) 

RB 

Technical editing of the manuscript of 
"Medicinal Planls in the South Pacific" 

RB 

For printing Medicinal Planls in the South 01/1996 
Pacitic and other materials on traditional 
medicine 

RB 

Technical editing of "Medicinal Planls in the 0211997 
Republic of Korea" 

RB 

(ROOP funded) Ed~orial, printing and other 
related production expenses for Medicinal 
Plants in the Republic of Korea. 

RB 

(PTT/Japan side) Collection and preparation 03/1997 
ot manuscript 

JAPAN 

(PTT/Japan side) Editing and production of 03/1997 
the publication of "Medicinal Plants in 
Japan" 

JAPAN 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

0405.FE Fellowship 1 X 200 12200 

0406.AW Agreement for 25000 
Performance of Work 

0407FEOI Fellowship 1 X 3.00 8300 

04.07.FE.02 Fellowship 1 X 3.00 83000 

04.08.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

0408 FE Fellowship 1 X .50 4200 

os Approach: 05.01.SC Consultant 2 X 1.00 9400 

Product: Guidelines for the registration of 
herbal medicines formulated. 

OS.01.MG Meeting I Group 53900 
Educational Activity 

OS.01.SE.Ol Supplies and 0 
Equipment 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Training of a fellow (pharmacist) from 
Cambodia or Mongolia in the Republic of 
Korea on management of TRM programme, 
observation of research and manufacture of 
herbal medicines 

Printing of a new book on medicinal plants in 
Viet Nam 

Training in acupuncture 

Training in acupuncture 

To provide advice in research of traditional 
medicine and integration of acupuncture with 
modern rehabilitation medicine. 

To observe the administration and research 
on traditional medicine in the Republic of 
Korea. 

Two short-term consultants (one from the 
Republic of Korea and the other from Japan) 
for the Working group on the regulation of 
herbal medicines 

Working group meeting on the regulation of 
herbal medicines 

Telephone charges 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

03/1997 

KOREA 

RB 

RB 

RB 

04/1997 

KOREA 

0411997 

KOREA 

0411997 

KOREA 

Q4II997 

KOREA 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

OS.01.SE.02 Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

05.Cl.SE.03 Supplies and 
EqUipment 

05.01.SE.04 Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

05.02.PS Programme Support 
Costs 

APPRM'I> PlAN OF ACTl(J{ 'lUfAL 766 700 

NI!W l'la'aiAlS 'lUfAL 10 (0) 

o 

o 

o 

11 500 

TOTAL 776700 

Facsimile charges 

Pouch charges 

Printing costs 

Programme support costs 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 4.2.3.1 Promoting healthy lifesytles through policy development, capac~y building and training 

PLAN Of ACTION TITLE: Health promotion (training) 

PLAN Of ACTION NUMBER: WP/1997/CHN/HEP/010 DIRECTOR: DPP 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: HPR 

OBJECTIVES: To enhance national capacity in the development of health promotion policies and strategies and in planning, implementation, and evaluation of health promotion programmes. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Tilis is a new project. The country has a long tradition in health education and established an infrastructure at its provincial and county (city) health education institutes and the National Health Education 
Institute in Beijing, a WHO Collaborating Centre for Health Education and Health Promotion, as coordinator. The Shanghai Health Education Institute, a WHO Collaborating Centre for Health Education, acts 
as secretariat for a 3-year project on health promotion among industriat workers, a joint project of the Chinese government and WHO. 

Capacity building for all personnel in health education, especially in the broader approacll of health promotion and multisectoral cooperation, is necessary. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 -1998: 

1 To strengthen central and regional staff capability in health promotion and to build capacity in planning, implementation and evaluation of healtll promotion activities for all age groups, espeCially the youth 
and adults, research will be done, and technical and logistical support provided, especially for matenal production. 

2. Planning and management of community health education will be strengthened through local training courses, workshops, review meetings, overseas training and provision of eqUipment Health 
education in minority nationality areas will be supported by providing resource persons and funds for local activities as well as some essential equipment. 

3. Provincial and national capacities to integrate helminth control interventions as part of a comprehensive approach to school health will have been strengthened and schools will have been aided In 
becoming health-promoting schools. 

4. 200 managers and staff of large-, medium-, and small-scale enterprises trained in connection with occupational hazards, unhealthy behaviour at work places, prevention of occupational diseases. 

5. Strengthened tobacco control activities in four provinces: Ningxia, Guizhou, Qinghai and Inner Mongolia (National Patriotic Health Campaign Committee). 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002' 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be required. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year Witll national counterparts. He inputs comments to the Project Activities Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS). He 
also submits semi-annual reports to the Regional Office outlining and specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS) 

01 Approach: Commun~y health education 01.01.FE Fellowship I X 10.00 23700 
(Office of NPHCC). 

Product 370 trained 

01010V Study Tour 33600 

01.02.SC Consultant 1 X 100 13000 

01.03.LC Local Costs 5000 

01.04.LC Local Costs 3500 

01.05.LC Local Cosls 3800 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

To sludy planning and management of 
health education and health promotion, 
USA/C~N 

Study tours on health education by four 
persons, Australia and Singapore 

Training course for teachers on health 
education and health promotion 

Training course far teachers on health 
education and health promotion. (50 
directors and professionals of 
programme-related provincial and county 
health education Institutions) 

Workshop on health promotion programme 
management far 30 directors and 
professionals of provincial health education 
institutions, programme managers from 
county (city) government and health 
education institutions and experts In relation 
to the programme, Beijing 

Training course in health promotion 
research, including indicator development 
and evaluation methods for 30 programme 
managers and investigators from provincial 
and county (city) health education 
institutions and other relevant departmenls 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0911996 

RB 

RB 

04/1996 

RB 

0411996 

RB 

0111996 

RB 

0211996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

0106.LC 

OI.07.LC 

0108.LC 

0109.LC 

OI.09.AW 

01.10.LC 

01.11.SE 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Local Cosls 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

3000 

3000 

5000 

4000 

4000 

5000 

34200 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Training course on multi-media 0511996 
technology/material production for 30 media 
personnel al provincial and county heallh 
education institutions and relevant experts 

RB 

Training course on programme development 06/1996 
and implementation for 60 health educators 
from project counties and townships as well 
as other project slaff 

RB 

Meeting on final programme review, 1211997 
evaluation, and experience exchange for 82 
experts on heanh education, representatives 
of relaled nalional seclors, projecl regions 
and communily heallh education from 
different parts of the country, and leaders 
from Ihe Ministry of Public Health, Beijing 

Printing of questionnaire; materials 
designing, pretesting and printing 

RB 

RB 

QI/I996 

RB 

Questionnaire designing and lesting; Q1I1996 
baseline survey - collecting background dala 
for developing plan and evaluating the 
inlervention effecls; end survey; Iraining 
course for famlty care nurses and evalualion. 

RB 

Two desk top compulers and accessories: 0311996 
PE486; one pholocopler; (our projection 
machines; two fasl printing machines; 
Laser Iighl printing syslem; two fax 
machines 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

02 Approach' Health education in minorrty 
nationality areas (Sichuan 
Provincial Heatth Departmenl) 

Product 120 trained. 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$I 

02.01.SC 

02.02.LC 

02.03.LC 

02.04.VE 

02.05.SE 

02.06.LC 

02.07.LC 

Consultant 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

1 X 1.00 13 000 

5000 

5000 

15000 

28400 

5000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop ,:>n health education in community 
areas, Chengdu. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTA liON 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

Workshop on health promotion in community 05/1996 
areas for 60 health education professionals 
at provincial, prefecture, city and county 
levels, Chengdu 

RB 

Training course on health promotion in 07/1996 
minorrty nationality areas for 60 health 
education staff from the 3 minority 
nationality, autonomous prefectures in 
Sichuan province, and other minority 
nationality provinces and regions, Chengdu 

RB 

One 4WD vehicle, two-door 10/1996 
RB 

One video recording machine with 10/1996 
accessories; one tripod; one colour TV; one 
camera; one Laser photo printing machine 
and accessories; one projection machine; 
one quick mimeograph; one stone typewriter; 
one duplicating machine 

RB 

Investigation costs in trial communiUes 0211996 
RB 

Training costs for staff at trial communrties 03/1996 
RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998---
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

02.08.LC 

02.09.LC 

02 09 AW 

02.10.LC 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Agrument for 
Performance of Work 

Local Costs 

03 Approach: Development of health-promoting 03.01.SCOI Consultant 
schools in Ihe provinces of Fujian 
and Hunan by using deworming 
as entry point. 

Product: Provincial and national capacKies 
to inlegrate helminth control 
Interventions as part of 8 

comprehensive approach to 
school health will have been 
strengthened and schools will 
have been aided In becoming 
health-promoting schools. 

03.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 

5000 

5000 

5000 

4600 

2000 

2000 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Basetine survey - collecting background data 0311996 
for devetoping plan and evaluating the 
inlervention errects; survey and training 
course for family care nurses and evaluation 

RB 

Design, prelesting and priinting of 
questionnaire and materials 

RB 

Design, pretesting and prinling of Q411996 
questionnaire and materials 

RB 

Preliminary training course for investigators 04/1996 
in trial communities. 

RB 

In collaboration with the WHO Global School 
Health Initiative project on helminth reduction 
interventions as entry-point to school health 
programmes in China, a consultant for two 
national workshops, 1 in Fuzhou and 1 in 
Changsha. 

RB 

JCC 18 - National workshop on project 0811996 
development - deworming as enlry point to 
health-promoting schools, 20-23 August 
1996, Fuzhou, Fujiin. 

CDC ATLANTA 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACHIPRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
CODE (US$) BY: 

03.01.SEOI Supplies and 
Equipment 

03.01.LC.02 Local Costs 

0301 LC.03 Local Costs 

0301.SE.03 Supplies and 
Equipment 

03.01.LC.04 Local Costs 

03.01.LC.05 Local Costs 

03.01LC.06 Local Costs 

03.02.LCOI Local Cosls 

03,02.SE,01 Supplies and 
Equipment 

2500 

3000 

3 000 

2000 

2 000 

5000 

2500 

2000 

2500 

JCC 18 - Health education materials 

JCC 18 - Teachers' training 

JCC 18 - Technical training 

JCC 1 B - Technical training materials 

JCC 18 - Evaluation ""d documentalion 

JCC 18 - Technical domestic consultant to 
support national workshops 

JCC 18 - Training or project starr and 
support starr on Ihe detection, treatmenl and 
prevention of. intestinal helminthiasis; 
development af health education materials 
on the prevention of intestinal helminthiasis, 
etc., in FUjian province. 

JCC 18 - National workshop on prolecl 
developmenJ: deworming as entry point to 
health-promoting schools, 25-28 August 
1996, 
Changsha, Hunan province 

JCC 18 - HeaHh education materials 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

08/1996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211996 
CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 - 1211996 
CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 

CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

03.02.lC.02 

03.02.lC.03 

0302.SE.03 

03.02.lC.04 

03.02.lC.05 

03.02.lC.06 

03.03.PS 

Local Costs 

local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

local Costs 

local Costs 

Programme Support 
Costs 

04 Approach: Development of health-promoting 04.01.lC.Ol locat Costs 
workplaces, 
National Health Education 
Inslitute, Beijing (WHO 
Collaborating Centre for Health 
Education and Health Promotion) 
in coordination with the 
Depertmen1 of Heath Inspection 
and SupeMsion. 

3000 

3000 

2000 

2000 

5000 

2500 

5720 

5000 

JCC 18 - Teachers' training 

JCC 18 - Technical training 

JCC 18 - Technical training materials 

JCC 18 - Evaluation and documentation 

JCC 18 - Technical domestic consultant to 
support national workshops 

JCC 18 - Training of project staff and 
support staff on the detection, treatment and 
prevention of inlestinal helminthiasis; 
development of health education materials 
on the prevention of intestinal helminth.asis, 
etc. in Hunan province. 

Programme support costs. 

Workshop on development of health 
promotion at workplaces 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0811996 -1211997 
CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211997 
CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 -1211997 
CDC ATLANTA 

0811996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANT~ 

0611996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

08/1996 - 1211997 

CDC ATLANTA 

05/1997 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Product: 200 managers and staff of large-, 
medlum-, and smail-scale 
enterprises trained in connection 
with occupational hazards, 
unhea~hy behaviour at work 
places, prevention of 
occupational diseases. 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

04.01.LC.02 Local Costs 5000 

04.01.LC.03 Local Costs 5000 

04.01.LC.04 Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on development of health 
promotion at workplaces 

Workshop on development of health 
promotion at workplaces 

Workshop on development of health 
promotion at workplaces 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

06/1997 

RB 

10/1997 

RB 

1111997 

RB 
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05 Approach: OS.Ol.SE Supplies and 47000 MOH Photocopier (1), mimeograph (1) printer (1), 1011997 As the sypplies and 

Product: Strengthened tobacco cgntml 
activities in Ningxia Guizhou, 
Qinghai and Inner Mongolia 
(National Patriotic Hea~ 
CaroQllgo Committee) 

APl'RlIIED PINi (w ICl'UB mrAL 

lBI PlU't6ALS mrAL 

Equipment scanner fa)( machine (1). equipment reqyested 
will be djstribyted to fgy[ 

provinces the meeting 
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the ink for fax machine. 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 4.2.3.1 Promoting healthy lifesytles through policy development, capacity building and training 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: Heatth promotion and education 

·PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WP/1996/ICP/HEP/010 

(forme~y: ICP/OHP/001) OPERATIONAL OFFICER: HPR 

OBJECTIVES: To collaborate with Member States in the developmenl and establishment of comprehensive national health promotion programmes aiming at promoting lifestyles and living 
conditions through health promotion activtlies in schools, workplaces, neighbourhoods and homes. 

TARGETS: 

By the end of 1997: 

(1) Most countries and areas will have developed comprehensive national, regional and local health promotion policies. 

(2) Most countries will have developed health promotion programmes aiming at human development and the developmenl of life skills and implemented health promotion activities in schools, workplaces, 
neighbourhoods and homes. 

(3) In more than half of the countries, the national, district and local health budgets will contain a health promotion segment. 

(4) In more than half of the countries, ways and means of community pa~icipation 10 support in Ihe planning, implementation and evaluation of health promotion activities in schools, workplaces, 
neighbourhoods and homes will have been developed. 

(5) In more than half of the countries, health promotion will have become an integral part of the school curriculum of all grades. 

(6) In more than half of the countries, networks at national, district and local levels for inlersectoral collaboration in health promotion will have been developed. 

(7) In more than half of the countries, heatth promotion will have become an integral part of medical education and training of other health personnel. 

PRODUCTS: 

WHO will collaborate with Member States 

1. To develop and strengthen intersectoral national health promotion policies. 

2. To develop, implement and evaluate health promotion programmes regarding schools, workplaces, neighbourhoods and homes and activrties regarding the Healthy Island Intliative for countries and areas in 
the Westem PaCific, and provide materials on the methodology of health promotion planning, implementation and evaluation methods. 

3. To develop and implement training programmes in health promotion for medical studenls and health personnel. 

4. To support interdisciplinary research on human development, the development of life skills, and living conditions and lifestyles conducive to health and to strengthen networking of health promotion activrties 
through Collaborating Cerrtres. 

5. School health programmes, with interventions to reduce worm infections, have been established in China. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1998 - 2001: 

MajorHy of courrtries will have health supportive public policies by 2001 . 

Most Pacific Island countries will be participating in HeaKhy Island initiative. 

In most countries, health promotion wUI be an integral part of the school curriculum of all grades. 
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National Steering Committees for workplace heaHh promotion will be in place in 1/3 of the Member States and national workshops will review progress made 

National coordinating procedures will be developed in all Member States concerning intersectoral collaboration. 

The approach of promoting supportive environments for health will be extended to other settings, such as hospitals, kindergartens, etc. 

Multimedia and computer-assisted tools will be used· in the development of life skills. 

Comprehensive health promotion modules will be integrated into the curricula of all public health and medical schools in the Region and teaching matenals made available. 

Projects will be established to strengthen human development and lifeskills especially regarding self-help and living with chronic Illness. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

Page 2 
WP/1996/ICP/HEP/010 

The Operational Officer reviews progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section olthe Regional Information Syslem (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997---
APPROACHIPRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS) 

01 Approach: Development of nationat, regional OI.OI.SC.OI Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 
and tocal heatth promotion 
policies 

Product: Heatth promotion poiicies will 
have been developed in most 
Member States and nationat 
coordinating bodies set-up. 

01.01.SC.02 Consultant 

01.02.lC local Costs 

01.02.lC.OI local Costs 

01.03.PT Participant 

01.04.PT.OI Participant 

I X 1.00 13000 

10000 

5000 

15000 

4400 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

To review existing health supportive public 0211996 
policies; to contribute to the development of 
comprehensive policy documents; to identify 
gaps and make proposats for 
comptementary policies, regulations, and 
legislation. (China) 

RB 

To review existing health supportive public 0211996 
policies; to contribute to the development of 
comprehensive policy documents; to Identify 
gaps and make proposals for 
complementary policies, regulations, and 
legislation. (Mongolia) 

SEMINAR ON HEALTH PROMOTING 
SCHOOLS, ULAANBAATAR 

RB 

Q2I1996 

RB 

China: 2nd workshop on health-promoting 10/1996 
schools, for participants from the southern 
provinces of China, April 1997, Zhang Jia 
Jie, Hunan Province; Mongolia: seminar on 
heatth-promoting schools; workshop on 
health promotion, April 1997. 

RB 

6 participants from WPR (China, lao PDR, 0711997 
Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Solomon 
Islands, Viet Nam) to attend the 4th 
International Conference on Heatth 
Promotion in Jakarta, Indonesia, from 21 to 
25 July 1997. 

RB 

Participant in I-week summer session 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997--
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01.04.PT.02 

01.04PT03 

01.04.PT.04 

01.04.PT.05 

01.04.PT 06 

01.0S.SE 

Participant 

Participant 

ParticIpant 

Participant 

Participant 

Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

4400 

3200 

3200 

3600 

3600 

4800 

02 Approach Implementalion of 02.01.PT Participant 14200 
comprehensive heallh promotion 
programmes 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Participa,t in one-week summer sessions On 
health-promoting schools 

Participant in 1-week summer session on 
HPS 

Participant, 1 week summer session on HPS 

Participant in 1-week summer session on 
HPS 

Participant in 1-week summer session on 
HPS 

SE . physicat fitness equipment 

Attendance of four participants, 2 from 
Cambodia, 2 from Lao PDR, in 3 meetings 
on health promotion! health-promoting 
schools in Sydney and Brisbane 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Product • Most Pacific Island countries 
participate in the Hea~hy Island 
initiative . 
• Comprehensive school·based 
heaHh promotion projects have 
been established in Cambodia, 
China, Lao PDR, Viet Nam, and 
selected Pacific Island countries . 
• Workplace heaHh promotion 
projects and guidelines will have 
been developed in Chin., 
Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, 
Philippines and Republic of 
Korea. 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 ·1997····· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

02.01.MS Miscellaneous 13200 

02.01.SC.01 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

02.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 5000 

02.01.SC.02 Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

02.01.LC.02 Local Costs 5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

UN Volunteer in Cambodia (developmenl of 
health education curricula) 

To collaborate in the initiation and further 
substantiation of heanh promotion 
programmes. (Cambodia) 

Training workshop on heallh'promoting 
schools, Cambodia 

To collaborate in the Initiation and further 
SUbstantiation of health promotion 
programmes. (Lao PDR) 

Training workshop on health'promoting 
schools, Cambodia 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

RB 

0311996 

RB 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$I 

02.01.SC.03 Consultant 

02.02.LC Local Costs 

02.02.LC.Ol Local Costs 

02.02.LC .02 Local Costs 

02.02.LC.03 Local Costs 

02.02.LC.04 Local Costs 

02.03.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

t X 1.00 13000 

20000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

3260 

10000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

To collaborate in the initiation and further 
substantiation of health promotion 
programmes. (Samoa) 

To support four national initiatives in 
implementing comprehensive health 
promotion programmes (Cambodia, China, 
Lao PDR, Tonga) 

Seminar on community-based health 
promotion programme, 26 February 1996, 
Seoul. Reprogrammed to include the 
Republic of Korea in activity 2, NFTR daled 
13 February 1996. 

Interministerial conference on school health 
promollon, Cambodia, 20-22 Aug 1996, 
$3635 

Workshop on health-promoting schools, 
22-25 October 1996, Beijing, for 40 
partiCipants from the northern provinces of 
China. 

Printing and distribution of Regional 
GUidelines - Development of 
Health-promoting Schoots - A Framework for 
Action. 

To develop audiovisuat health promotion 
materials, 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Q3/1996 

RB 

0311996 

RB 

RB 

08/1996 

RB 

10/1996 

RB 

1211996 - 1211996 

RB 

Ql/1996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
-··DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 • 1997-···· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

CODE (USS) BY: 

0204SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

02.04.PS Programme Support 
Costs 

0205 FE Fellowship 

02.05.LC.Ot Local Cosls 

02.OS.SE,01 Supplies and 
Equipment 

02.OS.LC.02 Local Cosls 

02.05.SE.02 Supplies and 
EqUipment 

14796 

1923 

2 X 1.00 16 BOO 

5000 

3000 

5000 

9600 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Materials for the construction of lalnnes in 0111996 . 0411996 
selected schools in three cities in Viet Nam 
(Vung Tau, Hai Phong, and Dong Hoi). 

JAPAN 

Programme support costs 

JAPAN 

Fellowship in one·week summer school on 0711996 • 1211997 
health·promoling schools al 0 ueensland 
Universily of Technology, Australia, 2x1. 

Workshop In China on health·promoting 
schools to introduce the concept to 
professionals and officials in all provinces 
(to be held at the Instilute of Child and 
Adolescent HeaKh, Beijing Medical 
University) introduce the concept 10 
professionals and officials in all provinces. 

Printing of training malerials on 
health·promoting schools. 

RB 

0711996 • 12/1Q07 

RB 

07/1996 -1211997 

RB 

Workshop in China on heaKh-promoting 07/1996- 1211997 
schools to inlroduce the concept to 
professionats in all provinces. (to be held at 
the Instttute of Chitd and Adolescent Health, 
Beijing Medical Universily) 

RB 

S&E for manuals for teachers, students and 0711996 • 1211997 
parents 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Page 6 

WP/19961ICP/HEPJO'O 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 - 1997 ---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING CODE (US$' BY: 

02.05.LC.03 Local Costs 2900 

02.05.LC.04 Local Costs 12000 

02.OS.LC.OS Local Costs 5000 MOH 

02.06.LC Local Costs o 

02.07.SE Supplies and 2000 
Equipment 

02.07.LC.01 Local Costs o 

02.07.LC02 Local Cosls o 

02.07.LC.03 Local Costs o 

Local cost for baseline survey, National 
Health Education Institute project on 
health-promoting schools 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

071'996 - 1211997 

RB 

Local costs for mid-term experience 07/1996 - '211997 
exchange, health-promoting schools project 
of the National Health Education Institute 

RB 

Seminar on smoking control interventions for 11/1997 _Mreed. 
40 provincial health-education officials, 
Guiyang, Guizhou Province, 10-14 
November 1997 

Meeting to develop criteria for 
health-promoting schools awards in Papua 
New Guinea 

First aid kits (developmenl of 
health-promoting schools) 

Printing of localty adapted poslers and 
leaflels on " HeaHh for all begins at home" 

Radio and TV spols on "Health for all begins 
at home" 

Training of health educalion specialisls on 
the integration of health-promoting schools 
10 the basic Iralning of Samoa school 
teachers 

FAR/RB 

Q3/1997 

RB 

1211997 

RB 

0611997 - 0711997 

RB 

07/1997 -10/1997 

RB 

0911997 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

03 Approach: Inlegralion 01 heallh promolion 
inlo Ihe training 01 medical 
students and other health 
personnel 

Product: Modules and teaching matenals 
wiU be developed and pretested. 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

02.08.SE 

02.09.RG 

02.10.MG 

OJ.onc 

OJ.Ol.0V 

OJ.Ol.SE 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Research Grants 

Meeting 1 Group 
Educational Activity 

Local Costs 

Study Tour 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

OJ.Ol.SC.Ol Consultant 

03.0UC.Ol Local Costs 

03.01.SE.Ol Supplies and 
Equipment 

3000 

o 

o 

a 

1 X.oo 8400 

to 000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

1500 

24CO 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Contribution to the Pacilic islands' 04/1997 
heallh-promoting schools manual (University 
01 the South Pacific. Fiji) (Printing of 
manual). 

RB 

Health-promoting schools research project 0311997 
II. Kyung-Gi province 

Workshop on networking among 
health-promotIng workplaces 

Translation in khmer and adaptation, 
redrawing and printing of Ihe brochure 
"Things to do to stay healthy" 

Staff training to Australia 

Health promotionthealth education materials 

RB 

12/1997 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

To develop modules and teaching materials. 0411996 
(Viet Nam) 

Workshop on curriculum development 

Printing 011500 copies 01 the French 
version of the "Regional guidelines -
Development 01 health-promoting schools -
A Iramework lor aclion" (no.5. 
Heallh-promotlng Schools series) 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS} 

03.01.SC 02 Consullanl 1 X 1.00 13000 

03.01.LC.02 Local Cosls 1500 

03.01.SE.02 Supplies and 5500 
Equipmenl 

03.01.LC.03 Local Costs 1000 

03.02.LC local Costs 10 000 

04 Approach: Research on human 04.01.RG Research Grants 10000 
development and the 
developmenl of life skills 
conducive to heallh, including 
slrengthenlng of networking of 
personnel and instllutions such 
as Collaborating Centres involved 
in heallh promotion research. 

Product: Research resulls on the ecology 
01 human development related to 
dlfferenl soci.1 settings and their 
impact on heafth. Indication of 
life skiDs needed In different 
stages of life. 

04.02.TA Temporary Adviser 1500 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

To develolJ modules and teaching matenals 
(RO) 

Workshop on curriculum development 

Personal computer, printer, overhead 
proJector. Iransparency film 

Publication of lextbooks 

Two training workshops to pre-test the 
teact'ung malenals (Philippines, Viet Nam) 

To sludy the development of lifestyles 
conducive to health, and life skills needed in 
dillereni slages of lite. 

Glob.llndigenous Cultural 
Olympics/Summ~ (GICOS), Manila 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

0411996 

RB 

RB 

RB 

RB 

0111997 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PROOUCT 
·····DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-···· 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (USS) 

0403.AW Agreemenl for 
Performance of Work 

15300 

05 Approach: Development of school health OS.OI.SC Consultant I X 100 13000 
components and interventions to 
reduce helminth infections. 

Product: School health programmes, with 
interventions to reduce worm 
infections, established in China. 

os.onc 

OS.02.LC 

OS.03.SE.Ol 

OS.03.SE.02 

OS.04.SC 

Local Costs SOOO 

Local Costs SOOO 

Supplies and 10000 
Equipment 

Supplies and 10 000 
Equipment 

ConsuKant I X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 

Production of two professional 
documentaries on health·promoling 
workplaces 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

(PTT iWi'RO side) To dITect and coordlnal. 0111997 
project actiVIties; to provide guidance on the 
selection of test areas, collecting baseline 
data, needs assessment, production of 
education materials in China. 

(PTTMIPRO side) Nalional meeting of a 
coordjnating committee to place and 
establish school-based helminth control 
interventions in China 

JAPAN 

0111997 

JAPAN 

(PTTMIPRO side) Teachers, technical 0111997 
workers and multidisciplinary working groups 
are trained in health·promoting schools and 
helminth control principles in China. 

JAPAN 

(PTTMIPRO side) Purchase 015 0111997 
microscopes and kato·katz kits, and drugs 
(SOOO doses, twices. year) 

JAPAN 

(PTTMIPRO side) Improvement of the 01/1997 
school environment 1 upgrading of sanitary 
facilrties 

(PTTMIPRO side) Evaluation of helminth 
control activities in the framework of 
heaKh·promoting schools and their impact 
on students. 

JAPAN 

0311997 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
---VETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997--
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
CODE (US$) BY: 

OS.04.LC Local Costs 2000 

TOTAL 439979 

(PTTM'PRO side) Surveys and 
questionnaires 

APl'KM!D PLW OF ICl'I(JI mrAL 434 979 

lBI PlD'OW.S mrAL s (XX) 

Page 10 
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WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

4.3.1 Nutr~ion 

Nutriiion services 

WP/1997/CHN/NUT/OOl 

(formerly: CHN/NUT/001) 

DIRECTOR: opp 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: NUT 

1. To strengthen further the research capability in nutrition and to develop national nutritional food intake guidelines. 
2. To develop appropriate nutrition interventions for various population groups in the country. 
3. To eliminate 100 in the country by the year 2000. 

Support has been provided to the nutrition laboratory of the Inslitute of Nutr~ion and Food Hygiene through supplies and equipment and fellowships. 

Personnel working in the field of public health and nutrition in the model counties were trained in 1990-1991. From extrabudgetary sources, the first phase of a national nutritional surveillance programme 
was developed. 

It is estimated that between 29% to 35% of the population of China is at risk of 100. A nationallDD elimination programme was developed in March 1993 with joint support from UN agencies such as 
UNDP, UNICEF, WHO and the World Bank. Recognizing that multisectoral cooperation is necessary for achieving the elimination of 100, the Government established the Management Committee, a national 
leading and coordinating group for 100 elimination and the National Training and Technical Support Team (NTTST) which included representatives from various sectors. 

It is proposed to organize a detailed review of the programme management by an expert in collaboration with representatives of the various sectors, MMC members and relevant UN agencies. The outcomes 
of the review and suggested recommendations would be presented for discussion at a high levet nationat workshop in order to obtain political support. This would then be followed by three sub-national 
workshops where provincial managers from various sectors could discuss the proposed recommendations with national level managers. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. Local training activities to support nutrition intervention on iron deficiency anaemia and rickets in children in Heilongjiang Province. 
2. Nutrition intervention to prevent chronic diseases through local training courses and a study tour. 
3. The Nutr~ion education project in Anhui Province will be strengthened through a local training course and provision of some equipment. 
4. Development of techniques to supplement vitamin A. 
5. Studies on effects of vitamin A supplementation on immune function in young infants through a local training course and provision of some supplies. 
6 Strengthened nytmion education for the elderly (Hangzhou Health Bureau). 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts. He inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the 
Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS) 

01 Approach: Nutrrtion intervenlion on iron 01.01.LC Local Cosls 5000 
deficiency anaemia and rickets at 
children in Heilongjiang province 
(Dept. of Health Inspection). 

Product 220 trained. 

0102LC 

0103VE 

01.04.SE 

02 Approach' Nutrition intervention to prevent 0201.LC 
chronic diseases (Dept. of Heatth 
Inspection) 

Product: 60 trained. 

02.02.LC 

02.03.SE 

02.D4.0V 

Local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Study Tour 

5000 

15000 

9000 

5000 

5000 

4400 

2X1.oo 15600 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Training course on implementation of 
iron-deficiency anaemia and rickets 
interventi01 protocol for children in 
Heilongjia'lg province for 20 provincial level 
project executors, Harbin. 

T raining course on implementation of iron 
deficiency anaemia and rickets intervention 
protocol for children in Heilongjiang province 
for 50 county level project staff, Harbin 

One commuter bus 

One photocopier; two portable computers 

Training course on methodology of nutrition 
education for 30 health workers engaged in 
health and epidemic prevention, medical 
care, etc. in two cities, Beijing 

Training course on methodology of nutrition 
education for 30 health workers engaged in 
health and epidemic prevention, medical 
care, etc., In two cities, Beijing 

One computer 

Nutrition education. USA/CAN 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0211996 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

0311996 
RB 

0311996 

RB 

0111996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

06/1996 

RB 

07/1996 
RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

03 Approach: Nulrition education project in 03.01.LC 
Anhui Province (Dept. of Health 
Inspection) 

Product: 40 trained. 

03.02.VE 

03.03.SE 

04 Approach: Effects of vitamin A 04.01.LC 
supplementation on immune 
function in young infants. (Dept. 
of Science and Technology, 
MOH). 

Product: 20 trained. 

04.02.SE 

05 Approach: Development 01 national plans lor OS.OI.LC 
the control of iodine deficiency 
disorders (100) through 
systematic management of the 
programme, mu~iseetoral 
cooperation and linkages and 
external inputs/advisory seMees 

Product: A strengthened and 
well-integrated national 
programme for 100 control 

Local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

5000 

15000 

2000 

2000 

8000 

5000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 

Workshop on methodology 01 nutrition 
educatio" workshop on communication 
techniques and workshop on material 
devetop'nent, Helei, lor project starr to 
understand how to conduct nutrition 
education activities (40 provincial, 
prefecture, and crty-Ievel project staff on 
nutrition in Anhui Province) 

One commuter minibus 

One por1able computer 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0111996 

RB 

03/1996 
RB 

03/1996 

RB 

Training course for techniques in 06/1996 
supplementation of vitamin A in women and 
young inlants for 20 PHC workers of MCH 
from rural areas, Shanghai 

RB 

Culture media, tissue culture plates, 0211996 
reagents for vitamin A analysis, antisera for 
19 assay. 

Workshop to review the 100 project, prepare 
for the first cycle evaluation and plan for the 
second cycle of I DO programme 

RB 

UNDP 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

OS.OI.PT Participant 40000 

OS.01.0V Study Tour 2X 100 10000 

OS.01.SC.Ol Consullant 1 X 1.00 12500 

OS.01.0V.Ol Study Tour 1 XOO 42041 

OS.OI.SC 02 Consullant 1 X 1 00 12500 

OS.02.PT Participant 16806 

05.02.0V.Ol Study Tour 27100 

OS.02.0V.02 Study Tour 1968S 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

F or duty travel of national programme 
managers 

Official visits to provinces by MOH and 
relevant 100 persons to investigate local 
management and implementation situation of 
the 100 programme. 

To collaborate with all agencies involved in a 
major evalualion of the 100 programme 

Study tour on 100 for seven Chinese 
officials to Visit Indonesia and the Philippines 

To collaborate with all involved agencies in iii 

first major evaluation of the 100 programme 
in China 

Participation at overseas training courses 
and follow-up workShOps for health educator 
from National Heallh EQucation Institute 
(NHEI) 

Study tour to regional countries for central 
and provincial leaders (Ecuador) 

Overseas training on IDD control 
programme. PAMM. Attanta, Georgia, USA 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

01/1996 - 1211996 

UNDP 

UNDP 

06/1996 - 06/1996 

UNDP 

Q3/1997 - Q:.i1997 

UNDP 

06/1996 - 0611996 

UNDP 

Ot/1996 -1211996 

UNDP 

0111996 - 0211996 

UNDP 

01/1996 -1211996 

UNDP 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
-DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

OS.03.SC Consultant 

05.03.LC Local Costs 

05.04.LC.01 Local Costs 

05.04.LC.02 Local Costs 

05.04.LC.03 Local Costs 

OS.OS.LC 

05.05.PS 

Local Costs 

Programme Support 
Costs 

1 X 1.00 13 SOO 

SooO 

SOOO 

5000 

5000 

SOOO 

435S 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

JCC 1 B - Review Ihe programme 
management in collaboration wrth 
representatives of the various sectors, 
management committee members and 
relevant UN agencies 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

04/1996 - 04/1996 

JAPAN 

JCC 1 B - National workshop to review 04/1996 - 0411996 
expert's recommendations on strengthening 
programme management 

JC C 1 B - One at three sUb-national 
workshops for provincial management staff 
to strengthen programme management and 
multisectoral coordination 

JAPAN 

01/1997 - 0211997 

JAPAN 

JCC 18 - One at three sub-national 01/1997 
workshops tor provincial management staft 
to strengthen programme management and 
multi sectoral coordination 

JCC 18 - Ono at three sUb-national 
workshops for provincial management staff 
to strengthen programme management and 
multisectoral coordination 

JCC 18 - Field investigation at the 100 
programme to assess knowledge, skills and 
training needs at programme managers and 
other technical people involved in the 100 
programme 

JCC 18 - Programme support cost tor 
oxtrabudgetary tunds received 

JAPAN 

0111997 

JAPAN 

JAPAN 

0411996 

JAPAN 
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WP/1997/CHN/NUT/ool 

WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$' BY: MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

06 Approach' Q6.01.FE ___ f~lI()WShip 2 X 3.00 26000 MOH TraininQ on nutrition tor the elderly. Australia 08/1997 - 09/1997 Instead at national 

Product: Sirengthened nutrition education 
for the elderlv tHanazhou Reakh 
~. 

APl'RM!D PlAN (F ACrIa. 'IDl'AL 

NDl l'IU'aWS 'IDl'AL 

TOTAL 

324487 

26 (XX) 

or New Zealand or India 

FAR/RB 

350487 

trainina courses. the 
meeting agreed on 
tellowships on nutrition 
tor the elderly. The 
experience could tben 
be used tor local training 

~ 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 4.3.1 Nutr~ion 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: Nutrilion surveillance 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WPI19971CHNINUTI002 DIRECTOR: OPP 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: NUT 

OBJECTIVES: To strengthen national capabilities In the prevention and control of iodine deficiency disorders (100). 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

In 1994-1995, activities under CHNINUTIOOI concerned wilh 100 were integrated into the jOin I WHOIUNOPIUNICEF programme on 100 elimination The aim of this programme is to eliminate iodine 
deficiency disorders as a public health problem in the country by Ihe year 2000. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

1. Local and overseas Iraining, as well as some equipment, wilt be provided to eliminate 100 In the country by the year 2000. WHO support wilt focus on programme evaluation activities 

PROJECTtONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts He inputs comments to the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual report<; to the 
Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: To strengthen the 01.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 12.00 27400 
implementation system for 
eliminating 100 in China by the 
year 2000 (Dept. of Endemic 
Disease Control) 

Product: 70 trained. 

01.0nc 

01.03.SC 

01.04.LC 

OIOS.Sf 

01.06.SC 

Local Costs 

Consultant 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Consultant 

1 X 1.00 

5000 

13000 

5000 

21100 

o 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Epidemiology, computer use, and 
programme management, USA 

Workshop on pOlicy for implementation of 
plan for 100 control for 30 programme 
managers from Ministries concerned, 
Beiling. The objectIVe is to study and 
discuss existing problems and solutions in 
implementing the plan for 100 control and 
provide policy support. 

Training course on methods ot programme 
evaluation 

Training course on methods of programme 
evaluation for 40 100 programme managers 
from various provinces, Kunming to teach 
programme evaluation theory, sampling 
methods and results analysis in order to 
improve programme evaluation. 

Two portable computers, one laser printer, 
one film recorder 

Finalization and operationalization of 100 
Programme Plan of Operations for the 
second phase of national 100 Programme 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

09/1996 

RB 

07/1996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
-----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

01.07.SC.Ol Consultant 1 X .50 6500 

01.07.SC.02 Consultant 1 X .50 6500 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Facilrtator during a workshop for the 06/1997 - 06/1997 
finaliZation of the plan to establish a national 
reference laboratory Jar tOO surveillance 
system 

RB 

Consultant visit prior to the establishment of 11/1997· 11/1997 
the national reference labatory for the 100 
monitoring and surveillance- system 

RB 

Page 2 
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DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

01.0B.SE Supplies and 74000 MOH TSH assay ap~~ratus x 5, TSH reaaent. 09/1997 Aareed 
Eguipment 

FAR/RB 

01.0B.FE.Ol Fellowship 2 X 3.00 26000 MOH To study laboratory techniques for IOD 09/1997 Agreed. However, 
control Australia training should be on 

~ 
use of the equipment. 

TOTAL 184500 

APl'RJUm PINI ~ ACI'I£If mrAL 84 500 

NEW PRlREALS 100 (XX) 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

OBJECTIVES: 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

5.2.3 Tuberculosis 

Tuberculosis control 

WPI19971CHNfTUBI002 

To strengthen tuberculosis control in one provinee. 

DIRECTOR: DPC 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: CCD 

The Infectious and Endemic Disease Control (IEDC) project, tuberculosis componentsupported by the World Bank is covering 12 p,ovinces of China. In these provinces, tuberculosis programme has 
made deflnit improvement by using WHO recommended policies, including DOTS. In other provinces of China, tuberculosis control is poor, mainly due to inappropriate or lack of pOlicies. Implementation of 
WHO policies includIng DOTS in one province will improve the programme performance to control tuberculosis in that province. 

The Infectious and endemic disease control project continued to be supported by the World Bank In collaboration with staff members from the Tuberculosis programme (GTB/HQ). By the end of 
September 1995, 93% of the eligible population in 12 provinces was covered by the project Case-detection and cure rates of tuberculosis patients have substantially improved. GTB/HQ collaborates with the 
World Bank to supervise project implementation and provides detailed technical mOnltonng and advice. Staff of GTB/HQ also provide ongoing support for operational research, prolect preparatIon and 
imptementallon. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 -1998: 

Tuberculosis programme strengthened in four counties of one province. 
A review of the operational research activities of the Infectious and endemic disease control project will be undertaken and Implementallon of short-course chemotheraphy assessed 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will continue to be requested. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least twice a year with national counterparts. He inputs comments to the Plan of Action MOnitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the 
Regional Office specifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome them. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

01 Approach: Training, moniloring and 
evaluation, and heakh education 
developed. 

Product: Tuberculosis programme 
strengthened in 4 counties of one 
province 

---DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$I 

01.01.LC.Ol Local Costs 2000 

01.01 LC.02 Local Costs 5000 

01.01.LC.03 Local Costs 5000 

01.02.SE Supplies and 16000 
Equipment 

01.02.LC.Ol Local Costs 5000 

01.02.LC.D2 Local Costs 2000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Project appraisal 

Workshop: evaluation aner one year 
implementation. 

Workshop: evaluation second year 

Supplies of 16 binocular microscopes to 
countiesltownships 

Training on programme management for 
staff from province and counties on 
tuberculosis programme. 

Training course for laboratory technicians 
(counties and townships) 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0811996 - OBI1996 

RB 

0711997 - 0711997 

RB 

1211997 -1211997 
RB 

0111997 - 0111997 

RB 

0311996 

RB 

0811996 - 0811996 

RB 

Page 1 
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DECISION MADE AT 
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MEETING 

01.02.SE.02 Supplies and 50000 MOH Binocular microscopes for sputum 0411997 Agreed. However, the 
EqUipment examination quality control for tuberculosis in eqUipment shoyld be 

01.02.LC.03 Local Costs 8500 

China (Department of Disease Control) used to strengthen 
areas not covered bv the 
World Bank prolect 

FARIRB 

Training course for tuberculosis control 0311996 
programme for staff from counties hespdal •. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

CODE IUS$1 BY: 

01.02.LC.04 Local Costs 16000 Training course on tuberculosis control 
programme for township hospital staff and 
vIllage dactJrs 

01.03.LC Local Costs 25 000 Monitoring programme at province. county 
and townships level. 

01.03VE Vehicle 20000 Supply of one vehicle at provIncial level lor 
supervision. 

01.04.LC Local Costs 4700 Health education activities and supplies 

01.07.SC Consultant 2X .50 13 000 JCC 18. To review, together with one HQ 
staff, operational research activities with the 
Joint Research Management Committee and 
10 assess implementation of short-course 
chemotheraphy 

01.07.0T Duty Travel 12000 JCC 18 - One HQ staff to review operational 
research activities with the Joint Research 
Management Committee and to assess the 
implementation of short·course 
chemotheraphy. 

01.07.0T.Ol Duty Travel 130 000 (HO) ·IEOC SuperviSory Missions by 
GTB/HO, KNCV, and Programme Review. 

01.08.SC Consultant 2X50 13000 JCC 18 - To review, togelher with one HO 
staff, operational research activdies with the 
Joint Research Management Committee and 
to assess implementation of short·course 
chemotheraphy. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

03/1996 

RB 

03/1996 

RB 

01/1997 - 0111997 

RB 

0311996·0411997 
RB 

06/1996 

RB 

0611996 

GTB/HO (EB) 

01/1997 - 04/1997 

GTB/HO 

1211996 

GTS/HO (EBI 
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WP/1997/CHNITUB/002 

WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998--- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (US$) BY: 

01.08.DT Duty Travel 12000 

TOTAL 339200 

APfKJUIID PlAN OF JICTI(Jf 'lUI'AL 289 200 

NEW l'mPOOAlS 'lUI'AL 50 (XX) 

. PROPOSED FUNDS 

JCC 18 - One HQ staff to review operational 1211996 
researc''l activities with the Joint Research 
Management Committee and to assess the 
implementation of short-course 
chemotheraphy. 

RB 

MEETING 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

5.2.6.1 Malaria 

Malaria and olher paraSitic diseases 

WP/I997/CHN/CTDI010 DIRECTOR: DPC 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: MAL 

OBJECTIVES: 1. To reduce the transmission of malaria to levels where it 110 longer poses a public health problem. 

2. To control the transmission of schistosomiasis and of soil-transmitted helminthiasis. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Malaria, schistosomiasis, and soil-transmitted helminthiasis are all important health problems affecting considerable numbers of the population 

Malaria control, utilizing pyrethroid-treated mosquito nels and case detection with treatment has been very successful but reliable and cost-effective evaluation has been difficult to introduce. In the control of 
helminthiasis 
and schistosomiasis, training and epidemiological investigations have been major activities 

In 1991-1993, with all three disease control programmes, training and improved methods of epidemiological investigation were carried out by relevant institutes. Attention was given to improve the diagnostic 
capabilities and reduce morbidity due to these infections. In 1994-1995, continued development of new methods of surveillance and evaluation took place as well as a continuation of training in mataria control. 
The 
schistosomiasis activities related closely to the large World Bank Schistosomiasis Control Project, which commenced in early 1992. These included training in the control of helminthia~is ano schistosomiasis. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 - 1998: 

In 1996-1997, training will be conducted on malaria surveillance and control, as well as on the control of other parasitic diseases such as schistosomiasis, clonorchiasis and arboviruses Activities include: 

1. A nationwide sampling survey on schistosomiasis and several national workshops. 

2, Studies on new approaches for malaria surveillance in endemic areas in the form of workshops, a study tour and provision of equipment. 

3, Studies on elimination of malaria in Fujian province through local and overseas training as well as a prOVision of eqUipment. 

4, Operational stUdies on the control of taenia solium infection in Shandong 

5. Control of clonorchiasis in the Korean population In the northeastern part of China In the form of local training and health education activities. 

6 Surveillance on sensitivily of Plasmodium falciparum to antimalarials through a national workshop. 

7. Support to the epidemic surveillance of arbovirus through local and overseas training activities and provision of supplies and equipment. 

8. Control of hydatid disease in Qinghai Province (Dept. of Disease Conlrol). 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 -1002: 

It is anticipated that WHO support will conlinue to be requesled. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The WR reviews progress at least !wice a year with national counterparts. He inputs comments 10 the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the RIS. He also submits semi-annual reports to the Regional 
Office speCifying problems encountered and proposes ways to overcome Ihem. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998-----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Nalionwide sampling survey on 01.01.SC Consunanl 1 X 1.00 13000 
schistosomiasis (Dept of 
Endemic Diseases Conlrol, 
MOH) 

Product: 285 Irained 

01.02.LC Local Cosls 

01.03.LC Local Costs 

01.04.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

01.05.SE.Ol Supplies and 
Equipment 

02 Approach: Malaria surveillance in endemic 02.01.SC Consultant 
areas (Dept. of Health and 
Epidemic Prevention, MOH) 

Product: 65 trained. 

5000 

15000 

43500 

13000 

1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED .ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Nalional workshop on sampling survey on 
schistosomiasis.' 

Nalional workshop on sampling survey on 
schistosomiasis for 45 directors of 
Departmenl of Schislosomiasis Conlrol and 
directors and professional researchers of 
Provincial Institute of Parasitic Diseases, 
Wuhu City, Anhui province 

3 workshops on sampling survey on 
schislosomiasis for 80 provincial 
investigators - Jiangsu, Hubei and Sichuan. 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0111996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

2 desk lop compulers, 2 portable compulers, 06/1996 
1 laser prinler, 2 portable typewrilers 

RB 

Two computers and one printer 

RB 

Workshop on new advances in malaria 03/1996 
surveillance, Shanghai 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

03 Approach: Studies on basic elimination of 
malaria in Fujia" province. 
(Dept. of Heafth and EpidemIc 
Prevention, MOH). 

Product: 30 trained. 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998---
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

02.02.LC 

02.03.LC 

02.04.SE 

02.050V 

03.01.FE 

Local Cost. 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Study Tour 

Fellowship 

5000 

5000 

63600 

4X 100 22400 

1 X600 14600 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Workshop on new advances in malaria 
surveillance, to introduce advanced methods 
of malaria surveillance, to evaluate current 
diagnostic methods for malaria in China and 
to discu .. the plan for project 
implementation. 30 participants from 11 
provincial Institutes of Parasitic Diseases (or 
Health and Epidemic Prevention Stations), 
and the pilot areas, Shanghai. 

Workshop on malaria surveillance and its 
appllcallon in the field for 35 participants 
related to malaria control, Shanghai 

1 Microcentnfuge, 2 power supplies, 6 lable 
computers, 1 portable computer, 3 heat 
block, inverted fluorescence microscope and 
reagents. 

Advanced management of malaria 
surveIllance, WPR/SEAR 

Epidemiology and social economic effects of 
malaria, Thailand 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

0311996 

RB 

1011997 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

0611996 

RB 

0611996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

030nc 

03.03.SE 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

5000 

10000 

04 Approach Operational studies on the 04.01.FE Fellowship 1 X 600 14600 
control of Taenia sclium infection 
in Shandong. (Dept. of Health 
and Epidemic Prevention, MOH). 

Product: 30 trained. 

05 Approach: Controt of clonorchiasis in 
Koreans in China (Dept. of 
Heafth & Epidemic Prevention, 
MOH). 

Product: Epldemiotogical investigation 
compteted 

04.02.LC 

04.03.VE 

04.04.SE 

OS.Ol.SC 

local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Consuftant 

5 000 

20000 

13100 

1 X 1.00 13000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Seminar on malana control for 30 0511996 
participants with over 5 years experience in 
malaria controt, Xi.men, Fujian. The 
objective is to exchange advanced malaria 
epidemioJo~icaJ informatIon, features ot 
malaria classillc.tion, strategy of malaria 
control and malaria social and economic 
effects, to improve the theoretical level and 
ability of trainees 

One fluorescent microscope, 1 
microcomputer 

RB 

1211996 

RB 

Medical social science and its application to 0611996 
the control of parasitic diseases, Thailand 

RB 

National workshop on the investigation and 0511996 
evaluation methodologies of social mediCine 
for 30 participants with over 3 years 
experience in this field, Jining, Shangdong 

4·wheel drive vehicle. 

RB 

0211996 
RB 

One DNA thermal CYCler, 1 printer, reagents 0211996 

RB 

Workshop on epidemiology and exptoration 09/1997 
of successful strategies for clonorchiasis 
control, Beijing. 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Page 4 

WP/l 997 /CHN/CTD/Ol 0 

----DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING CODE (USS) 

OS.02.LC 

05.03.LC 

OS.04.VE 

05.05.SE 

OS.06.LC 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

Vehicle 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Local Costs 

OS,07.SE Supplies and 
Equipment 

S 000 

5000 

22000 

32200 

4800 

7300 MOH 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Workshop on epidemiology and exploration 09/1997 
of suec ~ssfu! strategies for clonorchiasis 
control for 30 senior and middle ranking 
professionals and administrative staff from 
main endemic provinces, Beijing. The 
objective is to summarize experience and 
exchange views with counterparts at home 
and abroad. 

RB 

Training course on basic epidemiology, and 05'1996 
diagnosis and control of clonorchiasis for 30 
field work professionals from three 
provinces, Changchun, Jilin 

RB 

One minibus 0111996 
RB 

One microplate reader, 2 freezers, 1 DNA 0111996 
lhermal cycler, 1 portable computer, 4 
binocular microscopes. 

RB 

Epidemiological investigation and heallh Ql/1996 
education of Korean residents in 
clonorchiasis endemic areas. Using data 
collection, analysis and materials printing, 
elc 

RB 

Microplate reader printer fax machlDe 0711997 A--.Rreed, 

fABlBB. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 ·1998····· 
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN·MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

CODE (US$) BY: 

06 Approach: Surveillance on sens~ivity of 06.01.SC 
Plasmodium falciparum 10 
anllmalarials. (Dept. of HeaUh 
and Epidemic Prevention, MOH). 

Product· 30 trained. 

0602.LC 

06.03.SE 

07 Approach: Epidemic surveillance of 07.01.FE 
arbovirus. (Dept. of Health and 
Epidemic Prevention, MOH). 

Product Better surveillance of arbovirus. 

07.02.SC 

07.03.LC 

Consultant 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

FellowShip 

Consultant 

Locat Costs 

1 X 1.00 13000 

5 000 

3800 

1 X 6.00 29200 

1 X 1.00 13000 

5000 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

To conduct a workshop on surveillance 1111996 
techniques for drug resistant P. falciparum 
To gain the knowledge and methods for 
rational c.pplicatian of antimalarials, Haikou, 
Hainan 

Workshop on surveillance techniques for 
drug·resistant P. lalciparum for 30 
professionals at middle·ranking level or 
above from endemic provinces, Haikou, 
Hainan. The objective is to gain the 
knowledge and methods for rational 
application of antimalarials. 

Tissue cultures and tissue culture plates, 
etc. 

New techniques and experience tor the 
surveillance of arbovirus, Japan 

Training course on new techniques and 
methods for rapid diagnosis 01 Arbovirus, 
Beijing. 

RB 

11/1996 

RB 

05/1996 

RB 

10/1996 

RB 

04/1996 

RB 

Traintng course on new techniques and 04/1996 
methods for rapid diagnosis 01 arbovirus for 
20 participants from local heaHh and 
epidemic prevention stations of different 
prOvinces, Beijing 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1991-1998-----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

07.04.LC 

07.05.LC 

07.06.SE 

Local Cosls 

Local Costs 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

5000 

5000 

38500 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

BY: 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Training course on epidemic surveillance of 0511996 
arbovirus tor 30 technicians, Beijing. The 
objective i~ to improve the ability and 
knowledg~ of arbovirus surveillance for the 
members of local heallh and epidemic 
prevention stations. 

RB 

Training course on epidemic surveillance of 05/1997 
arbovirus for 30 technicians, Henan. The 
objective is to improve the ability and 
knowledge of arbovirus surveillance for the 
members of local health and epidemic 
prevention stations 

RB 

One C02 incubator and reagents 03/1996 

RB 
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08 Approach· OB.01.FE Fellowship 1 X600 20400 MOH Epidemioloqyand immunology of IwdalJd 01/1998 Agreed 

Produc\: Conlrol of hydatid disease in 
Qinghai Province (Dept. of 
Disease Control). 

08.02.SE 

Al'E'KJ\IID PIRi OF !Cl'l1II 'lUrAl. 

!I!:oi l'lOUlALS 'lUrAl. 

Disease, Australia 
FAR/RB 

Supplies and 30000 MOH ELISA detegor. computer, ultrasouQcl_ 1 0/1997 Agreed up to the 
Equipment machine amount of US$ 30 000 

FAR/RB 

TOTAL 538000 

Its) 300 

57700 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES li'I CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: 

PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: 

5.2.6:1 Malaria 

Malaria and other parasitic diseases training and information exchange 

WP/I997/ICP/CTD/Ol0 

(formerly: ICP/CTD/001) 

DIRECTOR: DPC 

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER: MAL 

OBJECTIVES: To foster national and international action for controlling malaria and other parasitic diseases, and for preventing the re-establishment of such diseases in areas where they 
have been eradicated, so that they no longer constitute a threat to health and well-being through: providing training, information exchange, collaborate in programme 
evaluation, planning and implemention and ensuring cooperation between regions and countries for grealer impact on paras~ic disease control. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Malaria: Regional targets for malaria were agreed to in 1993 at the Kunming meeting in China. They are: that by the year 2000, malaria i.lcidence within the Region will have been reduced by 50% and 
mortality due to malaria by 80% using the 1992 figure as the base. By end 1997, progress to meeting these targets is expected to be SUbstantial and indicative of any further developmental action required if 
progress is considered slower than acceptable. 

Other parasitic diseases: By end 1997, thorough reviews of existing programmes will be carried out and control programme plans revised or prepared. Specific targets for other paraSitic disease control 
programmes, both for the Region and for country programmes will be defined by consensus during this planned biennium. 

PRODUCTS FOR 1997 -1998: 

1. In collaboration with Member Slates, WHO will: continue to provide technical support 10 existing control programmes along the lines, now well established, of a strong regional and intercountry partnership 
for programme maintenance, evaluation, training and further development. The model of malaria control will be used to further develop, strengthen and integrate whenever possible with existing programmes, 
other parasitic disease control activities. Control measures are directed towards reducif1ll., or preventing vector/human contact as well as early diagnosis of disease and its treatment. Community and individual 
awareness of targeted diseases as potentially debilitating or even life-threatening is an important component of all activ~ies. Programmes which must be involved as part of routine approaches ale those in 
environmental health (CWS, EHH, EUD), health and biomedical information (INF, Pll), health education and health promotion (HEP). research in tropical diseases (TOR), traditional medicine (TRM), human 
resources for health (HRH). In continuing efforts to encourage greater cooperation between countries, other international agencies and potential donors in this important area, collaboration with IOternational 
cooperation for health (TCC), and health legislation and ethics (HSD) will continue. 

2. Training health personnel and the development of information network, training and research facilities which is part of the regional malaria control programme. 

3. Strengthening national training activ~ies on malaria control and provision of teaching aids. 

4. logistical support for malaria control activities, including drugs, insecticides, bednets and laboratory supplies. 

5. Epidemiologicallnvestlqation strengthened for control of clonorchiasis and hydatid diseases in China. 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1999 - 2002: 

Progress towards the effective control of all major parasitic diseases in affected countries of the Region will be achieved. Targets indicating effective control will have been fOllowed since the 1996-1997 
biennium. Malaria disease, under the pressures of the accelerated control measures, is expected to have been controlled to levels where it is no longer an obstruction to socioeconomic development and to hav 
been forced to retreat to areas where ~ is of little economic consequence or importance to the health status of communities. 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer reviews progress alleast twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS). The products and activ~ies are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme profiles. 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (US$) 

01 Approach: Collaboration in the development 01.01.Se 
and control programmes with 
special reference to the technical 
expertise most needed by 
individual countries 

Product: Effective analysis of progress 
allowing for modifications In 
planning and further development 
of country and possibly the 
Regional programme. 

02 Approach: Support to malaria training 
actillitles of health personnel at 
central. prOVincial and district 
levels 

01.02.SC 

01.03.LC 

01.04.SC 

01.05.LC 

01.06.TA 

01.06.DT 

02.01.LC 

Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 

Consultant 2 X 2.00 52000 

Local Costs 5000 

Consultant 2 X 2.00 52000 

Local Casts 5000 

Temporary Adviser 4900 

Duty Travel 3600 

Local Costs 20000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

Drug resistance in selected countries 

Two teams ot two consultants will conduct a 
review of the malaria programmes in 
selected countries 

Review of the malaria programmes in 
selected countries 

Two teams of two conSUltants will conduct a 
review of the malaria programmes in 
selected countries 

Review of the malaria programmes in 
selected countries 

To support training. four national workshops 
and informatkJn exchange 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

Ql/1996 

RB 

Q3/1996 

RB 

Q3/1996 

RB 

Q2I1997 

RB 

Q2I1997 

RB 

RB 

RB 

Q2I1996 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 

Produc!: Training of programme 
managers to levels of effective 
competence 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998----
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODe (US$) 

02.02.SE Supplies and 14000 
Equipment 

02.03.FE FellowshiP 9 X 2.00 63000 

02.04SC Consultant 1 X2.00 26000 

02.05.LC Local Costs 15000 

03 Approach: Continued strengthening of 03.01.SC Consultant t X 1.00 13 000 
national training capacfties for 
malaria control including health 
promotion and education 

Produc!: Improved competence in 
curriculum and course design 
and the design, production and 
utilization of health promotion and 
malaria education materials 

03.02.AW 

03.02.SE 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

1000 

12000 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTtON 
BY: 

Teaching aids, development of information 
materials 

Malaria training activities in the Region 

Consultant for the above training 

To support training, national workshops and 
information exchange 

Consolidate training and curriculum deSign 
and the production of materials for district 
and provincial staff 

Ms Kate KJrk for E U docs 

Teaching aids and materials 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

RB 

01/1996 

RB 

0211997 
RB 

0211996 
RB 

0211996 

RB 

0211996 

RB 

RB 

0211996 

RB 
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WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 - 1998----
APPROACH/PRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 

CODE (USS, 
PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

BY: 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 
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04 Approach: AddHional support for 04.01.SE Supplies and 
Equipmenl 

60000 Insecticides and equipment 02/1996 
accelerated malaria control 
programmes which demonstrale 
the ability to reach targeled 
objectives 

Product: Improvements in malaria control 
activities especially in areas 
where particular problems exisl. 

OS Approach: 

Product: Epidemiological investigation 
strengthened for control of 
clonorchiasis and hydatid 
diseases in China. 

04.02 SE 

04.03.SE 

04.04.SE 

OS.OI.SC 

OS.OI.LC 

OS.02.LC 

Supplies and 
EqUipment 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Supplies and 
Equipment 

Consultant 

Local Costs 

Local Costs 

1 X 1.00 

50000 

40000 

10000 

13000 MOH 

S 000 MOH 

2000 MOH 

RB 

Antimalarial drugs 0211996 

RB 

Laboralory supplies 0211996 

RB 

Bednets 0211996 

RB 

Technical support to a workshop on dietary 10/1997 Agreed in principJe 
measures to prevent clonorchiasis in MQH to fyrther study as 
endemic areas Beijing, 14-16 October 1997 the benefit to be derived 
(Beijing Tropical Medicine Research from such jnput in this 
Institute) area was Dot clear 

Workshop for 20 participants. Beljine. 14-16 1011997 __ . __ ~Hl! 
October 1997 

~ 

Field study on clonorchiasis deleclion 01l1B9l Aareed However the 
treatment and heanh education field study should be 

conducted oytside 
JlWlg. 

~ 
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--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1997 -1998-- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 
CODE (US$) BY: 

OS.03.SC Consultant IX 1.00 13 000 MOH 

OS.03.LC.Ol Local Costs 5000 MOH 

MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

Training course on the epi~mialoQYJ!nd .--.lP/t~ A=d. 
immuna-biochemistry of hydatid disease, 
Xining, ::linghai 

FAR/RB 

Traiing course on the epidemiolaggy and 10/1997 Agreed. 
immuna-biochemistry of hydatid disease for 
100 public heaHh and veterinary workers, 
5-15 October 1997, Xining, Qinghai. 

FAR/RB 

OS.03.LC.02 Local Costs 5000 MOH Training course on hydatid control for 120 1111997 Agreed. 
public health and veterinary workers at lower 
levels, 17-21 November 1997, Xining, 
Qinghai 

FAR/RB 

TOTAL 602600 

APfRM!D PlM OF ACTIa!I rorAL 459 500 

lftI l'lUaIAL'i rorAL 43 (XX) 

0\ 
w 
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PROPOSALS FOR ACTIVITIES IN CHINA WITHOUT KNOWN SOURCE OF FUNDS 

WHO PROGRAMME: 5.3.1 Control of noncommunicable diseases 

PLAN OF ACTION TITLE: Integrated NCO activities 

·PLAN OF ACTION NUMBER: WP!1996I1CP/NCD/OIO 

(formerly: ICP/NCD/OOI) OPERATIONAL OFFICER: NCO 

OBJECTIVES: To promote and collaborate in the development 01 community prevention, control and management of noncommunicable diseases, such as diabetes mellitus. 

TARGETS: 

By 1997: 

(I) Most countries and areas of the Region will have established policies and programmes for the prevention, control and management of noncommunicable diseases such as diabetes mellitus, including 
priorities for action; 

(2) The majority of countries and areas of the Region will have developed appropriate actiVities specific to noncommunicable diseases with particular reference to changing unhealthy lifestyles and health 
promotion activities; 

(3) One-half of the countries and areas of the Region will be implementing Integrated programmes for the prevention and control of the major noncommunicable diseases for the whole community. 

(4) All countries will have some identifiable aclivity or recognition for the global diabetes day on 14 November of each year. 

PRODUCTS: 

1. Technical collaboration in development of integrated noncommunicable disease controt programmes based on the existing primary care system, by supporting nationat workshops on prevention and control 
of other noncommunicable diseases, particularly diabetes mellitus, and emphasis on changing unhealthy lifestyles and health promotion activities; 

2. Development of models for community-based management of diabetes mellitus, appropriate to national resources and cultures; 

3. Support to research on other noncommunicable diseases, including epidemiology and community-based intervention, emphasizing health promotion measures. 

4. Prevention of noncommunicable diseases in the elderly (Shanghai Municipal Health Bureau). 

PROJECTIONS FOR 1998 - 2001: 

With riSing levels of obesity in all countries and areas in the region, non-insulin-dependent diabetes (type II) will also rise. Changing lifestyles will also be a factor and an epidemic of moderate propositions is 
being predicted. There is some evidence that insulin-dependent diabetes (type I) is also increasing but minimally and for as yet unidentified reasons. Prevention, treatment and management technologies all are 
advancing but the challenge will be to keep costs to individuals at manageable levels, and appropriate for rural settings 

MONITORING MECHANISMS: 

The Operational Officer r.views progress at least twice a year in the Plan of Action Monitoring (PAM) section of the Regional Information System (RIS). The products and activities are evaluated annually in the 
project executive summary section of the programme prOfiles. 
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WP/1996/ICP/NCD/010 

WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997-- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
APPROACHIPRODUCT ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 

CODE (USS) BY: MEETING 
PROPOSED FUNDS 

01 Approach: National programme 01.0t.L T long-term Staff 1 X 1200 126200 Medical Officer, new post, duty station - 0111996 
development Suva (Post frozen for 1 year) 

Product: Successful completion of 3 RB 
workshops With national actions 
planned 

01.02.DT Duty Travel 23400 0111996 
RB 

01.03.SC Consultant 1 X 1.00 13000 To undertake programme review and 0211996 
national workshops on noncommunicabfe 
diseases, mainly diabetes mellitus, in 
selected Pacific islands and Papua New 
Guinea. 

RB 0\ 
u. 

01.04.lC local Costs 15000 Workshop costs in 3 Pacific island 0211996 
countries, Papua New Guinea, and Republic 
of Korea 

RB 

01.05.SE Supplies and 15000 Support for materials and equipment for 0411997 
EqUipment survey and communrty prevention of NCDs. 

RB 

02 Approach' Development of models for 02.01.AW Agreement for 5000 Comparative review and recommendations 02lt997 
communrty-b •• ed management Performance of Work for countries with relatively high prevalences 
of diabetes mellitus and hmrted resources for individual chronic 

management. 
Product: A plan of action to use as starting RB 

point for other national 
programmes 

02.02.SC Consultant I X 1.00 13000 National diabetes survey in Philippines 0311996 - 0311997 
NIPPON ')-

02.02.lC local Costs 7617 Two Workshops on diabetes prevention and 0311996 - 0211997 I! management (Philippines and a South 
Pacific counby). 

NIPPON 



WHO COOPERATION REQUIRED 

APPROACH/PRODUCT 
--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 - 1997 --.--
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST 
CODE (US$) 

0202SA 

02.03PS 

02.04.AW 

Special Sefllices 
Agreement 

Programme Support 
Costs 

Agreement for 
Performance of Work 

5000 

2681 

1101a 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
BY: 

National diabetes sUf\l.y in the Philippines 

Programme support costs 

Dietary guidelines for the prevention of 
noncommunicable diseases 

TARGET DATE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

NtPPON 

NIPPON 

NIPPON 
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WP/1996/ICP/NCD/Ol0 

DECISION MADE AT 
THE 19TH JCC 

MEETING 

03 Approach: Research on community control 03.01.RG Research Grants 10000 To support research on epidemiology, Q411997 
of other noncommunicable 
diseases 

Product Completion of approved research 
projects with practical 
applications 

community control of other 
noncommunicable diseases, with emphasis 
on health promotion measures. 

RB 

04 Approach: 0401.SC Consultant I X 1.00 13000 MOH Workshop on community health care and 09/1997 Agreed 
noncommunicable disease prevention in the 

Product" Prevention of noncommunicable 
diseases in the elderly (Shanghai 
Municipal Health Bureau). 

04.01.LC 

04.02.LC 

Local Costs 5000 MOH 

Local Costs 4500 MOH 

elderly, Shanghai, September 1997. 
~ 

Workshop on community health care an9 0911997 Agreed 
noncommunicable disease prevention in the 
elderly for 60 community health workers and 
staff from institutes for the elderly, Shangha" 
September 1997 

~ 

Survey of noncommunicable diseases 0811997 - 1211997 Agreed. 
prevalence and health of the elderly, 
August-December 1997. 
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--DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR 1996 -1997----- TARGET DATE FOR DECISION MADE AT 
ACTIVITY COMPONENT MAN-MONTHS EST COST PROPOSED ACTIVITY COMPONENT DESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION THE 19TH JCC 
CODE (US$) BY: MEETING 

PROPOSED FUNDS 

04.03.0V Study Tour 2 X 1 .00 16 800 MOH Commun~y health care and jlreventioJl of 1111997 Agreed However 

TOTAL 286216 

246 916 

39300 

noncommunicable diseases Osaka Ja an details of the stud tour 
and FAFs of candi ales 
should be submitted as 
soon as posslp,e 
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ANNEX 8 

REPORT ON THE HIGH LEVEL NATIONAL MEETING ON HEALTH 

"New Advances in Health Reform and Development in China" 

Zhu Qingsheng 
Director-General, Department of General Administration 

Ministry of Health 
(June 1997) 

Since the founding of the People's Republic in 1949, and, in particular, since its initiation of 
reform and openness, China has witnessed a significant achievement in its health service and a 
constant rise in its people's health. The Party and government have attached great attention to the 
development of health service in the country. In December of 1996, the national health 
conference was convened in Beijing under the joint sponsorship of the Central Committee of the 
Chinese Communist Party and the State Council. It was during the session that achievements and 
experiences in health service of the country were summarized, and principles, targets and tasks of 
health service under new situation were specified. The promulgation for implementation of the 
"Decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council 
concerning Health Reform and Development" early this year marked the entry into a new historic 
stage of health reform and development of the country. A brief summary of the future perspective 
of China's health service is presented hereunder to all participants of the meeting. 

I. Health serv ice receives greater attention from the government and society and its 
targets have 
been further defined: 

During the session of the national health conference. Jiang Zemin. General Secretary of the 
Chinese Communist Party pointed out that the "health service is one that benefits the people and 
acts on economic development and social stability. and has a unique and indispensable role to 
play in socioeconomic development that nothing can substitute". Premier Li Peng also pointed 
out that the "protection and improvement of people's health constitute the necessary prerequisite 
to economic development and social progress. Health services relate closely with the birth, 
ageing, illness and death of people, and with the immediate interests of all individuals. This 
manifests the concern of the Party and government to people. Leading personage at all levels 
shall better understand the importance of health service, of which, leadership must be 
strengthened". It has become the common understanding of the whole society that the attainment 
of health for all in order to attain a constant improvement of people's health is an important target 
of socialist modernization construction of the country, an important indicator to the increase of 
people's livelihood, an important content in socialist spirit civilization building-up, and an 
important guarantee for a sustainable socioeconomic development. 

The health service of the country is a public welfare scheme in nature, undertaken by the 
government in its implementation of public policies. It has therefore been defined further that the 
health service ofthe country is a service that benefits all members of the society in the course of 
building-up the socialist market economy system. A number of welfare policies have been 
adopted in the health service, which is a non-profit undertaking in nature. In the course of health 
reform and development, social benefit must be taken unreservedly as a supreme principle. The 
principles governing the health service of the country under this new historic stage are: to take its 
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rural side as priority with preventive medicine as main emphasis, to attach equal importance to the 
traditional Chinese medicine and the western medicine, to rely on scientific and technological 
progress and education, to mobilize social participation in activities for the good of people's 
health and social modernization construction. As a summary of historic experiences of the health 
service of this country, these principles are guidance that directs us in developing health services 
of the country with Chinese specific features. A call is therefore given at the central level to all 
party committees and governments at different levels to integrate health activities into the general 
programme of socioeconomic development, to increase its input to health service to ensure a 
concerted development between health and socio-economy, and an increase of people's health and 
welfare appropriate to its economic development. 

Following the "Ninth National Five-year Plan for Economic Development and its Future 
Programmatic Targets for the Year 20 I 0", the government of this country has specified that a 
health system is to be initially set up. by the year 2000. that embraces health service, health 
insurance. and health supervision; that. the goal of health for all is to be attained in the main; and 
that the health status of people is to be further raised. It is expected that, by the year 20 I 0, a 
complete health system will be set up in all parts of the country appropriate to the social market 
economy system, and to the health needs of the people; that major health indicators of the people 
in economically developed areas shall reach, or. approach near to the average level of that of the 
developed countries of medium level, and that in less developed areas shall reach the advanced 
level of developing countries. In order to attain the established targets. reform shall be taken as a 
pushing power to raise. in an all round manner, service and capability of health departments, to 
strengthen health law enforcement and supervision. and to strengthen leadership of the 
government in health activities in order to ensure the constant increase in the level of people's 
health. 

II. It is developed in depth health reform. and to propel the all round health 
development of 
health services and people's health 

The development in depth of health reform and development is, by itself, a systems 
engineering which needs to be developed relative to the development of socialist market 
economy, and. at the same time. in adherence to the intrinsic rules that govern the development of 
a health service. The aim of health reform lies in the increase of vitality of health service, the 
mobilization of initiatives of health institutions and professionals. The constant improvement of 
quality and efficiency of health service for the betterment of people's health as well as committees 
and governments at different levels to integrate health activities into the general programme of 
socioeconomic development, to increase its input to health service to ensure a concerted 
development between health and socio-economy. and an increase of people's health and welfare 
appropriate to its econom ic development. 

Efforts are being exerted to tackle the following major issues: 

I. It is to master and utilize the development of a socialist market economy in the 
supply/demand relationship of the health service, to differentiate between, and meet the 
diversified health needs of people of different echelons, to timely re-adjust the size and structure 
of health institutions, and to raise utility rate of health resources. In the re-adjustment of 
supply/demand relationship, primary consideration shall be given to the basic health needs, and, 
taking it as a base, develop diversified health services to meet the different health needs ofthe 
community. 
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2. It is to establish and to perfect the mechanism for the compensation of health 
input. The health service of the country is a social welfare scheme of the government, following 
public policies. It is based on its basic principle that government at all levels are required to 
integrate its health service into a general programme of socioeconomic development. The 
government is expected to ensure necessary input, to give preferential consideration in its 
budgetary allocation to public health and health supervision, and to provide basic health service. 
Subsidence shall be given to medical and health institutions of the public sector reflecting the 
government policy of equity in health service and welfare. In the course ofthe improvement of 
their livelihoods, the community is expected to increase their contribution to medical expenses in 
order to increase their personal responsibility. The reform and improvement in pricing of medical 
service is one of the key issues in the rational resolution of compensation. Principles governing 
pricing shall be worked out taking into account the specific nature of each type of service 
provided. Charges are to be increased for technical service, while for diagnosis and treatment 
utilizing large-sized equipment charges are to be reduced. This is to establish a regulatory pricing 
mechanism for health service compatible to market price fluctuation as well as a feasible system 
for its management and supervision. The power of pricing management is to be decentralized as 
appropriate, and local governments are expected to work out a plan for implementation, in phased 
manner. This will bring about a change to the irrational pricing system in present health service 
of the country over a penod of two to three years. 

3. It is to search for a regulatory mechanism for health development, and to direct a 
legitimate competition in health service. It is through the formulation and implementation of a 
regional health programme and through the faithful enforcement of health laws and legislations to 
strengthen its scientific management and to standardize its service. Competition in service is to 
be developed to improve service quality and reduce its cost to the convenience and interest of the 
community. It is to set up a tine image of service more trustworthy to the community. 

The major areas to be reformed include: 

I. The search for a medical insurance scheme appropriate to the country's situation. 

There is, at present, a free medical system, and a labour insurance law for 
governmental/enterprise employees. These have played a positive role in the protection of 
people's health in the past. However, with the shift to socialist market economy system, the 
drawbacks and shortcomings have become increasingly prominent. Experiments for reform have 
been tried out in recent years at Zhenjiang City of Jiangsu Province and Jiujiang City of Jiangxi 
Province. A new medical insurance scheme has been developed that integrates the overall 
arrangement of the society with the income of the individual. The premium of the scheme is to be 
borne jointly by the state, the employing unit and the individual at a rational proportional ratio. 
The scheme is to cover basic medical service at a level appropriate to the social production 
development and acceptable to all participating parties concerned. The experimental scheme is 
now being tried in more than 50 cities of the country before its expansion nationwide. It is 
expected to have the scheme established in most of the cities of the country during the Ninth Five
year programme period. At the same time, a search for supplements in various forms including 
mutual help medical insurance scheme, and medical insurance scheme of commercial nature will 
be undertaken. 

2. Actively develop reforms in health managerial system, its operational mechanism 
and health service system: 

This country has set up its health care system, in which, health institutions of public sector 
act as the main body, and the collective- and private-run institutions are its supplements. Due to 
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the incoherence between "vertical" leadership system and "horizontal" coordination system, the 
existing system has been found irrational in its structure and low in its utility of resources. 
Reform is therefore called for. Health resources of the country are distributed mainly by 
administrative division and affiliation and less by an overall arrangement within health sector. 
Health resources are provided to large and medium cities in quantity based on size rather than 
need. As a result the remote and less-developed cities and rural areas are inadequately served. In 
order to improve the ability of government in its macro-regulation over health resource 
distribution and to resolve the supply/demand imbalance in health service between the urban and 
rural areas, a regional health programme is to be formulated and implemented. This is done with 
the aims of fulfilling the health needs of the entire population by designing rational distribution of 
health institutions, determining the size of installations, and of practising overall management and 
supervision over health service within the region. Scientific management within an institute and 
the system of having its director take up sole responsibility are to be strengthened, and power of 
decision-making in management is to be expanded. It is through the in depth reform concerning 
systems governing personnel and job assignment that an independent and dynamic operational 
mechanism in management is expected to take shape. 

Community health service is to be developed in an active manner with the hope to establish 
and gradually improve a functional and convenient health care network covering preventive and 
therapeutic services, continuous education, health consultation, rehabilitation service, and family 
planning service. etc. Distribution of medical professionals is to be arranged in a planned manner 
and those at leisure are to be organized to open health service centres in residential areas. 

Ill. It is to strengthen, in real term, health service at the rural side: 

Rural health service of this country has remained weak. China's health issues is far from 
being resolved if there is no functional health service network and well-designed medical 
insurance scheme established in its rural areas which account for 900 million of the total 
population. It has been defined in the Ninth Five-year plan for the attainment of health for all 
strategy that the emphasis lies in the rural areas and the difficulties in the less-developed areas. 
Hence, emphasis on the health service must be put directly into rural areas. The country has taken 
three factors as the three "pillars" that support the development of rural health service, i.e. the 
three-tier health service network. the cooperative medicare service system, and the rural health 
manpower development. The improvement of rural health has become an important duty to fulfil 
for all governments at various levels. Cooperative medicare service system is a feasible way 
initiated by peasantry of this country to develop its health service with Chinese specific feature. 
Its organization shall be voluntary and appropriate in nature, and led by local government 
following the principles that it shall be collectively run by the local community. Its funds are 
mainly from individual input, with the help from the collectivity and with certain funding support 
from the government. The form of cooperation, amount of fund mobilized, proportion of 
reimbursement, and ways of conducting democratic and scientific management are to be decided 
upon by taking into account of local situations. 

Close attention and a greater effort shall be given to health service in less developed areas 
and areas populated by the national minorities. The raising of health status of people in less 
developed areas shall be taken as an important content ofthe local aiding-the-poor programme, 
and its health aspect shall be integrated with the local aiding-the-poor programme to be 
implemented by local government village to village and household to household. This will 
endeavour to resolve the difficulties in shortage of medicine, to improve their drinking water 
supply, to control endemic and infectious diseases, and to prevent local community from 
becoming poor due to falling ill. Urban health institutions and those in developed areas shall take 
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measures to render support to their counterpart institutions in less developed areas and areas 
inhabited by the national minorities. 

IV. It is to lay equal emphasis to the traditional Chinese medicine and western medicine, 
and to develop the traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacology: 

As a fine traditional culture of the Chinese nation with its unique feature and merit, the 
traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacology are important component to the health service of 
this country. The traditional Chinese medicine and the western medicine mutually supplement 
each other and jointly shoulder the task of protecting and improving people's health. A call has 
been given from the central level that party committees and governments at all levels are to 
implement conscientiously the principle of equally emphasizing the traditional Chinese medicine 
and the western medicine, to strengthen the leadership in traditional Chinese medicine and 
pharmacology, and to gradually increase its input with the hope to create a favourable material 
foundation for its future development. Unity between doctors of the two schools of medicine 
shall be strengthened to learn from each other in order to make up for each other's deficiencies for 
a common raising of standards and for an earlier integration of the two practices. 

I. It is to correctly handle the relationship of inheritance and raising of standards. It 
is necessary to carry forward earnestly all the merits and special features of the traditional 
Chinese medicine and pharmacology, and, at the same time, to make innovations courageously. 
By utilizing active modern sciences and technologies, it is to promote development of the 
traditional Chinese medicine. both in its theoretical and practical aspect, and to promote its 
modernization. 

2. Industry of the traditional Chinese pharmacology shall be developed in an active 
manner by propelling its modernization in production. Its forms of organization and ways of 
management shall be reformed and improved, and policies with preferential terms are to be 
implemented to protect and develop its medicinal material resources. Reform in its production 
enterprises shall be carried out actively so as to make its production intensified and extensive in 
scale. 

Since the convening of the National Health Conference and the promulgation for 
implementation of the "Decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist party and 
the State Council concerning Health Reform and Development", studies and surveys on specific 
subjects have been organized in all parts of the country for the formulation, in the context of local 
situations, of local plans for implementation. Health conferences were held at local level under 
the joint sponsorship of local party committee and government for the publicity and 
implementation of the spirit of the national health conference. 

The strategical goals have been defined in the construction of socialist modernization, to 
which, health reform and development constitute its component parts. It is our conviction that, 
with the socioeconomic growth and the development in depth of reform, and with the joint efforts 
of governments at all levels and of the society as a whole, the goals set forth during the national 
health conference are certainly to be attained, and people's health is certainly to be further raised. 


